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Abstract 
Wireless communications is rapidly moving towards so called 4G wireless systems. This has 
led to an increasing demand to develop integrated mobile terminals which have multi-mode ca-
pabilities, i.e. multiple communication systems can coexist. The central goal of this thesis is to 
determine appropriate structures and algorithms for multi-mode receivers that maximize flexi-
bility without excessive compromise in performance. Attention is focused on the coexistence 
of multiple communication systems via a simple structure. All algorithms and architectures are 
developed within the framework of multi-mode receivers. This is in contrast to software-defined 
radios, the term multi-mode in this thesis being limited to a set of standards and a receiver is 
expected to handle different systems with low hardware complexity. Dedicated hardware is 
shared and reused by different systems. DAB, DVB-T, UNITS, HIPERLAN-2 and other poten-
tial systems are considered in this thesis. They can be classified into three categories: OFDM 
based systems, WCDMA and single carrier systems with cyclic prefix. 
The work develops multi-mode terminals from the algorithm viewpoint, reducing receiver com-
plexity by taking advantage of the commonalities among different specifications and receiver 
requirements. For example, the commonalities among DAB, DVB-T and HIPERLAN-2 phys-
ical layers are investigated and a common system clock is adopted for these communication 
systems. In addition, a receiver architecture combining sampling rate conversion and OFDM 
symbol synchronisation is also presented. The coexistence of WCDMA and OFDM systems 
from the perspective of using the same equalisation structure is elaborated; chip-level frequency 
domain equalisation for WCDMA forms a major part of this thesis. Simulation results verify 
the effectiveness of the proposed equalisation algorithms. Moreover, SC-FDE with more flex-
ible structures, i.e. with a varying length feedback filter or without cyclic prefix, is examined. 
Then the importance of accurate channel estimation for practical spread spectrum systems is 
emphasized. A code-multiplexed pilot sequence is used for the purpose of channel estimation 
in both WCDMA and CP-CDMA systems and to maintain bandwidth efficiency. System per-
formance is improved significantly by a proposed joint iterative channel estimation and parallel 
interference cancellation algorithm. Finally conclusions are drawn and suggestions for further 
work presented. 
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Estimated signal vector of the i-th slot 
X,k k-th slot-length estimated signal vector in the i-th slot 
The I-th stage regenerated transmitted i-th block signal 
Estimated composite signal excluding the u-th user's information 
Xi Fourier transform of x 
Fourier transform of i 
X (w) Fourier transform of x% (ii) 
Xi,residual(W) Fourier transform of xj,re8 jd a1(rt) 
y(n) Output from the RAKE receiver/equaliser 
yk(n) Output from the equaliser with k segments 
a Real factor accounting for unpredictable cyclic reconstruction errors 
a1 Leaky factor used in the FT algorithm 
al (t) Attenuation factor of the l-th path 
adown Threshold parameter of the dynamic length algorithm 
Threshold parameter of the dynamic length algorithm 
at up Threshold parameter of the dynamic length algorithm 
up Threshold parameter of the dynamic length algorithm 
Forgetting factor 




A1 Sampling clock frequency error 
Small predefined threshold in the FT algorithm 
ni (n) A mixture of AWGN, multipath interference and MAT on the l-th path 
'yi Threshold parameter of the dynamic length algorithm 
72 Threshold parameter of the dynamic length algorithm 
A (n) Soft bit of xi (in) 
Ai = [Ai (0),... 
= [A(0),... ,A(N - i)]T 
Step-size in adaptive filters 
Pk = kT/T3 - Mk, a fractional difference 
0 Circular convolution 
Element by element multiplication 
Equivalent fading factor 
Phase of the l-th path 
P 	 Small positive constant in RLS algorithm 
Ud 	 Variance of the transmitted signal 
nterference Average interference power per chip due to approximate cyclic reconstruction 
0,71 	 Variance of the noise signal 
crresiduai 	Variance of the time domain signal excluding CPICH 
°t2ail 	 Variance of the tail part signal 
Ti 	 Propagation delay of the 1-th path 
TM 	 Channel maximum delay spread 
timing offset in the SRC 
Ei 	 Integer timing offset in the SRC 
Ef 	 Fractional timing offset in the SRC 




The first cellular mobile networks emerged in the early 1980s, these used analogue radio trans-
mission technologies and Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) techniques. All the 
available spectrum was divided into multiple adjacent channels with a certain bandwidth. In-
dividual calls were allocated to different frequency bands. This system had several drawbacks 
such as small traffic capacity, bad voice quality, etc. 
The second generation of cellular mobile networks (For example, Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM) [1]) was introduced in the early 1990s. It uses a set of digital wireless 
technologies called Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) which can provide three to four 
times more capacity than that of the analogue systems. In a TDMA system, several calls share 
the same frequency resource. The GSM system has achieved great commercial success and is 
used in many countries in the world, however, it still suffers from a relatively low transmission 
data rate which can not meet the requirement of high data rate multimedia communication. 
The third generation of cellular mobile networks (3G) can offer customers several broadband 
information services, for example, high data rate, low speed image and video communication, 
etc. which were unavailable in the first two generation systems. Code Division Multiple Access 
(CDMA) was selected as the key multiple access technology for the third generation mobile 
communication system. In a CDMA network, several users share the same channel in both 
time and frequency. The user's data are distinguished by their specific signature waveforms. 
CDMA offers great capacity and variable rate services. It is likely to dominate the market in 
the medium term. 
Research in mobile communication is now moving towards the fourth generation (4G). This 
concept can be considered as both a broadband access and a distribution network with asym-
metric and high data rate traffic. As one of the high rate transmission techniques that can 
reduce inter symbol interference (ISI) effectively, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed 
(OFDM) technique has emerged as a potential air-interface technology for both broadcasting 
and wireless LAN (WLAN) applications. OFDM is supposed to be a promising candidate for 
the kernel part of 4G, future mobile communications. 
Introduction 
In principle, OFDM technology is a form of multi-carrier communication. It modulates several 
low data rate streams over a number of orthogonal sub-carriers for parallel transmission. The 
maintenance of orthogonality enables signals to be superimposed to generate OFDM signals 
without causing interference among sub-carriers. OFDM is a spectrally efficient transmission 
technique; it can also suppress the effects of the ISI in mobile communications. 
CDMA and OFDM are currently the two dominant air interfaces in the consumer market. Sig-
nificant research efforts has been carried out on the integration of these two techniques. The 
combination of direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) and multi-carrier modulation is proposed; 
multi-carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) and multi-carrier DS-CDMA (MC-DS-CDMA) are two dif-
ferent realizations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6].  In this thesis, the main focus is on current standards, 
i.e. DS-CDMA based Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UNITS) [7] and those 
OFDM based broadcasting systems (Digital Audio Broadcasting and Digital Video Broadcast-
ing) and WLAN. 
1.1 Motivation 
The most significant drives in all of the wireless personal communications activities are the 
desire for mobility and flexibility in communications and the demand for real time high data 
rate transmission. Future wireless multimedia communication systems will be designed mainly 
focusing on the aspect of satisfying user's requirements. In mobile communications, there is a 
great demand to develop more sophisticated integrated mobile terminals with multi-mode ca-
pabilities. The 4G mobile communication system should be able to provide more services than 
3G does. It may support wireless communication services with either fixed or mobile platforms 
or span over different frequency bands and make wireless access to the Internet possible at 
anytime and from everywhere. It should facilitate multimedia information services other than 
merely voice plus text communications. Nowadays, mobile voice and text communications, au-
dio and video communications, wireless networks and Internet are being related to each other 
more and more closely. Thus 4G is considered to be a multi-functional integrated broadband 
mobile communication system. A graph of such an integrated network is shown in Figure 1.1. 
The central goal of this thesis is to determine appropriate structures for multi-mode receivers 
that maximize flexibility without excessive compromise in performance. Digital Video Broad-
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Figure 1.1: Integrated network, UMTS, DAB, DVB-L WLAN 
Radio Local Area Network-type 2 (HIPERLAN-2) [10] are the three European Telecommuni-
cations Standards Institute (ETSI) standards to be investigated as well as their combination 
with the UMTS which is considered as a successor to GSM. They are prominent solutions for 
broadband transmission of multimedia signals and future wireless network connections that can 
meet the requirements of consumers. These standards are currently receiving a great deal of 
attention with an increasing requirement for one receiver to cope with these multiple services. 
By discovering commonalities among the physical layer implementations, based on the design 
of some new receiver architectures, a multi-mode receiver can then be achieved. 
Recently, work has been done toward that goal from a software-defined radio (SDR) point of 
view [11] [12]. In order to realise such coexistence of several services, they rely on power-
ful digital processing units, such as programmable digital signal processors (DSPs) and field 
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Obviously, these processors provide more flexibility than 
dedicated DSPs, however, the terminal needs to be reprogrammed each time it is anticipated 
to access to a specific service. Moreover, dedicated DSPs are usually faster and consume less 
power than general-purpose processors. Hereby, the term multi-mode is distinct from SDR, 
in that it is only limited to a limited set of standards and is expected to handle different sys-
tems with low hardware complexity. This can be done by discovering the commonalities in 
standards definition and processing requirements and thus sharing dedicated hardware among 
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different systems. For instance, by implementing a chip-level equaliser for wideband CDMA 
(WCDMA) in the frequency domain, the equaliser of both WCDMA and OFDM based systems 
can coexist. 
In addition to WCDMA and OFDM systems, single carrier systems with a cyclic prefix are 
of interest in this thesis. They deliver similar performance to OFDM for essentially the same 
complexity. Nonetheless, the required cyclic prefix inevitably reduces bandwidth efficiency. In 
this thesis, the problem of removal of the cyclic prefix is investigated. Since reconfigurable 
terminals for mobile communication systems is the key objective of this thesis, variable length 
equalisers which allow a reduction in computational complexity are also considered. 
The importance of accurate channel estimation for a practical mobile communication system is 
self evident. To maintain bandwidth and power efficiency, a code-multiplexed pilot channel is 
transmitted in a spread spectrum system. Generally speaking, good estimates can be obtained 
with a high power pilot channel. Unfortunately, this leads to high interference in the dedicated 
data channels. Such systems face a dilemma as to whether to adopt a high power pilot channel 
for better channel estimates or not. Moreover, practical implementation of the channel estimator 
should be considered. Consequently, it is of great interest to study an efficient channel estimator 
for CDMA systems that can work with a low power pilot channel. 
1.2 Contributions 
The key focus of this thesis is on developing algorithmic techniques that enable multi-mode 
operation rather than development of a specific architecture. A summary of the contributions is 
as follows. 
. A new receiver architecture combining sampling rate conversion (SRC) and symbol syn-
chronization is suggested. Since the physical layer of IEEE802.l la is similar to that 
of Hiperlan-2, and particularly the sampling rate of them is the same (20 MHz), only 
the physical layer of Hiperlan-2 is considered in this thesis. The three OFDM systems 
(DAB/DVB-TlHiperlan-2) can use a single system clock effectively [13] [14]. 
A chip level minimum mean squared error (MMSE) frequency domain equaliser (FDE) 
that utilises the common pilot channel for approximate cyclic reconstruction is presented. 
A high power pilot channel can be deployed in a system for better channel estimation and 
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the interference caused is removed by an interference canceller in the frequency domain. 
By adopting the proposed frequency domain equalisation structure for receiving UMTS 
signal, the coexistence of OFDM systems and UMTS via a simple structure is feasible. 
A multi-mode receiver can be programmed to switch to a particular transmission more 
conveniently. The interference cancellation algorithm has been applied to a cyclic prefix 
CDMA system in [15]. 
Further development on the chip level FDE for UMTS is presented. Two other chip level 
MMSE FDEs based on self cyclic reconstruction [16] and slot segmentation [17] are 
proposed which require no overlapping processing. A pilot channel with high power is 
no longer necessary. 
Single carrier systems with frequency domain equalisation (SC-FDE) offer competitive 
advantages over OFDM and provide another focus in this thesis. A hybrid decision feed-
back equaliser (DFE) with a variable length feedback filter is derived. This reconfigurable 
structure achieves desired system performance with a reduced computational complex-
ity [18]. 
MMSE turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruction are combined together to eliminate 
the normally required cyclic prefix in a SC-FDE system while improving system perfor-
mance [19]. 
Novel iterative channel estimation methods are studied for both WCDMA and cylic pre-
fix CDMA (CP-CDMA) systems [20] [21]. Moreover, parallel interference cancellation 
(PlC) is introduced into the feedback structure. The proposed joint scheme shows good 
channel estimation accuracy and significant improvements on system performance. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organised as demonstrated in the flow diagram in Figure 1.2 with contributions 
highlighted. This chapter introduces the motivation context and highlights the contributions of 
this thesis. In Chapter 2, basic principles and fundamental knowledge that are required for this 
thesis are given. A generic OFDM receiver architecture for a multi-mode terminal is discussed. 
Chip level frequency domain equalisers for WCDMA are considered in Chapter 3 and part of 
Chapter 4. A study of a hybrid DIE with variable length feedback filter forms another part 
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Figure 1.2: Thesis organization 
of Chapter 4 as further developments on FDE algorithms enabling multi-mode operation. The 
problem of removing the normally inserted cyclic prefix in a SC-FDE is outlined in Chapter 5. 
The investigation on channel estimation, as a crucial consideration in a receiver, is presented in 
Chapter 6. Finally, in Chapter 7 overall conclusions are drawn and future work is discussed. 
Chapter 2 
Multi-Mode Receiver 
In this chapter, a brief review of the necessary background for this thesis are discussed. First, 
basic principles of multi-carrier transmissions are outlined in Section 2.1 followed by a review 
of current OFDM based standards in Section 2.2. A generic OFDM receiver is presented in 
Section 2.3 showing the commonalities among those OFDM based systems. It is the purpose 
of this thesis to enable a multi-mode terminal to support a number of standards and systems, 
therefore, besides the OFDM based systems, mobile cellular systems are also considered in the 
thesis. In Section 2.4, transmitter and receiver structures as well as a fundamental description of 
spread spectrum systems are described. SC-FDE were proposed recently in [22] [23] [24] and 
is another kind of system that is of interest to this thesis and is introduced in Section 2.5. As is 
well known, the equalisation at the receiver can be viewed as a filtering process aiming at com-
pensating the distortion caused by the channel. Section 2.6 describes the idea of dynamically 
adjusting the equaliser's length by which computational complexity can be reduced. Generally, 
different sampling rates are specified in different standards. A simple solution to integrate mul-
tiple standards within one terminal is to employ multiple clocks, however, this is inefficient and 
costly. In Section 2.7, a physical architecture of a multi-mode terminal with only one common 
clock is proposed. Finally, the main ideas discussed in this chapter are summarised. 
2.1 	Basic Principles of Multi-carrier Transmissions 
OFDM is not a new technique; it was first proposed in the 1960s [25] but was mainly employed 
in wireless high frequency military communication systems. At that time, banks of sinusoidal 
generators were used for multi-carrier modulation and N3 sub-carriers were then multiplexed 
in the frequency domain. In 1971, a new modulation scheme using discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT) and inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) was suggested in [26] to reduce the high 
complexity in the structure of OFDM systems and after that the OFDM technique became more 
practical. In the 1990s, OFDM was deployed for high data rate broadband communications and 
has proven a significant success, over mobile radio FM channels, asymmetric digital subscriber 
lines (ADSL), DAB, DVB-T, HIPERLAN-2 and IEEE 802.11 a [27]. 
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OFDM is one type of high data rate transmission technique used over wireless channels. The 
frequency response of most wireless channels is non-flat, thus, the key point of OFDM tech-
nique is to divide the given channel into several orthogonal sub-channels in the frequency do-
main. Data streams are modulated on multi-carriers and then several sub-carriers are trans-
mitted in parallel simultaneously. Thus, although the practical overall channel is non-flat with 
frequency selective characteristic, every sub-channel can be considered flat fading. In theory, 
sub-carriers are orthogonal to each other and mutually overlapped which leads to a reduction 
of adjacent carrier interference as well as full use of the available spectrum. 
Obviously, the data rate of each sub-carrier in an OFDM system is reduced by spreading the 
transmitted data over a large number of sub-carriers. The symbol duration is thus extended 
so that it can weaken the 1ST effect caused by multipath propagation. N separated mod-
ulations can be implemented by the IDFT operation on data streams. At the receiver, the 
DFT operation is adopted for demodulation. Fast Fourier transform (FF1) and inverse fast 
Fourier transform (IFFT) are rapid implementations of DFT and IDFT, allowing OFDM mod-
ulation/demodulation with a low complexity. Figure 2.1 illustrates an IFFTIFFT-based OFDM 
baseband system. 
Input I FEC Encoder 	Mapper -_II S/P 	IFFT: PS 	Cyclic Prefix 
Interleaver 	 Insertion 
Channel 
Output I FEC Decoder I 	I 	De- Cyclic Prefix 
Revomal 
I 	
De-Interleaver Mapper *_H 
JLJ 
P/SFET 
Figure 2.1: A typical OFDM transceiver baseband configuration 
Before the IFFT-modulation the original binary input data is encoded by a forward error correc-
tion (FEC) code and thereafter interleaved and mapped onto BPS K/QPS K/QAM-values. At the 
receiver, signal samples are demodulated by an IFFT and output sequences are then demapped, 
deinterleaved and finally decoded to recover the binary output data. At the transmitter, the 
FEC block inserts redundancy in forms of parity bits for the receiver to correct errors caused 
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by channel impairments during the transmission process. However, this is at the expense of a 
reduction in data rates. In order to avoid burst errors, an interleaver is necessary. Consider a 
sequence of mapped complex data d0, d1 , d2 . dN3 _1 (d = a + jb, where a7 and br, are 
real), after the 1FF!' operation and converting the output D0, D1, D2 	DN.-1 into serial data, 
we generate OFDM signals in the time domain for transmission. Outputs of the 1FF!' are given 
by: 
N-1 	 N8-1 
Dw = E dn&2 ' = E dn 	ntw , w=O,1,2, 	,N5 -1 	(2.1) 
n=O 
where fTh = n/Ta, t = wT/N3 and T is the useful symbol duration of the OFDM signal. 
In a frequency division multiplexing (FDM) system, sub-carriers are spaced apart with guard 
bands inserted which reduce the spectrum efficiency. This had been overcome in OFDM sys-
tems by overlapping individual sub-carriers to efficiently use the available bandwidth. Carriers 
are orthogonal to each others, i.e. linear independent, by selecting the the carrier spacing to be 
a multiple of 
TU 
A cyclic prefix is appended to combat ISI; each OFDM symbol is preceded by a periodic ex-
tension of the signal itself. When the cyclic prefix is longer than the channel impulse response 
or the multi-path delay, the 1ST effect is eliminated. The insertion of a CP reduces the spectral 
efficiency, however, it simplifies a receiver. The CP enables the multipath channel to circu-
larly convolve with the transmitted symbol. In the frequency domain, the frequency-selective 
channel distortion on each sub-carrier can be considered as flat fading with a complex fading 
factor. Therefore, a simple frequency domain one-tap per sub-carrier equaliser can be used to 
compensate the amplitude and phase distortions. 
Although the advantages of OFDM techniques are obvious, it should be pointed out that, there 
are two major inherent difficulties while regarding OFDM [28] [26] [29]. First, OFDM is 
highly sensitive to the frequency offset and the phase noise. Thus, accurate time and frequency 
synchronisation are required; however, it is difficult to implement that. Besides, OFDM ex-
hibits a high instantaneous peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) which will decrease the power 
efficiency of the RF amplifier. 
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2.2 	Review of OFDM Based Standards 
The history of DAB can be dated back to 1992 with the starting of the EUREKA-147 project. It 
then became an agreed standard of ESTI. The motivation of DAB is to provide audiences with 
reliable high quality audio programs with better performance [9] [30] [31] [32]. With DAB, 
OFDM was used for the first time for wireless transmission. 
In 1993, an OFDM based DVB organization was established. Over 200 members from more 
than 25 different countries are involved in the development of DVB. A number of worldwide 
accepted DVB standards (DVB-C, DVB-S, DVB-T, DVB-H) have been released; all of those 
have been agreed by ETSI and the ITU [8] [33] [34]. 
HIPERLAN-2 is intended for wireless connectivity among networking equipments for the con-
nection of data networks within a local area. HIPERLAN-2 has being developed by ETSI to 
provide a more flexible and economic approach to wireless network access [10] [35] [36] [37]. 
2.2.1 Key Features of DVB-TIDABJHIPERLAN-2 
The followings are some key features of DVB-T, DAB and HIPERLAN-2. 
1. Carrier Frequency 
• 	DVB-T 
Digital terrestrial television broadcasting is in the UHF/VHF band (VHF 174 to 238 
MHz, UHF 470 to 682 MHz) which is assigned by the local spectrum management au-
thority. The nominal central frequency of the RF signal is given by: 470 + 4 + i x 8 
MHz, i = 0, 1,2,3... (Desired 8 MHz channel spacing) or 174 + 4 + i x 8 MHz, 
i = 0, 	(Desired 8 MHz channel spacing) This central frequency may be offset 
to improve spectrum sharing. 
DAB 
DAB can be transmitted in some countries on frequencies using Band III (around 221 
MHz). In the UK a spectrum allocation between 217.5 and 230 MHz has been reserved 
for digital radio transmissions. Others like Germany and Canada are using L-Band (1452-





ETSI introduced HIPERLAN-2 with the center carrier frequency in two frequency bands. 
Currently, they are called the lower frequency band (5150 MHz to 5350 MHz, assigned 
for Indoor use only) and the upper frequency band (5470 MHz to 5725 MHz, assigned 
for both Indoor and outdoor use). 
2. Channel bandwidth and data rates 
DVB-T 
Channel bandwidth can be 6, 7, 8 MHz in DVB-T, to be specified by the local spectrum 
management authority. By adjusting sampling frequency in the receiver, an 8 MHz band-
width DVB-T system can be easily adapted for 6 or 7 MHz bandwidth system. The data 
rate of DVB-T ranged from 5 to 32 Mbps for fixed transmission and 5 to 15 Mbps for 
mobile transmission, depending on the modulation scheme used. 
DAB 
The overall bandwidth of DAB is 1.536 MHz, providing a useful bit-rate capacity of 
approximately 1.5 Mbps in a complete "ensemble". The DAB system in the UK has 
spectrum allocated between 217.5 and 230 MHz giving a total of seven blocks of 1.536 
MHz, each able to carry a multiplex of services. It offers a flexible audio bit-rate, from 
8 Kbps to 384 Kbps, which is adaptable for 5 to 6 high-quality stereo audio programs or 
about 20 restricted-quality mono programs within each 1.536 MHz. 
HTPERLAN-2 
The central carrier frequencies are spaced 20 MHz apart. The data rate ranges from 6 
Mbps to 54 Mbps and can be varied by using various signal alphabets for modulating 
the OFDM sub-carriers and by applying different puncturing patterns to a single specific 
convolutional code. The mode dependent parameters are listed in Table 2.1. 
3. Modulation, carriers and carrier spacing 
DVB-T 
QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM are the standardized modulation schemes for DVB-T. QPSK 
will give the highest reliability but lowest data rate while 64QAM will provide the high-
est data rate but lowest reliability. Two modes of operation are defined in DVB standard: 
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Modulation Scheme Coding Rate R Bit Rate (Mbps) 
BPSK 1/2 6 
BPSK 3/4 9 
QPSK 1/2 12 
QPSK 3/4 18 
16QAM 9/16 27 
16QAM 3/4 36 
64QAM 3/4 54 (Optional) 
Table 2.1: Mode dependent parameters for HIPERLAN-2 
a '2k' mode for single transmitter operation and for small Single Frequency Networks 
(SFN) and an '8k' mode for both single transmitter operation and for small and large 
SFN networks. A different number of carriers per OFDM symbol are specified for the 
two different modulation modes (2k mode: 1705 carriers, 8k mode: 6817 carriers). For 
8 MHz channels, in the 2k mode, the useful symbol duration of one OFDM symbol is 
T 	224 ,as. In order to ensure that the sub-carriers are orthogonal, the minimum carrier 
spacing should be set to be 1/Ta = 4464 Hz, thus, spacing between carriers Kin(0) 
and K,,,, (1704)is equal to 7.61 MHz. For the 8k mode with 8 MHz channels, these pa-
rameters are T = 896s, 1/Ta = 1116 Hz and 7.61 MHz, respectively. A cyclic prefix 
is introduced to preserve the orthogonality of the sub-carriers. It is inserted in front of the 
useful data as a copy of the last part of the useful symbol itself while the prefix duration 
is made larger than the maximum excess delay of the channel. In the DVB-T system, the 
duration of the allowed guard interval can be 1/4 (1/8, 1/16, 1/32) of the duration of T. 
'DAB 
In contrast to the DVB-T and the HIPERLAN-2 systems, differential modulation is used 
in DAB. Differentially encoded Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (D-QPSK) is the only 
specified modulation scheme in the DAB standard. Different number of carriers and 
carrier spacing are specified for different transmission mode. The features of different 
transmission modes in DAB are given in Table 2.2. 
. I-IIPERLAN-2 
BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM are the modulation candidates for HIPERLAN-2 
and the physical layer of it is also based on the modulation scheme OFDM. The nominal 
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Mode I Mode II Mode III Mode IV 
Number of Carriers 1536 384 192 768 
Useful Symbol duration T 1 ms 250 ,us 125 us 500 ,as 
Carrier Spacing 1/Ta 1 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz 2 kHz 
Guard Interval (CP Length) 246 is 62 ,us 31 ,as 123 jis 
Symbol Duration 1246 ps 312 ,us 156 ps 623 ,us 
Table 2.2: Features of different transmission modes for DAB 
carrier frequency f corresponds to its carrier number 72carriers'  which is defined as: 
TLcarrier3 = ( f - 5000) /5 
The nominal carrier frequencies are spaced 20 MHz apart. All transmissions shall be 
centered on one of the nominal carrier frequencies. For instance, with T = 3.2 us being 
given as the duration of one OFDM symbol, the sub-carrier spacing is then selected to 
be the reciprocal of the duration 1/Ta = 0.3125 MHz. The cyclic prefix duration is 
T/4 = 0.8 ps. 
2.2.2 Summary 
For the sake of convenience, main features of the three systems are listed in Table 2.3. 
2.3 Multi-mode Receiver Implementations 
The traditional solution to the design of multi-mode receivers encompasses the design of sev-
eral different receivers: One design, for example, could be a DAB/DVB-T receiver which offers 
both DAB/DVB-T program receptions. On the other hand, another receiver which is capable of 
accessing HIPERLAN-2, exchanging or receiving information from the LAN may be required 
in the same equipment. A straightforward system-on-a-chip solution for the multi-mode re-
ceiver then consists of a chip of which its size is the sum of two individual chip-sets, one for 
the DAB/DVB-T receiver and one for the HIPERLAN-2 receiver. Therefore, it will inevitably 
lead to high-cost, high-power and large sizes which are not wanted by the user. One possible 
way to avoid these huge chip-areas is to employ reconfigurable hardware [38]. The hardware 
configures itself to function either as a DABIDVB-T receiver or as a HIPERLAN-2 receiver. 
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DVB-T DAB HIPERLAN-2 
Air Interface OFDM OFDM OFDM 
Frequency Range VHF Band III (UK) Indoor 
174-238 MHz 217.5-230 MHz 5150-5350 MHz 
UHF L-Band Both In/Outdoor 
470-682 MHz 1452-1492 MHz 5470-5725 MHz 
Channel Bandwidth 6,7,8 MHz 1.536 MHz 20 MHz 
Data Rates Fixed Transmission 8 to 384 Kbps for au- 6 to 54 Mbps varied 
5 to 32 Mbps dio broadcasting. 	1.5 due to different modu- 
Mobile Transmission Mbps in a complete lation scheme 
5 to 15 Mbps "ensemble" 
Modulation QPSK, 16QAM DQPSK BPSK, QPSK 
64QAM  I6QAM, 64QAM 
Carriers 2k mode 1705 carriers Mode 11536 carriers 36, 40, ..., 64 carriers 
8k mode 6817 carriers Mode 11 384 carriers (Lower) 
Mode III 192 carriers 100, 104.....140 carri- 
___________________  Mode IV 768 carriers 
I 
ers (Upper) 
Table 2.3: Comparison of DVB-T DAB and HIPERLAN-2 
Reconfigurable chipsets are emerging as a new solution for the requirement of both performance 
and flexibility. Based on the commonalities among different standards, reconfigurable chipsets 
are deployed to make multi-functional blocks feasible. Software reconfigurable mobile systems 
are regarded as a necessary part of future 4G wireless systems and more and more work has 
been conducted in this field. 
To design a multi-mode terminal that is able to cover different standards, some cost efficient 
solution needs to be reconfigurable. The concept of SDR is fully exploited to enhance the 
flexibility of handsets that allows the handset to operate as a multi-mode receiver; common 
hardware blocks for different standards are reused under the control of a programmable soft-
ware core [39]. 
Comparing the architectures of three standards, it is quite obvious that a strong resemblance 
among their receiver architectures exists. Making good use of those commonalities, a multi-
mode receiver could be implemented with reduced hardware expenses. However, it is not sim-
ply mixing them together since each mode has its own working frequency, bandwidth, data rate, 
and spectrum specifications, etc. 
Commonalities among physical layers have been discovered. Figure 2.2 shows a simulation 
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platform for a generic OFDM transceiver which can be a possible multi-mode transceiver as 
well. Since we are not interested in the characteristics of the transmitted data, the structures of 
_ r -------- 
Signal Outer-Coder Outer Inner-Coder Inner Generation/ H H  Reed-Solomon 	Interleaver Convolutional Interleaver Scrambler 
I 	Only for DVB-T 
IF - 
------J  






____CP ______ F Channel Estimation H H De-mapper Removal Equalisation 
_ r  
Signal Outer 
-_ 
Inner Outer-Decoder Inner-Decoder Recover/ Reed-Solomon H-H H De- H De- Scrambler Interleaver Interleaver 
Only for DVB-T 
---------J 
Figure 2.2: A generic OFDM transceiver block diagram 
the data stream frame are ignored. Investigation in this project only focused on the transmission 
of the data after it has been generated. 
First, data for transmission are generated and scrambled. After, the data stream is pushed 
into the Outer-Coder that gives Reed-Solomon encoded data output. The Outer-Coder, Outer 
Interleaver, Outer-Decoder and Outer De-Interleaver are only specified in the DVB-T standard. 
As in the DVB-T standard, a shortened Reed-Solomon (204,188) code is used as a outer FEC. 
Due to the redundant parity bits, the bit rate is reduced by about 8%. 
In principle, some sub-carriers will be boosted and some will be attenuated while transmitted in 
a mobile radio channel. Since uncoded OFDM is not satisfactory for use in a real environment, 
convolutional coding with Viterbi decoding is adopted as a good bit error protection solution. 
Typical convolutional codes having code rates of 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 are punctured in order to meet 
the high data rate requirements; some predefined code bits are not transmitted. Punctured rates 
of 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8 are allowed in DVB-T and 3/4, 9/16 in HIPERLAN-2. In DAB, variable 
code rate between 8/9 and 8/32 (equal to 8 / (8+PI), PI=l,...,24) is applied. 
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Interleaver blocks in both the outer part and the inner part partition the input data stream into 
blocks and then split them in order to suppress long sequence distortion during data transmis-
sion. The interleaver rearranges elements of its input according to the permutation scheme 
specified in different standards. 
DVB-T can share the same mapper block with HIPERLAN-2 while in DAB, only DQPSK 
modulation is adopted. Differential detection avoids the estimation of the carrier phase, but on 
the other hand, it is more sensitive to Doppler shift than coherent detection. 
In the subsequent discussion, OFDM is the kernel part in the transceiver. N5 separated mod-
ulation outputs can be realized with an arbitrary length IDFT operation on the data stream to 
generate OFDM symbols in the time domain for transmission. Different length IDFTs are used 
in accordance with the different number of sub-carriers due to different modes in the standards. 
Pilots are inserted for the sake of estimating a slowly changing frequency selective fading chan-
nel. It can also provide reliability information for the Viterbi soft-decision decoder at the re-
ceiver terminal. However, the insertion of pilots will lead to a drop in efficiency. 
Obviously, the following blocks in the receiver after channel equalisation can be viewed as a 
counterpart of the corresponding blocks in the transmitter end. 
Currently, more and more broadband mobile multimedia services are emerging. Meanwhile, 
the next generation mobile communication based on the OFDM air interface, supporting broad-
band access and distribution network with asymmetric high bit rates, becomes a hot topic for 
research. In the future, user demands will be the major concern of service providers and in-
dustrial organizations. DAB, DVB-T and HIPERLAN-2 are three major broadband wireless 
access specifications employing the OFDM modulation technique, introduced by ETSI in Eu-
rope. In this chapter, a comparison of DAB, DVB-T and HIPERLAN-2 standards, including 
key features and architectures are analyzed. These specifications show a high degree of com-
monalities with baseline systems. Based on the commonalities discovered, the architecture of 
a multi-mode baseband terminal that is capable of coping with multiple standards is presented. 
2.4 Spread Spectrum Systems 
Spread spectrum (SS) methods are the foundation of 3G communication system. The SS system 
employs signature codes to distinguish multiple users rather than using time slots or frequency 
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bands. It modulates user signals at a high speed pseudo-noise (PN) binary-valued sequence 
so that the spectrum is spread and the bandwidth is much greater than the information rate. 
Consequently, the modulated signal appears similar to random noise and more difficult to be 
detected by unintended listeners. This type of digital communication system allocates all re-
sources, both time and frequency, to every simultaneous users [40] and hence supports multiple 
access via code division and is so called CDMA [41]. CDMA techniques were selected as the 
key multiple access technology for the third generation mobile communication system because 
of lots of valuable properties. First, from the Shannon capacity equation: 
C = B1092 (I + SNR) 	 (2.2) 
where C is the capacity of the channel, B is the bandwidth of the channel and SNR denotes 
the signal to noise ratio, it can be seen that for any given fixed channel capacity, the SNR 
can be reduced with increasing the bandwidth B, i.e. the power of transmitting data samples 
decreases. Compared with FDMA and TDMA, the SS system suffers from lower interference 
from adjoining channels. From an interference resistance point of view, the SS system is robust 
to impulsive interference by spreading the data information along the time axis. 
2.4.1 Transmitter 
There are two primary spread spectrum concepts for multiple access: DS-CDMA and frequency 
hopping code division multiple access (FH-CDMA). The research area of this thesis is limited 
to only DS-CDMA systems. 
A DS-CDMA downlink scenario is considered in this section: all signals are transmitted symbol 
and chip synchronously through the same mobile radio channel. The general principle behind 
DS-CDMA is its spectrum spreading [40] [41] [42]. The information signal with bandwidth B5 
is spread over a wideband PN sequence with bandwidth B and B >> B5. The processing gain 
is expressed as the bandwidth expansion factor: 
N= — 	 (2.3) 
The envelope of the transmitted signal due to the k-th user can be written as: 
d, (t) 	 (2.4) 
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where T denotes the symbol interval; Ek, On) and SO) denote the average power of the k-th 
user, the m-th symbol of the k-th user and the spreading chip waveform of the k-th user given by 
the convolution of spreading sequence and the chip waveform, respectively. The total average 
data channel power can be represented as Ed = Ej. Let T be the period of one chip, 
hence N = TC 
After spreading, user data is summed together for transmission. The baseband transmitted 
signal can be written as: 
x(t) = 	dk(t), 
	 (2.5) 
The transmitter block diagram is shown in Figure 2.3. 
s(t) 	\[ 
1st User 
Data Channel b" 
No Encoder, 
Mapping 
~.Iter Tx Filter 






Figure 2.3: DS-CDMA transmitter block diagram 
2.4.2 Communication Channel 
In a mobile wireless communication system, large-scale and small-scale are two types of fading 
effects. Large scale fading is a deterministic process caused by slow signal power variation or 
the path loss related to motion over large areas while small-scale fading is a stochastic process 
representing dramatic changes in signal amplitude and phase due to small changes in small 
areas. 
The small-scale fading can be described via its two manifestations: time variance of the channel 
and time spreading of the signal [43]. 
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1. Slow and Fast Fading 
A channel is said to be slow/fast fading if the channel coherence time T t is longer/shorter than 
the time duration of a transmitted symbol. The coherence time measures the time duration 
where the channel impulse response is considered invariant. The time-varying nature of the 
channel can be studied in the frequency domain by introducing the Doppler spread fd and the 
Doppler power spectral density S(f). The value of fd is determined by: 
fd= 	 (2.6) 
where v is the relative mobile velocity and ) is the wavelength of the signal. The coherence 
time T t is inversely proportional to the Doppler spread as: 
1 	 (2.7) 
fd 
From (2.7), it is clear that a slow/fast fading channel has a large/small coherence time or equiv-




7rdf/1 - 'I\2 "1d' 
The well-known U-shape Doppler power spectrum [44] is depicted in Figure 2.4. where f is 
(2.8) 
SW 
f -fd 	fC 	ffd 	f 
Figure 2.4: U-shape Doppler power spectrum 
the carrier frequency. 
2. Frequency Selective Fading and Flat Fading 
The frequency-selective fading and flat fading can be distinguished via two comparisons. 
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A channel is said to exhibit frequency-selective/flat fading if the channel coherence band-
width B,, is smaller/larger than the transmitted signal bandwidth B8. The coherence 
bandwidth measures the frequency range over which the channel distorts transmitted sig-
nal with equal gain and linear phase. 
. If the channel maximum delay spread Tm  is longer than the symbol duration, the fading 
is viewed as frequency-selective, otherwise, frequency-non-selective (flat). 
In the case of frequency selective fading, the channel introduces ISI to the time domain trans-
mitted symbol. An explanation in the frequency domain is that the transmitted signal's spectral 
components are affected by the channel in a different manner. Similar to (2.7), there is a recip-
rocal relation between the coherence bandwidth B and the maximum delay spread Tm 
B 1 	 (2.9) 
TM 
In a DS-CDMA system, all user signals that arrive at the receiver from the same basestation 
have passed through an identical complex channel with frequency selective fading. The com-
plex time-varying FIR filter h(-r; t) with order L is a composite successive convolution of the 
transmitter filter, the mobile radio channel and the receiver filter; h(; t) is normally modeled 
as a wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) zero-mean white Gaussian process 
as in [41]: 
h(-r; t) = 	aj(t)eJt)(r - T) 	 (2.10) 
where al(t), 1(t) and TIT, are the attenuation factor, phase and the propagation delay of the 
l-th path, respectively. The envelope of each path Jh(; t) I is faded independently according to 
a Rayleigh distribution and the phase is uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 27r]. 
Instead of estimating the exact channel parameters like the attenuation factors and phases, we 
estimate only the in-phase and quadrature-phase components Re[hi(t)] and Im[hi(t)] as in 
[45]. These are two conceptually equal viewpoints on channel estimation. The definition of 
h(r; t) can be rewritten as: 
h(r;t) =hl(t)8(r—TlT) 	 (2.11) 
we further assume that 	E {1h1(t)12} = 1. 
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The UNITS Vehicular A channel model [46] is frequently used for BER evaluation in our sim-
ulation. The corresponding channel power delay profile is shown in Table 2.4. 







Table 2.4: Channel power delay profile of the UMTS Vehicular Channel A 
2.4.3 Receiver 
In this subsection, we introduce the widely adopted Rake receiver for DS-CDMA. At the re-
ceiver, the received signal can be represented in an equivalent lowpass form as: 
r(t) = 	 bm) Sk(t - mT - Tj T) + v(t) 	(2.12) 
where v(t) is the complex-valued lowpass equivalent AWGN. 
Since the symbol duration T is N times the chip period or the sample interval T, the received 
signal in (2.12) can be represented in an discrete form: 
r(mN+n)=hl(mN+n) b m)sk (n_ TI ) + v(mN+ n) 	(2.13) 
where 0 < n. < N - 1. The sampled input signal to the l-th Rake receiver finger is represented 
as: 
rj(mN + n) = hi(mN + n) 	bm)Sk(fl) + ql(mN + n) 	(2.14) 
In (2.14), ql (mN + n) accounts for a mixture of additive Gaussian noise, multipath interference 
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and multiple access interference (MAT). 
We use hi(rriN + n) to denote the channel estimates, then the L resolved signals are multiplied 
by the complex conjugates of h1 (mN + n) and maximum ratio combined in the Rake receiver. 
Consequently, the output at the mN + n sample interval can be represented as: 
y(mN + n) = 	ri(mN + n)(mN + n) 	 (2.15) 
Finally, despreading and demapping are performed on y(mN + n) to recover the user data 
symbol. The block diagram of a Rake receiver is shown in Figure 2.5. 
Figure 2.5: DS-CDMA Rake receiver block diagram 
It has been shown that the Rake receiver performs very well for the single user scenario. How-
ever, it can be considered as a single user detection strategy since it ignores other users existence 
by treating the NMI caused by those users as Gaussian noise. It should be mentioned that the 
performance of a Rake receiver is dominated by the MAT. 
2.4.4 Chip-Level Equalisation 
Recently, receivers based on TDMA style channel equalisation at the chip level have been 
proposed for a WCDMA downlink to ensure adequate performance even with a high number of 
active users [47]. Chip-level equalisation is employed to reduce the interference and partially 
restore the orthogonality of the spreading codes at chip level. The spreading codes do not 
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explicitly appear in the equaliser; the chip-level equaliser require only knowledge of the desired 
user's spreading code and long code. The reasons for using chip-level equalisers are: 
. In the downlink, all signals from the desired base station reach the mobile receiver 
through the same mobile channel. Therefore, the same equaliser applies to all mobile 
users from the same basestation. 
The computational complexity of the chip level equalisers is lower compared with other 
methods such as symbol-level equaliser [48] and multi-user detection [49] while offering 
acceptable system performance. 
Although the symbol-level equalisation outperforms the chip-level equalisation [48], perform-
ing equalisation at symbol-level requires the spreading sequences to be short to ensure cyclo-
stationarity of the MA!. This limits its application on the WCDMA downlink since WCDMA 
uses a long code with one frame (10 ms) period [50]. 
At the receiver, suppose using an equaliser that processing N chips at a time, we can describe 
the received signal vector as: 
r(n) = H(n)x(n) + v 	 (2.16) 
wherer(n) = [r(n),r(n-1),... ,'r(rtNc +1)]T,x(m) = [x(n),x(ri-1),... 
L_2)]T,v(n)=[v(n),v(n_1),..,v(n_Nc +1)]T and fl(n)isanNc x(Nc +L_1) 
matrix defined by: 
ho (n) •.. hL_1(n) 
	




0 	... 	0 
	
ho (n) ... hL_l(n) 
The linear MMSE chip level equaliser in the time domain is obtained by minimizing the mean 
squared error between the desired composite chip vector x(n) and the estimated composite chip 
vector obtained from the received signal r(n) and the equaliser tap coefficients W(n): 




The solution to the estimation problem in (3.6) is given in (2.19) by: 
W(n) = [oHH(n)H(n) + U21] —1  HH(n) 	 (2.19) 
where a is the variance of x(n), o is the noise variance and (.)H  denotes Hermitian transpo- 71 
sition. Subsequently, the estimate of the vector of the sum of all user's chips is given by: 
*(n) = W(n)r(n) = [aHH(n)H(n) + 
c71 rI] 1  HH(n)r(n) 	(2.20) 
The Rake receiver can be considered as one kind of chip-level equaliser as well, using the above 
received signal model, it may be written as: 
(n) = H"(n)r(n) 	 (2.21) 
Note that in this formulation of the Rake receiver the combining of the different resolvable path 
is done before the despreading process. 
Both the MMSE equaliser and the Rake receiver require explicit channel estimation. It is also 
possible to implement a MMSE equaliser using an adaptive filter that learns the coefficients via 
an adaptive process. One adaptive approach is to use the least mean square (LMS) algorithm 
with chips of a pilot channel as the reference signal [47]. However, it should be mentioned that 
the pilot chips are only an approximate reference signal for the adaptive equaliser in that the in-
formation of other users is not available at the receiver. The pilot channel trained equaliser will 
treat received data other than the pilot channel as noise so that the SNR in the adaptation is low 
and small step sizes are required. The LMS algorithms are relatively simple in terms of com-
plexity but are relatively slow adapting to changes in the channel. Recursive least square (RLS) 
type algorithms have fast convergence and better tracking properties but are more complex. 
There are also other adaptation methods at chip-level such as Griffiths' algorithm, CR-MOE al-
gorithm and Prefilter-Rake equaliser, etc which rely on channel estimation [47]. Linear MMSE 
equalisers were applied to multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems in [51] [52]. Other than 




2.4.5 UMTS-FDD System Model 
In 1998, WCDMA was selected as the UMTS terrestrial air interface scheme in ETSI. UMTS 
is capable of providing variable bit rates (144 kbps for vehicle speed, rural environment; 384 
kbps for walking speed, urban outdoor; 2048 kbps for fixed, indoor environment) and different 
quality of service (QoS) for different connections. Variable transmission rates can be achieved 
by either changing the spreading factor or via multicode transmission. The multicode transmis-
sion is realized by orthogonal codes with variable spreading factors (OVSF). The frequency-
division duplex (FDD) mode is based on pure DS-CDMA techniques while the time-division 
duplex (TDD) mode employs an additional TDMA transmission scheme [54] [55]. The FDD 
mode and TDD mode both operate in the 2 GHz band, with a basic chip rate of 3.84 Mcps and 
a flexible carrier spacing of 4.4-5.0 MHz. QPSK modulation is adopted and the same channel-
ization code is used for both "I" and "Q" channels. This thesis will only focus on the UMTS 
FDD downlink transmission. 
In the FDD downlink, the dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) is combined by time 
multiplexing with the the dedicated physical control channel (DPCCH) to form the dedicated 
physical channel (DPCH) and transmitted by the dedicated channel (DCH, a transport channel). 
The general frame structure is shown in Figure 2.6. It can be seen that one frame with duration 
of 10 ms can be divided into 15 slots and each slot contains the time-multiplexed DPDCH and 
DPCCH. 
DPDCH 0 41 	 DPCCH 	 DPDCH 	 4 DPCCH 
Data! I TPC I TFCI I 	 Data2 	 I Pilot 
= 2560 chips 
Slot #0 	Slot #1
I 
 Slot #i 	 Slot #141 
One radio frame, Tf = 10 ms 
Figure 2.6: Frame structure for downlink DPCH 
It should be mentioned that although the FDD mode adopts a similar slot time-wise mechanism 
as the TDD mode, it is not designed to separate different users but to allow the transmission of 
periodic functions such as transmit power control (TPC) signal and pilots, etc. The transport 
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format combination indicator (TFCI) is optional within one slot. A simplified block diagram 
summarised the basestation transmission model is shown in Figure 2.7. 
ii 
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Figure 2.7: Simplified downlink FDD transmission 
As shown in Figure 2.7, two types of chip rate code are used, scrambling code and channel-
ization code. The scrambling code is a 38400 chip segment of a Gold code of length 218 - 1 
according to the UMTS specifications and used for basestation separation. Root-raised cosine 
filters with a roll-off factor of 0.22 are used for pulse shaping. 
In addition to the dedicated physical channels, other common physical channels are defined, 
e.g. Common pilot channel (CPICH), Common control physical channel (CCPCH) and Syn-
chronisation channel (SCH), etc. In this thesis, only the CPICH will be discussed in detail since 
other common channels are not of concern to the receiver structures considered in this thesis. 
There are two types of CPICH, primary (P-CPICH) and secondary (S-CPICH). The P-CPICH 
has a fixed channelization code (all ones) and is scrambled by the primary scrambling code. It 
is broadcast over the entire cell and used as the phase reference for downlink channels. There 
is one and only one P-CPICH within one cell. The S-CPICH has an arbitrary channelization 
code and can be transmitted over whole cell or only part of it. 
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2.5 Single Carrier System with Frequency Domain Equalisation 
For single carrier systems subject to frequency selective fading, normally a multiple tap com-
plex time domain equaliser is required to combat 1ST. A frequency domain equaliser is a 
low-complexity solution to this problem. For severe channel time dispersion, the complex-
ity of the frequency domain equalisation processing grows slower compared with time domain 
processing. Numerous approaches for single-carrier systems with frequency domain equali-
sation have been proposed recently [23] [56] [57] [58] and these can be employed in MIMO 
systems [59] [60] [61].  The conventional SC-FDE adopts the same ISI absorbing mechanism 
as in OFDM; the repetition of the last data symbols in a block is inserted at the beginning of 
the block as a CP. Frequency domain equalisation is performed on a block of data, involving an 
efficient FFT operation and a simple channel inversion operation [23]. 
The SC-FDE provides comparable performance and computational complexity as an OFDM 
system [56] but avoids the inherent PAPR problem in OFDM and is less sensitive to carrier 
frequency offsets and phase noise. A block diagram of a conventional CP-based SC-FDE is 
shown in Figure 2.8. The length of the CP needs to be equal to or larger than the length of 
the channel impulse response so that interference from the previous block will be eliminated 
perfectly. 
AWGN 
Figure 2.8: System model of SC-FDE 
Employing a similar architecture as deployed in OFDM, the SC-FDE and OFDM can easily be 
configured to coexist, thus, this makes a multi-mode receiver architecture simpler. 
Due to the advantages that SC-FDE offers, the communications industry has shown interest and 
as a consequence it has appeared in several different proposals for future standards, especially as 
an OFDM compatible solution in the IEEE 802.16 Wireless MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 
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standardization process [62]. The comparison between SC-FDE and OFDM has been further 
investigated in MIMO scenarios [59]. The author concluded that MIMO-SC-FDE generally 
performs better than MIMO-OFDM in terms of the packet error rate (PER). 
Recently, the cyclic prefix concept from OFDM was introduced into the conventional DS-
CDMA system to enhance current single carrier 3G-system performance [63] [64] [65]. A 
CP-CDMA system has the advantage of a simple equalisation structure due to the inserted CP, 
hence, chip-level equalisation is even more attractive for such a system. In addition, recent 
research work reveals that a CP-CDMA system can achieve comparable system performance 
to MC-CDMA and it is more suitable for the uplink access [66] [67]. The CP-CDMA system 
will be dealt with in Chapter 6. 
2.6 Varying Length Equaliser Structures 
In this section, a short introduction to adaptive filters is given and then a review of the current 
approaches that are able to adjust filter length dynamically. 
2.6.1 Adaptive Filters 
Adaptive filter structure with its various applications have been investigated over the past few 
decades [68] [69] [70] [71]. Two types of filter structures, i.e. linear adaptive filters and non-
linear adaptive filters, are generally considered depending on whether the input and output obey 
the principle of superposition. Compared with non-linear equalisers, the linear equaliser has a 
simpler structure and its computational complexity is much lower. However, on channels with 
deep nulls, the non-linear equalisers can perform much better than the linear ones since they 
can effectively solve the noise enhancement problem. 
1. Linear Adaptive Filters 
Two adaptive algorithms and their variants, i.e. the LMS algorithm and the RLS algorithm, have 
been widely adopted. Using a transversal filter structure, the output of the filter y(n) is formed 
by the summation of all weighted input samples x(n) = [x(n), x(n - 1),... x(n - N + i)]T 




y(n) = w"(n)x(n) = 	w(n)x(n - k) 	 (2.22) 
The LMS algorithm is an approximation of the steepest decent method by using the instanta-
neous estimate of the autocorrelation matrix and the crosscorrelation matrix. It is based on the 
MSE criterion and can be summarised as follows: 
Filtering: 
y(n) = w'(n)x(n) 
Calculating error signal: 
e(n)=d(n)—y(ri) 
where d(n) is the desired output at time instant n. 
Updating tap coefficients: 
w(m + 1) = w(m) + ux(n)e*(m) 
where p is the step-size that will affect the convergence rate of the filter and ensure the 
stability of the algorithm. 
The RLS algorithm is based on the least square criterion. In contrast to the LMS approach, it 
tries to find the solution w(m) that minimizes the sum of error squares for a particular duration 
rather than using only the current tap-input samples. The procedure for the RLS is summarised 
as follows: 
Initialising: (p is a small positive constant) 
w(0) = 0,R 1 (0) = p 11 
Computing error: 
e(n) = d(n) - w"(ri)x(n) 
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Computing Kalman gain vector:(O is the forgetting factor) 
k(n) = 	
R —'(n - 1)r(n) 
+ r'(n)R'(n - 1)r(n) 
Updating inverse of the correlation matrix: 
R'(n) = (R—'(n - 1) - k(n)rH(n)R_l(n - 1)) 
Updating tap coefficients: 
w(n + 1) = w(n) + k(n)e*(n) 
The computational complexity of the RLS algorithm is much higher than the LMS algorithm, 
however, it shows a faster convergence property compared to the LMS algorithm. 
2. Non-Linear Adaptive Filters 
The most commonly used non-linear equalisers are the maximum likelihood sequence estima-
tor (MLSE) and the DFE. The MLSE is optimum from the viewpoint of error probability. Since 
it tests all the possible transmitted sequences and chooses the symbol sequence with the max-
imum likelihood as the output, the computational complexity is relatively high and it depends 
on the length of the channel delay spread. The high computational complexity of the MLSE 
makes it impractical for systems where the 1ST spans a large number of symbols. The DFE is 
alternatively a reasonable compromise with suboptimal performance. 
A DFE consists of two transversal filters, the feedforward filter (FFF) and the feedback filter 
(FBF). The input to the FFF is the received signal samples and the input to the FBF is a sequence 
of the previously detected symbols. In practical systems, the equalisers are required to have 
finite length which will introduce some residual 1ST that can not be eliminated. This is due to 
the MSE criterion, eliminating the 1ST without excessively enhancing the noise. The feedback 
section executes to further eliminate the residual ISI caused by the past transmitted symbols. 
The output of the DFE can be expressed as: 
	
o 	 N2 
y(m) = 	> 	w(n)x(n + k) + 	w(ri)(n - k) 	(2.23) 
k=-(N1-1) 	 k=1 
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where (n - 1),.. . y(n - N2) are the previously detected symbols. The coefficients of both 
filters can be combined into one vector w(n) = [W-(Ni-1) (n),. 	, wo(n), Wi (n), . W7\J2 ()1T 
and be jointly adapted. The LMS algorithm for the DFE takes the form: 
w(n + 1) = w(n) + q(n)e*(n) 	 (2.24) 
where q(n) = [x(n - N1 + 1),... , x(n), (n - 1),... , (n - N2 )]T,  including both the input 
to the FFF and the FBF. The main drawback of the DFE is error propagation due to incorrect 
detection on previous symbols. Failure to feed back correct detected symbols will have negative 
impacts on the system performance, especially when the SNR is low. 
2.6.2 Varying Length Equalisers 
Basic principles of the adaptive filters have been presented in the above subsection. The step-
size and the filter length are two important parameters in an adaptive filter. In this thesis, we 
only concentrate on adjusting the equaliser length. 
In practical mobile communications, the optimum length is unknown to the receiver since it 
is dependent on the channel. The importance of equaliser length had been examined in [72] 
[73] [74]. Often, increasing the equaliser length, a lower minimum MSE level is achievable. 
Choosing a short equaliser length can not fully realise the potential of its ISI elimination ability. 
However, the advantages of using an equaliser length beyond a certain length is marginal for 
most mobile communication systems, especially when the SNR is low. On the other hand, due 
to misadjustment [71] for LMS filters may cause, longer length may introduce more adapta-
tion noise which then increase the MSE level [75].  Additionally, adopting longer length, the 
convergence rate of the equaliser may be reduced and the computational complexity is also 
increased. Therefore there is a demand of searching for an 'optimal' length that can achieve a 
good compromise between system performance and computational complexity. 
The varying length filter was first studied in [76],  here the author aimed to improve the conver-
gence rate of the adaptive filter by adjusting filter length. In recent years, the topic of equaliser 
length adjustment was revisited and investigated in [77] [78] [79] [75] [80]. 
1. Segmented Filter (SF) algorithm 
The segmented filter algorithm was proposed in [77].  In this approach, an equaliser was divided 
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into L3 segments with Lt taps per segment. The structure of the equaliser is shown in Figure 
2.9: As can be seen in Figure 2.9, each segment in the transversal filter produces one equalised 
One Segment 
I 	Z ' 	I----------- Z 	I 
Figure 2.9: Segmented equaliser structure, L5 segments with Lt taps per segment 
symbol yk(rt), k > 1, and hence one error signal ek(ri) is defined by: 
ek(n) = d(n) - Yk(fl) 	 (2.25) 
where d(n) is the desired symbol at time instant m. Further define the accumulated squared 
error (ASE) of each segment as: 
ASEk (n) = 	 - Yk(Th)12 	 (2.26) 
where 0 < / < 1 is a forgetting factor. The basic idea of the SF algorithm is to detect 
the segment at which the difference between neighboring ASE is trivial. Assuming there are 
initially L8 segments in the equaliser, the SF algorithm can be summarised as follows: 
Calculate ASELS _l (n) and ASELS (n) 




If ASEL8 (n) > cdASEL_l (n) ==. Remove one segment, i.e. remove Lt taps, 
from the equaliser 
This algorithm continuously calculates ASEL,_ l (n) and ASELS (n) for each iteration. The 
two parameters aup  and adn are chosen in the following range: 
0 < 	down < 1 	 (2.27) 
The closer they are to 1, the more frequently the length will change. When one extra segment 
is added to the equaliser, the taps in this new segment are initialized to zero and when one 
segment is removed, all the remaining taps maintain their value and the last but one segment 
becomes the last segment. 
2. Gradient Descent (GD) algorithm 
In [79],  the author presented a length adjustment algorithm that can change the equaliser length 
along the negative gradient direction of the squared error. Denoting the equaliser tap coeffi-
cients and the input at time instant n as wL( fl)+(n) = [wo(n),wi(n),... 
and XL( fl)+(n) = [x(n), x(n - 1),. .. x(n - L(n) - A + i)]T where L(n) is the equaliser 
length and A is an integer constant. An error signal eL() (n) is generated by the equaliser with 
L(n) tap coefficients: 
eL()(n) = d(n) - WL( fl)(fl)XL(fl)(fl) 	 (2.28) 
The transient gradient of the squared error at time instant n is given by: 
- 3 (e(n))' - 
VJL()(n) 
- 	3L(n) 	- -eL(fl)(n)w2A(n)x2(n) 	(2.29) 
where w2,,, (n) and XA(fl)  consists of the last 2A elements of wL()+(n)  and 
respectively. 
The length of the equaliser is updated every Tt samples along the negative direction of the 
smoothed gradient VJL() (ri) = 	=n-Tt+1 VJL() (i) as: 
L(n + 1) = L(n) - Ssign (JL()(n)) 	 (2.30) 
where 8 < A is an integer constant increment. 
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3. Fractional Tap-length (FT) algorithm 
The optimum tap-length in terms of achieving good trade-off between MSE and complexity 
is clearly defined in [75]. In [80], the author compared the advantages/disadvantages of the 
above two schemes and proposed an improved algorithm. The new approach gives the length 
adjustment more freedom by relaxing the constraint that the tap-length must be an integer. The 
tap-length of the equaliser can be treated as an integer plus a fractional value, however, will 
only be updated when the "fractional" part accumulates to larger enough. 
Define L1 (n) as the tap-length with a fractional part, as in [80] we control the length as: 
Lf (fl + 1) = (Lj(n) - a1) - 8 ( (eL(fl)(n))2 - (eL(fl)_A(n))2) 	(2.31) 
where a1 is the leaky factor used to prevent Lf (n) from increasing to an undesirably large 
value [75]. Unlike (2.30), the step size 8 in (2.31) can take fractional values. The actual tap- 
length L(n) is updated to L(n + 1) = round (Lj(n)) if and only if JL(n) - Lf(n) 	€ where 
€ is a small predefined threshold, otherwise, L(n + 1) = L(n). 
2.7 A Potential Multi-mode OFDM Receiver 
In this section, a study of the convergence of several complementary wireless access networks, 
namely DAB, DVB-T and HIPERLAN-2 and suggests a possible physical layer architecture for 
a suitable multi-mode terminal. Sampling rate adaptation is the major concern in this section. 
By using a fixed system clock, a SRC scheme based on Sigma-Delta modulation and linear 
interpolation is proposed for the multi-mode receiver. Moreover, a new receiver architecture 
combining SRC and symbol synchronisation is suggested. Simulation result shows that the 
three OFDM systems can use a single system clock effectively. 
2.7.1 Sampling Rate of DVB-TIDABIHIPERLAN-2 
In a multi-mode digital communication receiver, it is required that the terminal must be able 
to handle various communications standards. When comparing the architectures of the afore-
mentioned three standards, it is quite obvious that a strong resemblance among their receiver ar-
chitectures exists. This implies that a multi-mode receiver could be implemented with less hard-
ware expense if those commonalities are fully exploited. Generally, different chip/sample/symbol 
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rates are specified in different standards. An obvious simple solution is to adopt a different ded-
icated clocks for different standards. However, it seems to be costly and cumbersome, and the 
receiver size will be greatly enlarged with the increasing of standard numbers. The three sys-
tems deploy three different sampling rates, 64/7 = 9.1428571 MHz for DVB-T, 2.048 MHz for 
DAB and 20 MHz for HIPERLAN-2, respectively. Sampling rate adaptation is the first key 
issue to be considered for a multi-mode receiver even before synchronisation. Since the sam-
pling rate of HIPERLAN-2 is the highest among the sampling rates of the three investigated 
standards, a possible solution for this sampling rate conversion problem might be based on the 
over-sampling of HIPERLAN-2 and then approximating sample data or sampling instants for 
DAB and DVB-T. The reason for doing so is twofold, 
20 MHz is the highest signalling rate among the targeted systems; the multi-mode receiver 
should be able to handle the highest signalling rate system; 
No fractional SRC is required for the HIPERLAN-2 system except a simple decimation 
process. 
In this section, the sampling rate relationship of the three standards is illustrated. First, the 
DVB-T 2k mode is considered. There are 2048 sub-carriers in the DVB-T 2k mode, with T 
(useful symbol duration) = 224 us and CP interval Tp = 1/4T, = 56is. The OFDM 
symbol duration is equal to 224 + 56 =280 ps which exactly consists of 280/0.05 = 5600 
samples while sampled at the frequency of 20 MHz (Sampling rate of the HIPERLAN-2). To 
make it more meaningful, consider this example. When the starting position of an OFDM 
symbol is given, assuming that it is the 0-th sample, and then by sampling at 20 MHz, the 
5599-th sample will be the last sample of one DVB-T symbol. Not caring about the exact 
alignment of every sample at this first stage, these 5600 samples contain the full information 
of a DVB-T symbol. In addition, the starting/ending position of the CP and the useful OFDM 
symbol can also be determined. Using the new sampling rate, although not every sample within 
the OFDM symbol is exactly aligned, due to the special relationship between the CP and the 
useful OFDM symbol, the coarse timing synchronisation can still be realized. The ratio of the 
sampling rate of HIPERLAN-2 and the sampling rate of DVB-T is 20/(64/7)=2.1875. While 
sampling the received DVB-T signal at 20 MHz we notice that 0.1875 multiplied by 16 results 
in an integer; the 16-th DVB-T sample will coincide with the 35-th new sample (sampled at 20 
MHz). The boundary of one useful DVB-T OFDM symbol can now be expressed by means 
of the new samples (sampled at 20 MHz). When sampled at 16 x 20 = 320 MHz, which 
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is 35 times (320/(64/7) = 35) the sampling rate of the DVB-T system, exact samples of the 
DVB-T system can be collected from the new samples after 35 times decimation. Now let us 
consider the DAB system case. Mode I in DAB uses 2048 sub-carriers with a sampling rate 
of 2.048 MHz. When 320 MHz is deployed as the sampling rate of the new system, a DVB-T 
system will be sampled at a sufficient rate. Consequently, for a DAB system, since 320 MHz 
is 156.25 times the sampling rate of the DAB system, every 4th DAB sample will happen to 
coincide with the 625th new sample. The boundary of the useful DAB OFDM symbol can also 
be expressed by means of the new samples (sampled at 320 MHz). Coming to this, a simple 
SRC via interpolation and decimation can produce the required DAB symbols from the new 
samples. 
2.7.2 Timing Adjustment by Interpolation 
From the previous discussion, it can be concluded that using 320 MHz as a new sampling rate 
for this particular multi-mode OFDM receiver is a pretty good decision. However, 320 MHz is 
a very high frequency for a mobile terminal when power consumption is considered. 
Interpolation technique, a timing-adjustment operation on the received signal, has already been 
deployed in digital modems successfully [81] [82]. The fixed free running sampling clock re-
mains independent of the symbol timing. The sample times never coincide perfectly on desired 
instants. Assume that the received signal x(t) is band limited and being sampled at a rate 1/T8. 
After 'virtually' (virtually because actually no analogue signal has been produced) reconstruct-
ing the received signal, resample the continuous time output of the interpolating filter y(t) at 
time instants t = T where 1/T is the sampling rate specified in the standard. There is no 
attempt to recover the continuous analogue signal; what is of interest is the sample value at the 
very time instants t = U. The new time instant t = kT can be represented by T3 in the form: 
t = kT = (Mk + /1k)T5 	 (2.32) 
where Mk = mt [kT/T8 J , the integer part of kT/T5 means the largest integer less than or equal 
to kT/T8 and Pk = kT/T3 - mj, is a fractional difference. Only the samples at time instants 
t = kT are required for further processing. The interpolants (new samples) can be calculated 
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as in [81] by: 
'2 
y(kT) = y [(ink + Lk)Ts ] =L x [(m - i)T8 ] h1 [(i + tk)T8 ] 	 (2.33) 
i='1  
where x(t) is a sequence of signal samples taken at intervals T8, and h, (t) is the finite-duration 
impulse response of a fictitious, time-continuous, analogue interpolating filter. {11T8,... , -12 Ts
is the area that the interpolating filter operates on. An ideal interpolation filter is a sinc function 
h, (t) - Sin7rt/T3 with a transfer function: - _t/Ts 
{ T3 , f<1/2T. 
HI(f) = 
0 	If  > 1/2T5 	
(2.34) 
 
Practically, a linear interpolator is adequate and efficient if the samples are closely spaced. 
Hence, in a discrete form, 
y(k) = (1 - 1k)x(mk) + /lkx(rnk + 1) = X(Mk) + /1k [x(mk + 1) - x(mk)] 	(2.35) 
2.7.3 Proposed Multi-mode Receiver Architecture with Sigma-Delta Modulation 
Sigma-Delta modulation is the most popular form of the noise-shaping quantization that uses 
oversampling and 1-bit quantization. A mathematical explanation of the Sigma-Delta data 
converters can be found in [83]. In principle, a Sigma-Delta AID converter consists of two 
functional blocks: a Sigma-Delta modulator and a decimator. The Sigma-Delta data converter 
has the advantage of requiring less restrictive anti-aliasing filters by benefiting from the high 
sampling rate in the modulation process; the anti-alias filter requirements are relaxed. 
For a multi-mode DVB-TIDABIHIPERLAN-2 receiver, when sampled at the integer multiple 
of 20 MT-k (sampling rate of HIPERLAN-2), the new sampling rate (40 MIHz, 60 MHz, 80 
MHz...), the fractional interval Pk  will cyclically repeat a finite set of values. These fractional 
intervals /k  and the integer value Mk in (2.35) can be computed in advance, stored in RUMs 
and loaded when necessary. We assume perfect synchronisation here; otherwise, fractional 
intervals need to be corrected on-line due to the synchronisation offsets. 
Generally, an OFDM system achieves symbol synchronisation by adjusting the FFT position, 
including coarse synchronisation and fine synchronisation. The coarse synchronisation can be 
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done by some CP based approaches [84]. After coarse symbol synchronisation, the residual 
timing offset will be estimated though pilots and then be compensated. 
The fractional timing offset is required to be quantized into Li uniform intervals where Li is 
the integer part of the oversampling ratio. Consequently, it is now easy to adjust the starting 
instant of an OFDM symbol by fractional offset for the fine symbol synchronisation purpose, 
which is not a simple task for conventional OFDM receivers. A new multi-mode OFDM re-
ceiver architecture is proposed in Figure 2.10. In an ideal case there is no sampling frequency 
offset. Based on our knowledge of the sampling rate of the three different systems, the known 
coefficients ,Uk and Mk  in (2.35) can be stored in memory and loaded into the SRC process 
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Figure 2.10: Proposed multi-mode OFDM receiver architecture 
AL 4k 
sampling frequency error (the clock used in the transmitter may not be exactly identical to 
that used in the receiver) is inevitable. Conventional OFDM receivers adopt feedback using a 
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) to adjust the sampling frequency. In the case of the sam-
pling frequency error impairment, all computations need to be performed on line and no extra 
memory for storing coefficients is required. Alternatively, a numerically controlled oscillator 
(NCO) controlled interpolator was investigated in [81]. In practice, after the fine time synchro- 
nisation process, the output E (r 	r. + Ef, e: integer offset and e1: fractional offset) is fed 
back to the NCO controller, which is responsible for determining k  and Mk, and making that 
information available to the interpolator. Since the fine symbol synchronisation can be done 
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symbol by symbol only, thus, the coefficients /k  and  Mk will be only updated once per OFDM 
symbol. The above discussion are based on the assumption that the sampling frequency offset 
is small; otherwise, the drift between ideal and true sample points will be significant for the 8k 
mode. In that case, the clock rate needs to be adjusted for sampling rate offset, or timing offset, 
Pk and rnk, will need to be changed linearly. 
For the sake of convenience, attention is paid to the timing recovery process, which is closely 
related to the SRC while the frequency synchronisation blocks are left out in the architecture. 
In the first stage, the received signal is down converted to baseband and the complex baseband 
signals are generated. By passing the analogue pre-filter, the useful signals are band limited. 
The analogue input signals are then sampled at the sampling frequency, which is much higher 
than its signalling rate. According to the receiver structure, signals sampled at high frequency 
are pushed to a Sigma-Delta modulator and then, a low pass filter (LPF) preceding the interpo-
lation and decimation block is used for anti-aliasing purpose and quantization noise attenuation. 
Before the interpolation and decimation block is working, the receiver works under the coarse 
symbol-acquiring mode. As has been stated, the symbol starting instant 0 can be coarsely 
determined by the CP based pre-FFT approaches, thus the starting position of an OFDM sym-
bol and the FFT window position can be determined and set. In this stage, the feedback loop 
from the post-FFT fine symbol synchronisation is switched off. The window controller uses 
the information provided by the coarse symbol synchronisation to adjust the starting position 
for the interpolation and decimation block, which strictly speaking is an interpolation based 
decimation process. 
The sampling clock frequency error Af will cause inter-carrier interference (ICI) and further-
more, a drift in the symbol timing [85]. Nevertheless, in most cases, the sampling frequency 
offset is very small compared with the high sampling frequency, the ICI caused can be con-
sidered as additional noise and the feedback loop in the receiver may be used to periodically 
compensate for the drift, either integer or fractional. Via c3 in Figure 2.10, the pre-stored p 
and Mk will be loaded into the interpolation based decimator for linear interpolation or poly-
nomial interpolation processing, etc. The sampling rate of the output is approximate to the 
targeted system signalling rate 1/T and post-FFT fine symbol synchronisation is now carried 
out. Since each different system has its own offset estimation mechanism, we will not focus on 
every detail (the DVB-T system, for example, examines the phase rotation on pilots to estimate 
the averaged timing offset). The averaged residual timing offset E consists of the integer part 
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Ei and the fractional part Ef, both of them will be fed back to the window controller to adjust 
the symbol position. Since the fractional timing offset can also be compensated via the inter-
polation based decimation block by shifting quantized fractional samples, which are integer 
samples with respect to the high sampling rate, the residual timing error will remain compara-
tively small. In addition, the accumulating timing error due to sampling frequency error can be 
compensated by the feedback from the error estimation every OFDM symbol. 
Alternatively, the NCO control method could be an efficient approach in providing the infor-
mation of {jik,mk} figured out from the output of the fine symbol synchronisation process (see 
® in Figure 2.11). Figure 2.11 shows the performance of a multi-mode receiver with different 
sampling rates deployed in the Sigma-Delta modulation block. The MSE of the uncoded data 
in the frequency domain against Eb/NO is plotted, a DVB-T receiver is considered in the sim-
ulation. Only the impact of linear interpolation based on the Sigma-Delta modulation output 
Performances of different sampling rate in DVB-T with linear interoolation 
Eb/No (dB) 
Figure 2.11: Performances of different sampling rate in DVB-T with interpolation 
at different sampling rates (20 MHz, 40 MHz, 60 MHz and 80 MHz) and the perfect timing 
case in a DVB-T system is studied while the DAB system is not considered. The reason for this 
is that the sampling rate of DVB-T is up to 4 times higher than the sampling rate of DAB, so 
that if a sampling rate is selected that is suitable for DVB-T, then it should with no doubt also 
be suitable for DAB in terms of using linear interpolation. As can be seen in Figure 2.11, for 
a DVB-T system, 40 MHz can be chosen as the best compromise between the system perfor- 
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mance and hardware expense. If it is possible to have higher sampling frequency with not too 
much power consumption, this will definitely improve the system performance and also enable 
a fractional spaced equalisation (FSE) which is not sensitive to sample timing. 
2.8 Summary 
In this chapter, a brief background introduction necessary for the following chapters has been 
provided. This includes the basic principles of OFDM, spread spectrum systems, adaptive fil-
ter theory and single carrier systems with frequency domain equalisation. The basic idea of 
chip-level equalisation and various varying length filter structures was reviewed. It is indi-
cated that the conventional Rake receiver treats MAI from other users as additive Gaussian 
noise, therefore, suffers great performance degradation in a highly loaded scenario. Chip-level 
equalisers can process the 'summed' received signal and achieve better performance than Rake 
without knowing the spreading sequences of other users. Compared with the multiuser detector 
and the Rake, chip-level equaliser offers a good balance between computational complexity 
and system performance; it becomes a promising solution for the DS-CDMA downlink. With 
the requirement of frequency domain processing for OFDM systems, implementing chip-level 
equalisation in the frequency domain fits the multi-mode receiver context, this will be the main 
content of Chapter 3 and part of Chapter 4. 
This chapter also presents a study on the issues concerning the convergence of DAB, DVB-
T and HIPERLAN-2 and suggests a possible architecture for a suitable multi-mode terminal. 
Sigma-Delta modulation and linear interpolation are deployed in the receiver for sampling rate 
adaptation purposes. A new sampling rate is adopted in the multi-mode receiver, which is a 
integer multiple of 20 MI-1z (the sampling rate of HIPERLAN-2). A new proposed structure can 
integrate the three OFDM based systems by a single system clock effectively and in addition, 
bring advantages to symbol synchronisation of the OFDM systems. Since the other standards 
(DAB & UNITS) have lower sample rate requirements than DVB-T, 40 MHz would appear a 
good initial choice. 
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CPICH Based Frequency Domain 
Equalisation for WCDMA Systems 
In this chapter, a chip-level MMSE frequency domain equaliser is investigated for the downlink 
FDD mode in UMTS. The MAT and inter-chip interference is reduced at the chip level before 
despreading. The P-CPICH in FDD mode carries a higher power than dedicated channels and 
is utilized for approximate cyclic reconstruction. Since the secondary CPICH does not appear 
in this study, the word 'CPICH' is used to refer to the primary CPICH. Comparison of the 
proposed algorithm and other current approaches is presented. Furthermore, it also describes a 
CPICH interference cancellation structure. Performance of the proposed MvISE-FDE is shown 
by computer simulations. 
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, the proposed algorithm is described, fol-
lowed by a description of the receiver structure. Section 3.3 will deal with the high-power 
CPICH interference cancellation problem. Simulation results are given in Section 3.4. Finally, 
conclusions are presented. 
3.1 Introduction 
OFDM is an air-interface technology used for both current broadcasting and WLAN applica-
tions and is a strong candidate for future 4G mobile wireless systems [28]. In many of the 
discussions regarding 4G communication systems the assumption is that multi-mode terminals 
will be required, i.e. receiver architectures that are capable of operating in multiple modes 
and multiple frequency bands [86]. There is a demand for the design of a multi-mode receiver 
which is capable of handling the OFDM based standards and UMTS. There are already dis-
cussions on the coverage and throughput analysis for the integrated system [87]. The OFDM 
based WLAN standard also specifies a flexible radio access network that can be used with a 
variety of core networks, including UMTS. It is likely that WLAN will become an important 
complementary technology to 3G cellular systems, therefore, a multi-mode WLAN & UMTS 
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receiver is of great interest. To employ a frequency domain equaliser for UNITS in the receiver, 
making use of the powerful FFT/IFFT for both DS-CDMA and WLAN system in the handset is 
very attractive. For the reception of the UMTS-FDD downlink signal in a multi-mode receiver, 
the capability to perform multi-user detection in mobile handsets can require high complexity. 
The performance of conventional Rake receivers is dominated by the MAT and this can result 
in a high error rate in a heavily loaded system. Performing equalisation at the symbol-level 
requires the spreading sequences to be short to ensure cyclostationarity of the MAT. Receivers 
based on TDMA style channel equalisation at the chip level have been proposed for WCDMA 
downlink to ensure adequate performance even with a high number of active users [47]. This 
is shown to be a reasonable approach that achieves a good compromise between receiver com-
plexity and system performance. The received chip waveform, distorted by the multi-path 
channel, is equalised prior to de-spreading. Orthogonality of the signals from the basestation is 
restored at chip-level. The restoration can be quantified by an orthogonality factor as described 
in [88] [89]. 
Recently, the SC-FDE has been attracting increasing interest [23] [56] [57]. Most of them 
use the same mechanism as in OFDM, i.e. a cyclic prefix is inserted to mitigate the ISI and 
make the channel matrix a circular one in order to simplify the receiver. The importance of the 
CP insertion is twofold; Firstly, the CP with enough length can effectively mitigate interference 
from the preceding block. Secondly, it is because of the preceding CP that the channel distortion 
on the transmitted signal becomes a circular convolution process. It is worth mentioning that 
only in this case (or with zero-padding) can the distortion of the channel be considered as a 
multiplication in the frequency domain. Unfortunately, the CP-based FDE is not compatible 
with the current WCDMA system because the CP insertion will inevitably destroy the frame 
structure and it is incompatible with the standard. 
It is desirable to design a receiver without changing the transmitted signal. One possible so-
lution has been proposed for an OFDM system without CP in [90], namely the residual inter 
symbol interference cancellation (RISIC) algorithm. In the RISIC algorithm, the missing CP 
is regarded as bursty distortion in a time domain block and the amount of distortion is dimin-
ished in an iterative process with hard decision being made in the frequency domain. In [91], 
the RISIC algorithm is extended with a soft decoder for the FEC incorporated. However, no 
hard/soft decisions can be made in the frequency domain at the chip-level in a multi-user sys-
tem and additionally the RISIC is an iterative process which may result in severe delay in the 
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system. 
In this chapter, a new FDE is proposed and investigated which will not change the format of the 
UMTS transmitted signal. The proposed algorithm utilizes the primary common pilot channel 
which in the UMTS FDD mode is transmitted for channel estimation and training purposes. 
The CPICH carries the highest power and dominates the interference experienced at the user 
equipment (UE). User data could be treated as an independent signal and the aggregation will 
be considered to be an additive noise on the high power CPICH [92]. Therefore, the CPICH can 
be used for cyclic reconstruction in the FDE. Although this may lead to degradation in system 
performance due to approximate reconstruction, simulation results show that it is still bearable 
because of the spreading gain and the use of overlap-cut technique to further reduce errors. 
3.2 Overlap-Cut Algorithm 
Originally, the "overlap-save" method [93] was used to calculate linear convolution via circular 
convolution and it was adopted to implement the block LMS algorithm in the frequency domain 
[94] [95]. The overlap-save method is one way of using FFTs to produce the linear convolution 
of two data sequences. 
In [96] [97] [98], the authors proposed new approaches to apply the FDE in the downlink of 
broadband CDMA system without redundancy which they call the overlap-cut method. The 
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Figure 3.1: Overlap-Cut method 
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block which overlaps with the previous block and the successive block by the shadow area. 
As has been stated in [96] [97] [98], applying a conventional FDE on a single carrier system 
without CP gives errors that are significantly larger at the edges of the block. Therefore samples 
at the beginning and the end of each equalised blocks can be discarded. 
This algorithm works well with a long length FF1', but for WLAN only a 64 point FFI'/IFFT 
is used, hence the performance degradation will be significant in some cases. Comparisons 
between the new method and the overlap-cut algorithm (i.e. without cyclic reconstruction) are 
given in this thesis. It is noteworthy that better channel estimates can be obtained with higher 
power CPICH. Simulation results show that the system performance can be improved by the 
reconstruction of the CP. Furthermore, a CPICH interference cancellation scheme is proposed, 
thus, after being used for effective channel estimation and equalisation, the interference due to 
the high power CPICH can be canceled. 
3.3 CPICH Based Cyclic Reconstruction 
In the UNITS FDD mode, the CPICH signal is continuously transmitted from each base station. 
This channel is spread by the scrambling code and plays a vital role in the cell searching of 
mobile station and channel estimation. The CPICH is likely to carry the highest power for 
effective communication to be established and will result in the most interference experienced 
at the UE. Thus the CPICH signal can be utilized for approximate cyclic reconstruction. As 
stated before, a better channel estimate can be achieved with a higher power CPICH, thus, our 
method will outperform the overlap-cut algorithm in terms of bit error ratio performance with 
imperfect channel estimation. User data is treated as an independent signal and is considered 
as an additive noise on the high power CPICH. 
In the new FDE, the received discrete-time chips are segmented into multiple blocks according 
to the given equaliser length N. Assuming that the composite channel response h(l) is sta-
tionary within the i-th block and spans over L chips, we may write the received signal in one 
block as r(m), 0 < i < M - 1, 0 < n < N - 1, where Mis the number of blocks and N,_ is 
the number of chips within one block. x (n) denotes the corresponding transmitted signal. 
r(n) 	h(l)x(n - l)u(n - l)+ ( 
	
h_i(l)x_i(n + N - l)(1 - u(n - 1))) 
(3.1) 
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where u(m) represents the unit step function. The second term in (3.1) represents the inter block 
interference (IBI) term caused by the (i-1)-th block. The IBI is removed from the received 
signal by subtracting it based on the decision made in the previous block and the estimation of 
the channel impulse response. This process is called tail cancellation [99]. 
j (n) = r (m) - 	h_ (1)x_1 (n + N - 1) (1 - u(n - 1)) 	(3.2) 
As has been stated previously, time-domain circular convolution is equivalent to frequency-
domain multiplication, and vice versa. By the insertion of the CP in OFDM systems, linear 
channel distortion of the signal results in circular convolution of the transmitted signal and the 
channel impulse response. With this in mind, it is necessary to reconstruct the resultant effect 
caused by a virtual CP so that the time and frequency-domain descriptions of the convolution 
are essentially equivalent. Unfortunately, unlike the data-driven echo cancellation problem 
in [99], no information on what signal is transmitted within the current block is available, and 
so the tail part of the block can't be used to reconstruct the circularity. 
As noted previously the CPICH carries the highest power and is likely to dominate the interfer-
ence. Therefore, CPICH signals in the i-th block are used to reconstruct the required circularity 
as shown in (3.3). 
r(n) 	 (3.3) 
where p (n) is used to represent the scrambled CPICH signal within the i-th block. The process 
of adding the second term in (3.3) is called cyclic reconstruction. Thus ij() is an approximate 
cyclic sequence and the linear convolution becomes a circular convolution in the time domain. 
Thus, in the frequency domain, 
R(w) H(w)X(w) + Vi (w) 	 (3.4) 
where 0 < w < N - 1, R(w), Hi (w), X(w) and Vi (w) are the DFT of f(n), hi (1), xi (n) 
and vi (n), respectively. 
Defining W(w), 0 < w < N - 1 as the equaliser coefficients in the frequency domain and a 
MMSE cost function that needs to be minimized (For simplicity, it is defined in the frequency 
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domain): 
( 	N-1 
J 	 IWj(w)H(w)X j(w)+W(w)Vj(w)-X(w) 2  
' C w=o 
N -1 
= 	{E[X(w) 	1— H(w)W(w) 2] + E[I(w)I 2.  Wj(w) 2J} (3.5) N, 
W=O 
Since E(jX(w) 2) = a, E(Vj(w) 2) = o, therefore, 
1 2  J = 
= 1 	
[a. 1— H(w)W(w) 2 + U1 . W(w)I2] 	 (3.6) 
C w=O 
In the right hand side of (3.6), the first term represents the inter chip interference and the second 
term the noise contribution. We then minimize "J" by setting its gradient with respect to the 
equaliser coefficients W(w) to zero. First, 
N- I 
j - 	{. [1— W*(w)H*(w) - H(w)W(w)} + (a +a. H(w) 2)W(w)W*(w)} 
C w=O 
(3.7) 
We then have, 
1 	2 
VW.()J 
= 3W(w) - 
[—as . H(w) + (a + o- . IH(w)I 2)Wi (w)] 	(3.8) 
Let VW.(W )J = 0, thus 
	
2 . H,  (W) = ad 	(o + o3. H( w)I 2)W*(w) 	 (3.9) 




H(w)I 2  + a/a3 
where a, a and H (w) are the variance of the additive Gaussian noise, the variance of the 
received signal and the conjugate of H (w), respectively. 
The equalised signal can then be written as: 
= IFFT{R(w) . W(w)},0 < n <N - 1,0 < w < N —1 	(3.11) 
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Figure 3.2: Block Diagram of the Proposed Approach 
Figure 3.2 shows the proposed receiver architecture. The imperfect cyclic reconstructed part 
will be added at the initial portion of a block of data received from a channel. The contamination 
due to the imperfect reconstruction can be considered as a noise sequence added to the first L-1 
data symbol intervals of the block, where L is the channel spread. In the frequency domain, 
this is considered to be an additive noise spread in the whole signal spectral. 
It is worth noting here that although the CPICH based algorithm works reasonably well since 
the most significant part of the cyclic reconstruction is done, the residual which is treated as 
additive noise cannot be neglected due to the risk of possible noise enhancement when the 
transmission channel suffers from deep nulls. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the o term 
in (3.10) in order to take this interference into account. In other words, o does not represent 
noise power alone but should also include interference caused by the approximation. It is 
not easy to decide what an  should be since a good estimate of the interference power is not 
available. Factors such as user numbers, channel duration and equaliser length, etc. will affect 
the interference power. In the simulations, it was supposed that the variance of the time domain 
signal excluding CPICH is 0r2esidua1  channel is normalized to 1 and with length equal to L, 
equaliser length is N. Since the channel is normalized, we assume that each cursor appears 
with equal power 1/L. The variance of the data is °r2esidual'  which can be considered as the 
average power of each chip. Therefore, the total power of the interference can be calculated by: 
L-1 
L - 1 
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Hence, the average interference power per chip is: 
Uinterfrence 	
Ptotai - 	 L - 1 
= residual x 	 (3.13) 
	
N - 2N 
Then the exact or 2 term should be changed to cr + 	 Consider the difference be- 
tween the zero forcing (ZF) equaliser and the MMSE equaliser, when a channel has deep spec-
tral nulls, the noise enhancement introduced by the ZF equaliser is very high while the MMSE 
equaliser can achieve a good tradeoff between the noise amplification and the ISI reduction. 
The reason for modifying the o term in (3.10) is simply a consideration of the interference 
caused by the approximation. In this chapter, from now on, the term "o" is used instead of 
O + 0interference in all formulas. Inevitably, the above approximation will lead to errors in 
the outputs of the equaliser. It is extremely problematic to quantify the precise impact of these 
errors on the BER since a nonlinear decision device operates at the output of the equaliser. It 
is clear that if the approximation is poor then the equaliser BER performance will also be poor, 
particularly in channels with deep nulls. In order to show the effect explicitly, the output of the 
equaliser is considered and compared with the true chip value. Only the first block is consid-
ered where there is no IBI from the previous block. The simulation scenario includes 12 users 
traffic, equaliser length is fixed to 64, compatible with the FFT length in WLAN standards. 
The spreading factor is 16. The relative distance of the equaliser output to the true chip value 
is defined as: 
er(n) = Ef 	
(n)l} 
 0 <fl < Nc 1 	 (3.14) 
Performance of the proposed cyclic reconstruction algorithm and the algorithm without cyclic 
reconstruction [96] are both investigated with g = 20% and g = 40% (g denotes the power ratio 
of CPICH to the whole signal power; g = 10% is currently used in HSDPA systems [100}). The 
UNITS Vehicular A channel is considered in the simulation, assuming a noise free environment 
and perfect channel knowledge. The horizontal axis represents the index of chips within one 
equaliser block and the vertical axis gives the relative distance of the equaliser output to the 
true chip value defined in (3.14). 
As can be seen in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, there is a period at the beginning and the end of 
each block where the error is significantly larger than the time average. This fact is consistent 
with that in [96] [97] [98], the effects of the circularity are worst at the edges; the overlap-
Cut algorithm can effectively improve the system performance. We thus adopt the overlap-cut 
method to reduce the output errors by overlapping the current block with the preceding one and 
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the following one. Only the middle parts of the outputs from the equaliser are retained. The 
solid curve shows the result using CPICH for cyclic reconstruction while no reconstruction is 
carried out for the dashed curve (algorithm in [98]).  From Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, we may 
draw the following three conclusions: 
The higher the CPICH power is, the better the performance of the proposed method 
compared with the algorithm in [98]. Simulation results show that there is a 2 dB im-
provement at the BER of 10_2.  
Since large errors will always appear at the beginning and the end of blocks, it is desirable 
to reduce the errors at these areas by using overlapping blocks. In this thesis, for each 
block, 25% of the signal overlaps with the previous block and 25% with the following 
block. 
Both the new algorithm and the algorithm in [98] are based on the overlap-cut idea. 
To meet a certain error level, the new algorithm can have less overlap area than the one 
in [98]. From Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, it is observed that when g = 20%, er(n) = 0.35, 
the overlap can be reduced by 11%. When g = 40%, e, (n) = 0.3, the overlap can be 
reduced by 17%. 
12 Users, Mobile Speed =50 krWh, g =20%, N= 16,64 FFT 
10 	 20 	 30 	 40 	 50 	 60 
Index of Chips 
Figure 3.3: The relative distance to true chip value; g = 20% 
The new approach proceeds as follows: 
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12 Users, Mobile Speed = 50 krrdb, g = 400%, N = 16,64 FFT 
10 	 Zu 	 ZYJ 	 4U 	 00 	 00 
Index of Chips 
Figure 3.4: The relative distance to true chip value; g = 40% 
Step 1: Channel Estimation using CPICH, 
Step 2: Block segmentation; Remove interferences from the previous block; 
Step 3: Use the tail part of the CPICH signal in the current block to reconstruct the circularity; 
Step 4: Output from step 3 will be pushed into FFT bins for FFT operation, 
Step 5: Frequency equalisation, output transformed back to the time domain by IFFT; 
Step 6: Reduce errors by the overlap-cut method and process the successive block. 
When a code is transmitted as a training sequence for estimating the channel impulse response, 
the output of a matched filter to the code is the convolution of the autocorrelation function of the 
code with the channel impulse response. The autocorrelation function of the long scrambling 
code, the CPICH after scrambling as well, is nearly an impulse and thus the deconvolution is 
not required. This is a widely adopted channel estimation scheme [40], details of which will 
be described in Chapter 6. It is likely that a higher power CPICH will result in a better channel 
estimation. 
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3.4 CPICH Interference Cancellation 
CPICH dominates the interference in MAI due to its high power. As can be seen from the 
previous sections, the above mentioned algorithm copes with a high power CPICH. But, un-
fortunately, this will lead to two drawbacks, one is the high MAI within the current cell and 
the other is the resultant high interference for neighboring cells. It is desirable to remove this 
part of interference caused by the high power CPICH as we have enough information at the 
receiver. Since the CPICH is known at the receiver, no decision is required and the problem 
then becomes a data aided cancellation problem. 
Similar to (3.5), we define the cost function in the frequency domain as: 
( 	N-1 
J = E (IWj(w)Hj(w)Xj(w) + W(w)Vi(w) - G(w)P(w) Xi,residual(W) 2) 
I C =o 
(3.15) 
where W(w), C(w), Pi (W), Xiresidual(W) denote the frequency response of the feedforward 
equaliser, frequency response of the feedback CPICH cancellation filter, the DFT of p (n) and 
the time domain signal excluding CPICH signal Xj,resjduaj(fl),  respectively. The first term in 
the bracket is the output of the feedforward equaliser and the third one represents the feedback 
for CPICH interference cancellation. 
Since Xj,res jdual(fl) and pi (n) are mutually uncorrelated, the cost function in (3.15) can be 
simplified to: 
N,-1 
J = E{ 	([W(w)H(w) - 11Xj,resjdual(W) + W(w)Vi (w) Nc 
W=O 
+ [W(w)H(w) - 
N-1 
Nr 
 Y:= 	{E[IXi,residual (W)12 1 Hi(w)wi(w)121 
w=O 
Hj(w)Wj(w) - Gj(w)12] + E[Vj(w)I2 . IWi(w)IJ} (3.16) 
Given E(IXj,resjdual(W)i2 ) = residual, E(P(w)I 2) = o, (3.16) can be written as I  
N'_1 
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The gradient of "J" with respect to the equaliser coefficients W (w) is given by: 
Vw()J = 
1
{esidua1 + 	. G(w)) . H(w) + {o- + (or'(esidual + 	JH(w)2] . W(w)} 
C 
(3.18) 
Let Vw.()J = 0, hence 
(O 	+ (esidua1  + 
0,2 	2 
). 	W(w) = ( esidua1 + 	. G(w)) . H(w) 	(3.19) 
Therefore, the forward frequency domain equaliser is determined by its coefficients: 
- (esidua1 + o C(w)) . H(w) W(w) - 	+ (0-2 + 	IH(w)P 	
(3.20) 
where w = 0,... , N, - 1. Now inserting (3.20) back into (3.17), by applying the gradient 
method to it with respect to the feedback filter G(w) this time and let VC(W )J = 0, we are 
able to determine the coefficients of G (w). 
The feedback filter coefficients C(w) take the form (See Appendix A): 
G(w) - 
ar idual 	- 	IH(w)2 
- °residual IH(w)I2 + 0,2 - H(w) 2 + n/ 	
(3.21) 
residual 
Once C(w) is determined, W(w) is then given by (3.20). 
It is easily verified that when g = 0, i.e. no CPICH signal is transmitted, then o P2 = 0 and 
0-residual = 	Consequently, (3.20) turns into the form which is identical to (3.10), a conven- 
tional frequency domain equaliser. 
First, the received signal will be equalised by the forward filter with coefficients W(w), then, 
in the frequency domain, the feedback interference cancellation filter with coefficients G (w) 
is operated on the scrambled CPICH signal known at the receiver. The output in the frequency 
domain given by W(w)Rj (w) - G(w)P(w), subtraction of the feedforward filter output and 
the feedback filter output, is transformed back to the time domain by IFFT. The whole procedure 
is summarised in Figure 3.5. With the proposed algorithm in this section, the contribution of 
the high power CPICH is removed from the compound signal to a degree. The technique of 
canceling CPICH shows much merit. Before the signals are decoded, the interference is made 
less significant. The reduction of interference from neighboring cells is not considered. 
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F['Ont-end 	 Detection 
Reconstruct 
	 Correlator 
Figure 3.5: Interference cancellation system model 
3.5 	Simulation Results 
Computer simulations are carried out at base band for the investigation of the proposed al-
gorithm. QPSK modulation is considered. The system BER performance under the UMTS 
Vehicular A channel is studied. The length of channel is fixed at 11 chip periods (2.86is) when 
the chip rate is 3.84 Mchips/s. Walsh codes with length 16 are used as channelization codes 
and a Gold code segment is used as the long scrambling code. In the simulation, the terminal 
speed is assumed to be 50 km/h and the carrier frequency is 2 0Hz. 12 users are included in 
the simulations. The FDE has a fixed length equal to 64 (FFT/IFFT size in WLAN standards). 
For each block, 25% of the signal overlaps with the previous block and 25% with the following 
block. 
In order to show the effectiveness of the new proposed algorithm, simulation results with 
varying CPICH power are presented. Performance of the CPICH based cyclic reconstruction 
equaliser and the overlap-cut equaliser (without cyclic reconstruction) are compared in terms 
of the BER performance for one desired user. The bit errors are summed and an average BER 
is then calculated. The power of the CPICH is taken to be 20% of the total signal power and 
40% of the total signal power. The performance under perfect channel estimation and imperfect 
channel estimation is studied. The system performance is significantly degraded by the error 
in channel estimation. We present the BER performance under imperfect channel estimation 
with the channel estimation window N = 256, N = 512 and N = 1024 respectively. The 
performance of the time domain equaliser with equal length, i.e. 64 taps, under perfect channel 
estimation is also plotted in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. 
It can be observed that the FDE with cyclic reconstruction consistently outperforms that without 
reconstruction in both cases. Under the perfect channel estimation assumption, the FDE per-
formance is close to that of the time domain equaliser. In Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, we repeat 
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-o 	 12 Users, Mobile speed =50 km/h, g = 20%, N = 16,64 FFT 
0 	2 	4 	6 	8 	10 	12 	14 	16 	18 	20 
Eb/NO (dB) 
Figure 3.6: Simulated BER performances; 12 Users; Mobile speed = 50 km/h; g = 20%; N = 
16; 64 PET; CR: Cyclic Reconstruction 
12 Users, Mobile Speed = 50 km/h, g = 40%, N = 16, 64 FFT 
w 
0 	2 	4 	6 	8 	10 	12 	14 	16 	18 	20 
Eb/NO  (dB) 
Figure 3.7: Simulated BER performances; 12 Users; Mobile speed = 50 km/h; g = 40%; N = 
16; 64 FFT; CR: Cyclic Reconstruction 
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the simulation results for performance comparison with different CPICH power and perfect or 
imperfect channel estimation. 
12 Users, Mobile Speed = 50 km/b. Perfect Channel Estimation, N = 16,64 FFT 
is 
-*- MMSE-FDE with CR, g=20% 	 : 
-.- MMSE-FDE without CR, g=20% 
—— MMSE-FDE with CR, g=40% 
-0-- MMSE-FDE without CR 2=40% 
2 	4 	6 	8 	10 	12 	14 	16 	18 	20 
Eb/NO (dB) 
Figure 3.8: Simulated BER performances; Perfect channel estimation; 12 Users; Mobile speed 
= 50 km/h; N = 16; 64 FFT; CR: Cyclic Reconstruction 
From Figure 3.8 we see that with perfect channel estimation, in both cases (with cyclic re-
construction or without cyclic reconstruction) system with g = 20% outperforms system with 
g = 40%. This is straightforward since high power CPICH introduces high MAT in the sys-
tem. However, on the other hand, with higher CPICH, we can achieve better channel estimates. 
As can be seen in Figure 3.9, under imperfect channel estimation, system with g = 40% will 
outperform the system with g = 20%. There is a 2 dB improvement for the FDE with cyclic 
reconstruction (g = 40%) over the FDE without cyclic reconstruction (g = 20%) at the BER 
of 10-2.  From the simulation results presented above, it follows that: The higher the CPICH 
power is, the better the channel estimates. In other words, if the power ratio of CPICH over the 
whole signal power is large, the channel estimation quality is good. However, this will lead to 
a large MAT with large error probability. 
Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 show the simulated BER performance of the CPICH cancellation 
algorithm, with CPICH power 20% of the whole signal power in Figure 3.10 and 40% whole 
signal power in Figure 3.11. With the proposed CPICH cancellation algorithm in this chapter, 
the contribution of the high power CPICH is removed from the compound signal to some extent. 
100 
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I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 'I I 	 I I 
0 	2 4 6 8 10 	12 14 	16 18 	20 
E5/N0 (dB) 
Figure 3.9: Simulated BER performances; Imperfect channel estimation; 12 Users; Mobile 
speed = 50 k,n112, N = 1024; N = 16; 64 FFT; CR: Cyclic Reconstruction 
12 Users, Mobile Speed = 50 km/h, g = 20%. N = 16,64 FFT 
0 	2 	4 	6 	8 	10 	12 	14 	16 	18 	20 
E5/NQ (dB) 
Figure 3.10: Simulated BER performances with CPICH cancellation; 12 Users; Mobile speed 
= 50 km/h; g = 20%; Perfect channel estimation; N = 16; 64 FFT; CR: Cyclic 
Reconstruction 
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12 Users, Mobile Speed = 50 keiTh, g = 40%, N = 16, 64 FFT 
0 	2 	4 	6 	8 	10 	12 	14 	16 	18 	20 
E5 /NQ (dB) 
Figure 3.11: Simulated BER performances with CPICH cancellation; 12 Users; Mobile speed 
= 50 km/h; g = 40%; Perfect channel estimation; N = 16; 64 FFT; CR: Cyclic 
Reconstruction 
The MMSE solution achieves a good trade-off between ISI reduction and noise enhancement. 
The technique of cancelling CPICH shows much merit. We allocate higher power to the CPICH 
for better channel estimation while at the receiver; the induced high MAT can be effectively 
reduced. Before the signals are decoded, the interference is made less significant. 
3.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has described a MMSE frequency domain equaliser for UMTS in downlink trans-
mission and a number of results were presented that demonstrate its effectiveness. A DS-
CDMA receiver adopting a chip level frequency domain equaliser would be compatible with 
the current OFDM based systems. In addition, the complexity of a FDE is independent of the 
channel frequency selectivity. Unlike the Rake receiver, the number of paths in a frequency 
selective channel does not affect the complexity of a FDE. 
The high power primary common pilot channel transmitted for training and channel estimation 
purposes has been used for cyclic reconstruction at the receiver. Obviously, the high power 
common pilot channel is the most significant interferer for the local cell and its neighbouring 
cell. Large power will improve the channel estimation, however, it will also introduce more 
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MAI. An interference cancellation algorithm was also presented is this chapter. Both the feed-
forward filter and the feedback filter are designed in the frequency domain, and no decision has 
to be made since we have the information of pilots at the receiver a-prior. The MAI is made 
less significant after the high power CPICH cancellation. 
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Further Developments on Frequency 
Domain Equalisation Algorithms 
Enabling Multimode Operation 
In this chapter, first, two frequency domain chip level equalisers for UMTS FDD are presented. 
Unlike the equaliser proposed in Chapter 3, these two algorithms do not require a high power 
pilot channel and can be applied to the current High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) 
system [100]. Second, a hybrid decision feedback equaliser with a feedback filter whose length 
can be dynamically adjusted is proposed. 
The FDE based on self cyclic reconstruction is presented in Section 4.1 and the FDE based on 
segmentation is proposed in Section 4.2. Finally, the hybrid DFE with varying length FBF is 
studied in Section 4.3. 
4.1 	FDE Based on Self Cyclic Reconstruction 
For frequency domain equalisation, the circularity of the received block signal needs to be 
reconstructed if neither cyclic prefix nor zero-padding are used at the transmitter. In this section, 
we exploit the relationship between the reconstructed part and the equalised signal itself and 
derive a self cyclic reconstruction scheme. 
4.1.1 Self Cyclic Reconstruction 
The frequency domain equaliser will process data on a block by block basis. Applying different 
sizes of FFT, we can separate each slot into multiple blocks. Suppose that we extract one block 
of discrete received signals of length N, fi = [?j (0), ri(1),. . , 	- i)]T (assuming the 
IBI from the previous block is cancelled out, which can be done by tail cancellation). A linear 
convolution output is L - 1 chips longer than that of a circular convolution. The tail part of a 
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linear convolution process is defined as ri,t = {rj,ta ji(0), rj,ta ji(l),... ,ri,t.ij 	- 2)]T which 
is unknown to the receiver and L is the length of channel (channel is assumed to be perfectly 
estimated at the receiver). 
By adding elements of r,t to the first L - 1 elements of i, we call this process cyclic re-
construction. In a DS-CDMA system such as UMTS, this process is of great importance for 
frequency domain equalisation since there is no cyclic prefix inserted in the transmitted signal. 
The block signal after cyclic reconstruction can be written as: 
ii = [(0),•. ,i(L-2),(L— 1),... 	1)1T 
= fi (l) + rj,ja ji(l) , I = 0,. . . , L - 2 
rj(l) = tj(I), otherwise 	 (4.1) 
It is worth noting that only the first L - 1 terms have been modified where L is the channel 
length and the first L - 1 elements of i, remains unknown. From the above definition, we 
further define rj,tajl = [rj,ta ji(0), . 	, Tj,taji(L - 2), 0, . . , 0]T, thus, 
N 
ii =ri,t.ij+ 1;• 	 (4.2) 
Firstly, we consider a noise-free environment. We then have the input and output relations: 
(4.3) 
where Hc,i is a circular channel matrix and xi is a column vector composed of one block of 
the transmitted signal with N samples. The channel impulse response is denoted by hi (1), I = 
0,.•• , L - 1 (The channel is assumed quasi-static within one block) which has an N point 
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Fourier transform Hi (w), w = 0,... , N - 1. The channel matrix H,,i is thus defined as: 
h(0) 	 h(L - 1) 	.. 	h(1) 
h(0) 
h(L-1) 
H,1 = 	h(L - 1) 	 h(0) 	 (4.4) 
h(L — l) 	 hi (0) 
0 	 h(L - 1) h(L - 2) 	h(0) 
According to its special structures, circular matrix H,,i can be efficiently diagonalized by 
Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform. Let F and F—' denotes the Fourier transform 
matrix and the inverse Fourier transform matrix, respectively. Hence, 
F. ii = F. Hc,i . xi = F. Hc,i . F' . F . xi = D . F. x, 	 (4.5) 
where Di is a diagonal matrix with its elements taken from the N points Fourier transform of 
channel impulse response, i.e. Di = diag{H1(0),. . . , 	- 1)}. 
Substituting (4.2) into (4.5),we have: 
F. (rj,ta jj + i;) = D . F . x. 	 (4.6) 
Equation (4.6) can be further modified to: 
F' . D' . F. (rj,ta jj + i) = Xi. 	 (4.7) 
Theoretically, the reconstructed part ri,t is obtained by the multiplication of the upper triangular 
block matrix in H and a vector composed of the last L - 1 elements of x. Therefore, given 
0 	0 h(L-1) 	h(1) 
110,i 	 : 	. 	. 	 and 111,i = ON—L+2byJv we can 
0 	 ... 	0 h(L-1) 
yield: 
rj,tajj = [ Ho,j Hj,j T Xj. 	 (4.8) 
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Substituting (4.7) into (4.8), as a result, we have: 
rj,tajj = [ H,1 H1,1 
1T F—' Di 1  F (rj,ta jj + ii). 	 (4.9) 
In order to simplify the notation, a new N x N matrix M1 is introduced: 
Mi 	H0 ,1 H,,1 IT F 1 . D' . F. 	 (4.10) 
( M1  Mo j 
Matrix M1 has its special structure that it can be further split into blocks, i.e. M1 = I 
0 
M0 ,1 is a (L - 1) x (L - 1) matrix and M1,j is a (L - 1) x N matrix. Matrix M1 can be cal-
culated by the multiplication of matrices from (4.10) and this will cause a large computational 
burden for the receiver. However, the computation can be reduced significantly. Since DT'  is a 
diagonal matrix, it can be decomposed to 
D'=F•A.F', 	 (4.11) 
where A1 is a circular matrix. Thus, 
M=[ H0,1 Hj,j ]T.F_l .F.A.F' .F= [ Ho 1 Hj,j 
IT 	(4.12) 
Since A1 is a circular matrix, therefore, by knowing only one column or one row elements of 
A1, it is possible to generate the whole circular matrix. We need to point out that there is an 
interesting property of the Fourier transform matrix F, i.e., the first row and the first column 
elements are all unity elements. It yields that the first column of D 1 . F can be represented by 
IT and H(0),... 	- 1) are the N point Fourier transform of 
the channel impulse response. Consequently, the first column of A1 can be calculated by the 
Fourier transform of vector 
[HZ(NC1) 
IT and so that the computational complex-
RIT
ity is reduced to O(NlogN). 
According to the definition of M, r1 t and (4.10), formula (4.9) can be rewritten as: 
r,t = [ M 	M1, IT 	+ [ M0 , M1,1 
IT  ri,tail 
= 	[ M0 ,1 M1, 
IT . p, + M0, . r1,t 	 (4.13) 
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Hence, 
(I - M0,) r = [ mo,i  M1, ]T. 	 (4.14) 
From (4.14), when additive white Gaussian noise exists, the MMSE estimate of r,t is given by: 
2 
	
= [(I - M0,) (I - Mo,)H + --I 	(I - M0,)H [ M 	M1, 1T 	(4.15) 
tail 
where o, Oajj  and I are the noise variance, tail part signal variance and a (L - 1) x (L - 1) 
unitary diagonal matrix, respectively. 
However, it is not easy to decide what 0?ajj  should be since a good estimate of the tail part 
average power is not available as stated previously in Chapter 3. In this Chapter, we derive 
22another approximation to otaill  Suppose the variance of the time domain signal is o, channel 
is normalized and with length equal to L. Denote the normalized average power of each channel 
tap by P1 , 1' = 0,.. , L - 1. The total tail part power can be approximated by: 
L-1 L-1 
Pt-ii = 	P1 	 (4.16) 
Hence, the average tail part signal power per chip is: 
2 v'L—1 
'tai1 - d Li1=1 >[c Pi' 	 (4.17) tail L1 	L-1 
The frequency domain equalisation consists of two steps. In the first step, the required tail part 
is reconstructed. In the second step, the MMSE equaliser in the frequency domain is given by 
the following expression: 
W(w)= 	
H' (w) 
,N1 	 (418) 
In (4.18), the real factor a is introduced for the purpose of taking into account unpredictable 
cyclic reconstruction errors. The reason is that if the condition number cond(I - Mo) is large, 
then the exact solution may change substantially by even a small perturbation in the data due to 
the additive noise. In the frequency domain, let us define R(w) and Xi (w), w = 0, 	, N— 1 
as the Fourier transforms of ii and x2 , respectively. The equalised Xi (w) can be given by: 
= 	R(w) . H(w) 
,N-1 	 (4.19) 
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The equaliser output is finally transformed back to the time domain by inverse Fourier trans-
form. The scrambling code is then removed and the composite signal is despreaded and de-
coded. 
Actually, the reconstructed part is exactly the IBI into the next processing block, thus, we can 
remove this part from the next block to obtain an IBI free block. Inevitably, this will cause 
error propagation due to imperfect equalisation; however, the error propagation can be limited 
within one slot since pilots transmitted every slot are known to the receiver. 
4.1.2 Parameters Selection 
More freedom in parameter selection is available if non-radix 2 Fourier transforms are adopted. 
N can be selected freely for different situations. However, if we only consider Radix 2 FFT, 
then N, the length of one processing block can only be an integer power of 2. 
Note that, matrix inversion and matrix multiplication are involved in every cyclic reconstruc-
tion process. This process dominates the computational complexity of the equaliser. Choosing 
a larger block size, there will be fewer blocks in one slot or one frame and hence fewer cyclic 
reconstruction processes. Hence, an equaliser selecting a large N is more efficient than one 
with a small N in terms of computational complexity. Moreover, larger equaliser length results 
in smaller processing block numbers, thus, the unpredictable error propagation effect will not 
be significant. On the other hand, it should be emphasized that because of the channel vari-
ation within one block due to high-speed movement, large block length will give raise to the 
performance degradation (its counterpart in one OFDM system is the induced ICI - inter car-
rier interference). Usually, we select N to be 256 or 512 in order to achieve a good tradeoffs 
between equaliser performance and error propagations. 
In (4.18), the exact calculation of the real factor is fairly complicated if not intractable. Taking 
0.1 < ce < 0.2 results in an acceptable system performance given that the transmitted signal 
power and the propagation channel are both normalized. 
4.1.3 Simulation Results 
Figure 4.1 shows the BER performances of the proposed frequency domain equaliser and the 
equaliser with perfect cyclic reconstruction (assuming the tail part is known to the equaliser). 
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The terminal is traveling at mobile speed of 50 km/h and 150 km/h. The UNITS Vehicular A 
Channel model is used in our simulations. In Figure 4. 1, N = 512 is selected for the equaliser. 
The lower bound performances (system performances with perfect cyclic reconstruction) of 
equaliser with 64 and 512 FFT size are also given. In Figure 4.2, we present the BER per-
formance of the proposed equaliser with N = 256. Also shown are the lower bounds for 
frequency domain equalisers with perfect cyclic reconstruction. We learn from Figure 4.1 that 
8 Users, Mobile Speed = 50 km/h, N = 16 
LI 	4Li 	 0 	 0 	 PU 	 IC 	 10 	 ID 	 ID 	CU 
E,/N0 (dB) 
Figure 4.1: Performance of the new FDE; 8 Users; Mobile speed = 50 knv'7i, N = 16 
for low speed movement, although under high SNR scenarios the performance of the proposed 
algorithm is not satisfactory compared with the lower bounds. However, with the aid of forward 
error correction coding, the area in the figure that of interest is 10-2  < BER < 10_i. In this 
area, the performance of the proposed equaliser is acceptable. It can be seen from Figure 4.2 
that for high-speed movement, the performance is close to the lower bounds. A system with 
perfect cyclic reconstruction is equivalent to a cyclic prefix based single carrier system. In an 
OFDM system, high-speed movements will cause severe ICI; similarly, for single carrier trans-
mission with cyclic prefix, it will also degrade the BER performance significantly. The channel 
at the beginning of one block and the channel at the end of one block are no longer the same; 
therefore, the cyclic prefix and its data part are not transmitted though the same channel. The 
channel within one block can no longer be assumed to be stationary. 
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8 Users, Mobile speed = 150 km/h, N = 16 
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-- New Approach, N0=256 
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Figure 4.2: Performance of the new FDE; 8 Users, Mobile speed = 150 km/h; N = 16 
4.1.4 Discussion of Results 
In this section, a MMSE frequency domain equaliser based on self cyclic reconstruction is 
proposed and the BER performance is given. Without the insertion of cyclic prefix at the 
transmitter, which will change the UMTS signal format, the proposed algorithm exploits the 
relationship between the required cyclic part and the transmitted signal itself. The estimated 
cyclic part is then added to the received block signal for doing frequency domain equalisation. 
Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 
4.2 FDE Based on Slot Segmentation 
In this section, we propose another frequency domain equaliser for LTMTS downlink FDD 
mode. By exploiting the frame and slot structures of the UMTS downlink, the pilots within 
one slot (for FDD mode) can be used for the required cyclic reconstruction in a FDE. No CP 
or zero-padding is required at the transmitter, which would change the signal format of the 
current UN'ITS system. Furthermore, one slot signal is split into multiple segments for the sake 
of combating channel variance within one slot. The performance of the proposed MMSE-FDE 
is studied through simulation. 
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4.2.1 Slot Segmentation 
By the insertion of the CP in OFDM systems, linear channel distortion of the signal results 
in circular convolution of the transmitted signal and the channel impulse response. With this 
in mind, it is necessary to reconstruct the resultant effect caused by a virtual CP so that the 
time and frequency-domain descriptions of the convolution are essentially equivalent and a 
simple OFDM type FDE can be derived. In the FDD downlink, pilots are pre-inserted in each 
slot used for channel estimation purpose as shown in Figure 2.6. According to the UMTS 
specification [101], the pilot sequence can be 64-2048 chips corresponding to different slot 
formats. Since the shortest pilot sequence still consists of 64 chips which is longer than L (the 
channel span in chips) in most cases, this prior known information can be used to reconstruct 
the needed circularity for the FDE. The insertion of CP as in an OFDM system can be avoided 
and thus the transmitted signal format will not be changed. 
The new FDE is performed on a slot (2560 chips) by slot basis. Assuming that the composite 
channel response h(l) is quasi-stationary within the i-th slot and spans over L chips (L < 64, 
i.e. channel span is less than 16.64 JLS), we may write the received signal in one block as r(n), 
0 < i < 14, 0 < n < N - 1 and N 	2560 is the number of chips within one slot. Finally, 
we use x(m) to denote the corresponding transmitted i-th slot signal. At the receiver, r(n) can 
be written as: 
r(n) = 	h(1)x(n - 	- l)+ ( 
	
h_i(1)x_i(n + N - l)(l - u(n - 1))) 
(4.20) 
where u(n) represents the unit step function. The second term in (4.20) represents the inter-
slot-interference caused by the (i-l)-th slot. It is estimated and subtracted from the current slot. 
Then the slot signal free of inter-slot-interference is given by: 
= r(m) - 	h_i(1)x_i(n + N - 1)(1 - u(n - 1)) 	(4.21) 
Pilot sequences are transmitted at the end of one slot and are known to the receiver. Therefore, 
pilot signals in the i-th slot can be used to reconstruct the required circularity as shown in (4.22). 
= 	(n) + E h(l)x(n + N - 1)(1 - u(n - 1)) 	 (4.22) 
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Correspondingly, in the frequency domain, 
R(w) H(w)X(w) + Vi (w) 	 (4.23) 
where 0 < w < N - 1, R(w), Hi (w), Xi (w) and Vi (w) are the DFT of fi(n), hi (1), xi (n) 
and vi (n), respectively. Further defining W(w), 0 < w N - 1 as the equaliser coefficients 




IH(w) 2 4- 011, /o3 
o, cy and H (w) are the variance of the additive Gaussian noise, the variance of the received 
signal and the conjugate of H(w), respectively. The equalised signal is finally transformed 
back to the time domain by inverse Fourier transform. The scrambling code is removed and the 
composite signal is despread and detected. 
Two sorts of channels are studied in our simulations with their frequency selectivity plotted in 
Figure 4.3. Computer simulations are carried out at base band for the investigation of the pro-
posed algorithm. BER performance is evaluated for the MMSE FDE in both static spectrally-
flat channel (Figure 4.4) and spectrally-deep-fading channel (Figure 4.5). Channel coding is 
excluded from the study. Perfect knowledge of the channel at the receiver is assumed. In both 
cases, we use the proposed MMSE FDE, a 32-taps and a 64-taps MMSE time domain equaliser 
(TDE) [47]. Assuming that the channel is time-invariant within one slot, our simulations show 
that the proposed MMSE chip level FDE can effectively mitigate inter-chip interferences under 
channels with or without deep nulls. In fact, the assumption that we made is not reasonable 
since the channel's stationary assumption cannot be ensured within one slot. Therefore, the 
time variation of the mobile radio channel is a main obstacle to the proposed FDE. Study of the 
MMSE-FDE performance in Rayleigh fading channels (UMTS Vehicular A Channel) is pre-
sented in this section. Each path is faded independently according to the Rayleigh distribution. 
As we can see from Figure 4.6, moving at a high speed, the channel within one slot changes 
very fast and so such a large block frequency domain equaliser results in a worse performance 
compared with using a short block time domain equaliser. By breaking the 2560 chips slot into 
a series of disjoint short segments, the time variations of the mobile channel over one segment 
are sufficiently small and can be neglected. Hence, we can assume that the channel over one 
segment is static. The whole time-varying channel over one slot can be partitioned into multiple 
time-invariant channels. A similar approach had been proposed in [102] for OFDM systems. 
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- Static, no deep nulls, 5 taps complex channel 
- Static, with deep nulls, 5 tape complex channel 
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Normalized Frequency 
Figure 4.3: Frequency selectivity of two sorts of channels 
The system performance can be improved greatly, especially in fast fading channels. 
To derive the new equalisation scheme, we consider one slot free of interference from the 
previous slot. The received signal in the i-th slot is expressed as ri = {t(0), ..., 	- 1) IT ,  
0 < i < 14, N0 = 2560. We segment Pi into M blocks ir ,k, with fixed length P = NC /M and 
fill zeros to expand them to new N0 elements vectors as: 
r,k = 	ij(k X P),...,T((k+l) X Pi), 	IT, 	(4.25) 
kxP 	 P 	 N5-(k+1)xP 
Hence, 
M-1 
fi 	r,k 	 (4.26) 
Similarly, the related transmitted signal vector is defined as: 
Xjk 	 x(kxP),...,x((k+1) xP-1), 	,•.•, 	.1 o iT 	(4.27) 
kxP 	 P 	 N0 (k+1)XP 
In the frequency domain, M new signal vectors can be written as R,k. Correspondingly, we 
estimate the mobile channel in one slot at M sampling instance. The channel estimates are 
h(m;l),m = 384000 * frameindex + 2560 x slot index + (0,... ,M —1) x P - 1,1 
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8 Users, N = 16. Static Spectrally-Flat Channel 
U 	 e 	4 	 0 	0 	1 U 	i e 	is 	in 	in 	u 
E5/N0 (dB) 
Figure 4.4: BER versus Eb/No for 8 users, Single cell downlink, Spreading factor— 16, Chan-
nel without deep nulls 




5 	 10 	 15 	 20 	 25 
Eb/No  (dB) 
Figure 4.5: BER versus Eb /No for 8 users, Single cell downlink, Spreading factor= 16, Chan-
nel with deep nulls 
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8 Users, N = 16, Speed = 150 km/h 
U 	 b 	 ii) 	 lb 	 20 
Eb/No (dB) 
Figure 4.6: BER versus Eb/No for 8 users, Single cell down/ink, Spreading factor= 16, UMTS 
Vehicular A Channel, 2560 chips FDE and 64 taps TDE 
0,... , L - 1 where L is the order of the channel, and Hj,m is the 2560 length DFT vector 
of hi (m; l).The tail part of the convolution process for each block is [tj,k(0) 	t,(L - 2)]. 
Expanded into one slot length with zeros, the tail vector is defined by: 
, 0 , tjk(0), ..., 	 - 2), 	0, ..., 0 	1T, 	k 	M -2 
L_~ 
ti, k 
= 	kxP 	 L-1 	N—kxP—L+1 	 (4.28) 
[t,M_1(0), ...,tj,M_1(L —2), 0,...,O]T,k = M —1 
L-1 	 N—L+1 
The frequency domain counterparts of the tail vectors are denoted by T,k. The desired trans-
mitted signal in the k-th block can then be recovered by the FDE W,k as given in (4.29): 
	
Xi,k = IDFT {(i,k + T2,k - Tj,k_1) 0 Wi,k} 	 (4.29) 
where 0 represents element by element multiplication of two vectors. 
Hence, the desired signal vector in the i-th slot is the summation of the M virtual FDE output: 
M-1 
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So far we have only the knowledge of t,M_1 that can be obtained by channel estimate and the 













i,k 0 W,k + 	- Tj,k_ 1) 0 Wik)} (4.31) 
Since channels in the neighboring segments can be considered almost identical. A reasonable 
assumption is made here that W,o 	W,1 ,••• ,Wi,M_2 	Wj,vj_i so long as one slot is 
segmented into adequate large number of blocks. Therefore, 
M-1 
iii= IDFT{ 	0 W + T,0 o (W,0 - W,1) + T,1 0 (W,1 - W,2) + 
+T,M_1 0 Wj,M_ 11 
M-1 
IDFT{ E R, 0 W,k + Tj,M_ 1 0 Wj,M_11 	 (4.32) 
From the above equation, the only task then remaining is to reconstruct the circularity for the 
(M-1)-th block. We then made Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the achievable BER for 
different selected M value. The uncoded BER results are averaged over different channels 
(generated according to the UMTS Vehicular A channel model) for varying Eb /No. Obviously, 
the more segments one slot is broken into, the better performance we may get. However, more 
segments requires more computations. In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, we observe that for small 
Doppler frequencies fd equaliser with small M value, M = 2, offers best tradeoff between 
complexity and performance. For large Doppler frequencies, larger M value, for example 
M = 10, is inevitable. 
4.2.2 Computational Complexity Discussion 
Similar to the partial transmit sequence (PTS) approaches [103] in OFDM systems (a solution 
for the inherent peak-to-average problem, PTS can also be used to reduce the ICI in OFDM 
systems), the input data block is partitioned into disjoint sub-blocks and each sub-block is zero 
padded to the original block length. The complexity for the proposed algorithm is increased 
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Figure 4.7: System BER performance, Mobile speed = 10 km/h, fd=]9  Hz 
8 Users, N = 16, Speed = 150 km/h 
10 
10- 
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Figure 4.8: System BER performance, Mobile speed = 150 km/h, fd=277  Hz 
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significantly with the increasing segment number M. However, if the transforms can take ad-
vantage of the fact that a large fraction of the input values are zero, the complexity can be 
reduced greatly. We note that recently there are already some efficient algorithms in calculating 
partial DFT (input sequence contains many zeros) such as "FF1' pruning" [104] and "Transform 
decomposition" [105]. These algorithms utilize the redundancy in the input to reduce the num-
ber of operations below those of the FFT algorithms and have a computational complexity of 
O(N1092P) instead of O(N1092N). The algorithm proposed in [106] can further reduce the 
computational complexity to only O(N + P1092P). It should be mentioned that the frequency 
domain equaliser is operated on one slot signal; hence, 2560 chips will be equalised at one 
time. For those segments where non-zero data are not starting from the beginnings, we may use 
a time-shift means by simply replacing all the Fourier transform twiddle factors of Wk  with Nc  
W±F,  where F is the time-shift. This operation will not change the algorithm complexity. 
In addition, the same receiver architecture can be used for the reception of OFDM signals and 
reduced the ICI due to channel variance. 
4.2.3 Discussion of Results 
This section has introduced a MMSE FDE for the UNITS in its downlink transmission and has 
presented a number of results that demonstrate its effectiveness. One slot signal is segmented 
into multiple processing blocks in order to combat channel variance within one slot. According 
the the mobile terminal speed, we can choose a reasonable number of segments to achieve the 
best tradeoffs between complexity and system performance. 
4.3 Hybrid DFE with Variable Length Feedback Filter 
4.3.1 Introduction 
An alterative approach to OFDM, i.e. single carrier transmission with frequency domain equal-
isation and time domain decision feedback was proposed recently in [23] and [24]. In these 
papers, mathematical description of the FFF in the frequency domain and the FBF in the time 
domain was provided and it was shown that single carrier transmission with a hybrid decision 
feedback equalisation yields a capacity close to that of OFDM in both indoor and outdoor envi-
ronments. For simplicity, a one-tap FBF is used in [23] and in [24] the author chose the length 
of the guard interval between successive blocks as the FBF length. The length is an important 
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factor for the filter in a variety of aspects: convergence rate, computational complexity, tracking 
ability and ultimately system performance. But so far, little research work related to this topic 
has been done. The performance costs for theoretical minimal-length equalisers have been 
discussed in [107], an algorithm which can adjust the filter length dynamically using a LMS 
algorithm according to a MSE criterion was proposed in [77]. However, the BER performance 
is of most concern in a communication system. A length chosen according to a MSE criterion 
will not necessarily be reasonable in terms of computational complexity. In a DFE, a FFF can 
to some extent eliminate the channel induced 1ST and a feedback filter operates on the outputs 
of the decision device to further reduce the post-cursor 1ST. When the FBF is converged, the 
taps are approximately the negative values of the residual ISI. Small FBF taps coefficients will 
not contribute very much to the system performance. Therefore, by observing the power of 
the FBF tap coefficients, we can remove those unnecessary taps. In this section, we will apply 
an algorithm based on an MSE criterion to a hybrid DFE and also take into consideration the 
BER performance, therefore, a more reasonable length can be found. The purpose of adjust-
ing the FBF length is to avoid using excessively long filters which might induce excessively 
high computational complexity and achieve a good tradeoff between system performance and 
computations. 
4.3.2 System Model 
The system model used in this section is given in Figure 4.9. As can be seen in Figure 4.9, the 
feedforward part is implemented in the frequency domain while the FBF is operating in the time 
domain. The superscript (.)(Th)  is used to represent the n-th block since the hybrid DFE works 
on a block-by-block basis. Other notations introduced in Figure 4.9 are defined as follows: 
N1  taps in the FFF vector, 	= [W,... W_] 
( 	 iT 
	
: 	Fourier transform of the received signal, 	
m) 
= {R0 •.. 	N-1J 
(n) () 1T : 	Nb taps in the FBF vector, 	= [f0 
Detected symbol and inputs to the FBF, in = 1,... N1 
(n) 	 . 	 (n) 	(m) 	(n) 	T enz : Error signal between equalised and detected symbol, e = [e0 ,... 
: 	Frequency domain counterpart of the time domain error signal 
Figure 4.10 shows the specific frame structure that is required by such a hybrid DFE. Such a 
downstream transmission structure is adopted in both [23] and [24] but with slightly different 
definitions. Each unique word (UW) is generated by a pseudo-noise process and is the coun- 
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Figure 4.9: Hybrid DFE system model 
terpart of the cyclic prefix used in an OFDM system. The UW acts as a cyclic prefix for the 
following block's signal and one block consists of the useful signal and the UW. Such a IJW 
extension is suitable for the hybrid DFE since the first Nb - 1 interference symbols on each 
block signal are generated by the UW signal which is known at the receiver. If the signal data 
is cyclically extended as in an OFDM system, the DFE is unable to cancel the first Nb - 1 
interference samples due to lack of the information of the cyclic prefix. 
UW 	Data 	UW 	Data 	TJW 
FFTBIock 	 FFTB1ock 
Figure 4.10: Frame structure 
Let us suppose we are using a hybrid DFE with N1 FFF/IFFT FFF taps and Nb feedback taps. 
The MMSE-DFE solution is given in [23] and [24]. In this thesis, we focus on the adaptive 
DFE based on the LMS algorithm. The output signal from the feedforward frequency domain 
filter is represented by: 
4) = IFFT{R()  ® w}, m = 0,1,... , Nf - 1 	 (4.33) 
where ® denotes element by element multiplication. 
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Thus, the n-th block time domain output samples can be expressed as: 
Nb 
= s 	- fkdk, m = 0,... , N - 1 	 (4.34) Ym m 
k=1 
Detected symbols c) are the decisions being made on the time domain signal ym and the 
Nb data symbols of when in = —Nb, 	, —1 should coincide with the Nb UW symbols. The 
well-known LMS algorithm can be adopted for both the FFF [56] and the FBF by adjusting tap 
coefficients in accordance with the error signal e$ defined by: 
m 	in 	 (4.35) 
The FFF that operates in the frequency domain can be trained as: 
(n+' ) = 	(n)  + 	 I = 0,•.• , N - 1 	 (4.36) 
while the time domain FBF is updated as: 
N1  —1 
f (fl+l) = ffl) 	
/1 - erj(n)dm
*(ii)
_k, k = 1... ,Nb 	 (4.37) 
m=O 
where u represents the step size. 
Equation (4.37) can be written in a vector form: 
= F 	- 	 (4.38) 





= 	... 	... 	 (4.39) 
'1 N f —Nb-2 N1—Nb-1  
In (4.39), the first Nb decision signals are identical to the Nb UW symbols. From equation 
(4.38) and (4.39), we note that, when the FBF length is increased by one tap, N1 complex 
multiplications are required to update the FBF coefficients. 
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We therefore illustrate the system performance with different FBF lengths. In Figure 4. 11, 
steady state results (via Wiener filtering) are presented. The signal is assumed to be trans-
mitted in an 11 taps fixed additive Gaussian noise channel with tap coefficients {0.2049-
0.571 lj -0.0794+0.0257j 0.0444+0.2524j 0.0358-0.3550j -0.0469+0.2139j -0.1613+0.0476j 
-0.0901+0.3005j 0.0541-0.2421j -0.3356+0.0789j -0.2184-0.1157j 0.0499-0.1157j}. The FBF 
length is increased from 0 (Linear Equaliser case) to 1, 5, 12, 20 and then 32 (The length of the 
UW is the maximum filter length that is available in the system). It can be seen from Figure 
4.11 that the DFE offers an improved performance in a multipath channel over a linear equaliser 
(LE). The system performance improves with an increasing number of FBF taps. Moreover, 
there is a threshold value for the number of FBF taps; when the FBF taps reaches the threshold 
value, as can be seen in Figure 4.11, when the FBF tap length reaches approximately 12, fur-
ther increasing the FBF taps does not gain much improvement in system performance. On the 
other hand, unnecessarily long length will increase the computational complexity. Hence, it is 
desirable to search for the length that offers the best trade-off between complexity and system 
performance. One adaptive length adjusting algorithm for the hybrid DFE is discussed in the 
following section. 
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4.3.3 Length Adjusting Algorithm Based on MSE Criterion 
It has been shown in [107] that varying the length of an equaliser can improve performance by 
adjusting the length according to the channel conditions. In this thesis, we first apply this idea 
on the feedback section. The total Ltotai (1 < Ltotai < UW Length) taps of the FBF is split 
into L concatenated segments of Lt taps each. Combining with the feedforward frequency 
domain equaliser, each segment in the FBF produces one equalised symbol Ym
(ii
,
)j(1 < i < L) 
and hence one error signal e 	(1 < i < L3). From (4.35), similarly, we can write: 
e.= j(n) 	(n) 
m,z 	m - Ym,i' m = 0,... Nf - 1, 1 < i < L 	 (4.40) 
Since the FFF is operating on a block by block basis, we define the MSE of the n-th block by 
the following expression. 
N1-1 (n) 2 
= m=O 
Iern,j  
,1<i<L 	 (4.41) J(n) 	
Nf 
The output MSE produced by the last two segments are of interest in that they can be used 
to decide the changing direction of the FBF length as follows. We use JL — I (n) and JL,(n) 
to denote the MSE corresponding to the (L3 - 1)-th and L8-th segment, respectively. Similar 
to [77], we derive an adaptive algorithm for a hybrid DFE system: 
If JL,  (n)<ciUP JL, _1(n), 
then add "Li" extra taps to the FBF, i.e. add one extra segment; 
If JL5 (n) > cdOWJLi(n),  
then remove "Lt" taps from the FBF, i.e. remove one segment. 
aup and cEdown  are two parameters that control the length adjusting process with 0 < aup < 1 
and Ozdwn > 1. The closer they are to 1, the more frequently the length will change. When 
one extra segment is added to the FBF, the taps in this new segment are initialized to zeros and 
when one segment is removed, all the remaining taps maintain their value and the (L8 - 1)-
th segment becomes the last segment. Since the FBF coefficients are updated on a block by 
block basis, the segment changes take effect in the new block. Once an extra segment is added, 
the tap coefficients are set to zeros and by applying the new FBF on the new block, there will 
not be any differences between JL, _ 1(n) and JL, (n). Therefore, reapplying the updated filter 
coefficients on the current processing block signal can accelerate the convergence speed. 
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The performance of the hybrid DFE with variable length FBF is now examined via com-
puter simulations. The multipath channel is assumed to be quasi-static (static within a block) 
and is modeled as an 11 taps (with total taps power normalized to 1) channel, Channel 1: 
h={0.0102+0.2531j, 0.0661-0.1224j, 0.4763-0.1778j, -0.0282-0.0431j, 0.0329-0.2228j, 0.2588+ 
0.3816j, -0.2201-0.1689j, 0.0069-0.1322j, 0.0873+0.2061j, 0.2958-0.3436j, 0.1030-0.1 770j}. 
There are Lt = 2 taps within each segment, Nf = 512, Nb = 32, o = 0.995, ad, = 1 and 
= 0.1 are the selected parameters. In Figure 4.12, teaming curves for one typical simulation 
run is given. It can be seen that the adaptive algorithm can effectively adjust the FBF length, 
the filter length is adjusted from either 2 taps or 32 taps. The filter length converges to around 
20-22 taps in both cases under the MSE criterion. Figure 4.13 shows the steady state MSE 
Learning Curves 
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Figure 4.12: Learning curves of the adaptive algorithm with different initializations, Eb/No 
20 dB 
that is achieved by the hybrid DFE with variable length FBF when the signal to noise ratio per 
bit is 20 dB. With 20 FBF taps, the hybrid DFE reaches its minimum MSE. Using too many 
taps, besides wasting computations, may increase the MSE owing to algorithm inaccuracies 
that increase with equaliser length [77]. Therefore, the MSE converge to its minimum when 
the length is 20 rather than the whole possible value. This fact is well documented in standard 
adaptive filter textbooks [71]. In Figure 4.14, the BER performance of the system is studied. 
When the FBF length is converged to an optimal value according to the MSE criterion, the sim-
ulation curves for FBF with length 22 and 32 are almost identical. However, when compared 
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Figure 4.13: Steady state MSE achieved vs FBF length 
with using FBF with fixed length 2, there is a significant improvement in the BER performance. 
Figure 4.15 shows the converged FBF coefficients for Eb/No = 20dB. It can be seen in Figure 
4.15 that the coefficients of taps between 11 and 32 become very small, thus the system perfor-
mance will not change significantly when we choose only 10 taps. This can be seen from the 
simulation results given in Figure 4.14. Equalisers longer than 10 taps do not bring any signif-
icant advantage to the system performance but will increase the difficulty of convergence and 
tracking of the LMS algorithm as well as the computational complexity. The reason is that the 
length of the FBF is adjusted according to the MSE criterion. By applying the MSE criterion 
in the hybrid DEE may not always bring us to a reasonable length that can achieve good trade-
offs between system BER performance and computational complexity. Merely using the MSE 
criterion results in the algorithm converging to an equaliser with a larger number of taps than is 
necessary. For example, choosing only 10 taps for the FBF we see an insignificant degradation 
in the system performance as measured by the BER compared with using 20 taps, the optimal 
value in terms of the MSE criterion. The extra taps waste computations and the improvement 
on the system performance is very limited. The reason that the FBF length converge to 20 taps 
is that we choose aup  = 0.995 which is a value very close to but less than 1 and hence we can 
reach the minimum MSE that can be achieved. In other words, the "resolution" of the MSE is 
Co 
rather high, i.e. even a very small difference between JL5  _i(n) and JL5  (n) will lead to a filter 
length adjustment. In addition, when an aup value close to 1 is chosen, the filter length will 
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Figure 4.14: System BER performance with variable FBF length 
change frequently if it starts learning from a small tap value. Consequently, the convergence 
speed is greatly accelerated and the filter length will converge to an optimal value according to 
the MSE criterion. However, this value is not always the best selection when we consider the 
BER performances, i.e., extra taps bring us very limited improvement on system performance. 
When choosing an ct value less than but not so close to 1, for example c 	= 0.8, the filter 
length will converge to a more reasonable value (as can be seen in Figure 4.12, it converges to 
10 taps). This is at the expense of slowing down the learning speed. The other problem with 
the MSE criterion is that with 0 down _> 1 if we start learning from large taps value, it is hard 
to converge to the most suitable taps value. Although the hybrid DFE can achieve a minimum 
steady state MSE with the converged FBF length, there exist some unnecessary taps that do not 
bring the system much improvement. As an example, in Figure 4.13, the filter length will just 
oscillate around 20 (at 20, the hybrid DFE achieves a minimum steady state MSE) but the more 
sensible length, based on a trade-off between complexity and performance is 10. From the 
above statements and simulation results, it is clear that some new restrictions are required com-
plementary to the MSE criterion in order that the FBF length can converge to a more suitable 
value. 
An interesting phenomenon is also shown in Figure 4.13, using too many taps (any taps beyond 
20), besides wasting computations, may increase the MSE owing to algorithm inaccuracies 
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Figure 4.15: Converged FBF coefficients, Eb/NO = 20dB 
that increase with equaliser length. These excess taps introduce excess 1ST and consequently 
an excess MSE to the system. This fact is due to the misadjustment nature of the adaptive 
algorithms and is well documented in [71]. 
4.3.4 New Criterion 
In a DFE, the FBF is being used to eliminate the residual 1ST that is not completely removed 
by the FFF. Unlike a linear equaliser, a DFE has a particular property; in the FBF, when con-
verged, the taps are approximately the negative values of the post-cursor taps of the combined 
convolution of the channel impulse response and the FFF [41]. Small FBF taps coefficients 
will not contribute too much to the system performance. Hence, by observing the power of 
the FBF taps, we can deduce whether we need to add one segment in the FBF or remove one. 
Usually, the length adjusting algorithms focus on the MSE improvements [77] [74] while in 
this thesis we also consider the impact of small FBF coefficients on system BER performance. 
We consider the impact of small FBF coefficients on BER performance rather than linking the 
FBF length mathematically to the BER. The purpose of adjusting the FBF length is to avoid 
using excessively long filters, which might induce excessively high computational complexity. 
Thus we achieve a good tradeoff between system performance and computational complexity. 
Firstly, we sum up the power of all Ltotai taps in the FBF and the power of the last two taps, 
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L 0 j 
(n) 	 (71) 
+ 	 (4.42) P1 = 	IfII 2 	Po = ILf LtOtaI IlfLtotai _1 
k=1 
Subsequently, we adjust both the parameter a,,p and the length of the FBF according to the ratio 
R = P0/P1. If R is larger than a pre-defined value -yi,  it is clear that we need to increase the 
FBF length; therefore, we choose a value close to 1 for a so that the length can be changed 
frequently and the learning speed is accelerated. Otherwise, we choose a small value for c, to 
slow down the length changing speed so that it will not converge to an unnecessary long length. 
If R is below a certain value 'y2 (y2 < 'yi) we know that there are already extra long taps 
existing and then the length is reduced by one tap. Since the tap length is updated once a block, 
we can only use the instantaneous value of P1 and P0. If unfortunately, when the algorithm is 
not converged and the tap length is reduced one tap by mistake, in the next block, the length can 
still be adjusted in the right direction. The reason is that when one tap is reduced by mistake, 
R > ^yl > 'y2 will result and a new value which is much closer to 1 (for example, 0.995) will 
be assigned to aup, therefore, a small difference between JL1(n)  and JL  (n) will require the 
FBF length to increase. The new criterion is very useful while the learning curve converges 
from a larger FBF length. Otherwise, by merely applying the MSE criterion, the learning curve 
will stop at an unnecessary long length value. 
By applying the MSE criterion as that in [77] and also taking into account the FBF impact on 
system performance, we propose a new algorithm as depicted in a flowchart shown in Figure 
4.16 to control the length of the FBF. Pseudo code shown below illustrates the algorithm based 
on the new criterion. 
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Initialization 
Set the value of 	down, 'Yi -y2, ,u, the FBF length Ltotai and 	0, F() = o 
LMS algorithm 
Use (4.36) and (4.37) to update the FFF and FBF coefficients 
Length update algorithm, MSE criterion 
Calculate JL5(n)  and JL8-1(n) 
If JL(n)  <aupJL_1(n), 
then add "Li" extra taps to the FBF, i.e. add one extra segment; 
If Ji,(n) > adownJL8 _1(Th), 
then remove "Li" extra taps from the FBF, i.e. remove one segment. 
New criterion applied 
Calculate P0 and P1  
If Po/Pi <71 
Set o a new value c (for example c 	0.9); 
UP 
Else 
Set c a new value a 2  closer to 1, c < 	< 1 (for example a = 0.995); UP 
End 
IfPo/Pi <72(72<71) 
remove 1 tap from the FBF 
End 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the new algorithm, we consider the same channel: Chan-
nel 1 as mentioned in Section 4.3.3 and apply the new algorithm. We choose ap = 0.995, 
cx 	= 0.9, c = 0.995, down = 1, 71 = 0.05, 72 = 0.02 and i = 0.1 as the parameters UP 
in our algorithm. The FBF length is initialised to 2 taps in one case and 32 taps in the other 
case. The learning curves of both cases are presented in Figure 4.17 based on one simula-
tion run. The BER performance with 8 taps FBF and 10 taps FBF are both shown in Figure 
4.14. We see that by adopting a 10 tap FBF, the BER performance will not degrade as much 
compared with that FBF with 20 taps or 32 taps. Figure 4.18 shows the learning curve in sce-
narios when the channel changes from the previous complex one to a real channel, Channel 2: 
h = {0.7605, 0.5024, 0.3320, 0.2193, 0.0957, 0.04181. It is obtained by averaging the learn-
ing curves in 100 simulation runs. During the first 50 blocks, signals are transmitted through 
Channel 1 (Channel 2) and at the 51st block, the environment changes to Channel 2 (Channel 
1). It is clear from Figure 4.18 that the new algorithm tracks the channel change successfully 
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Figure 4.16: Flowchart of the new algorithm 
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Figure 4.17: Learning curves with the new algorithm 
in both scenarios. 
4.3.5 Discussion of Results 
Usually, hybrid DFEs have a fixed feedback length, either 1 or the length of the guard interval 
between successive blocks. In this thesis, a hybrid DFE with variable length FBF was proposed 
and evaluated. The purpose of adjusting the FBF length is to avoid using excessively long 
filters, which might induce excessively high computational complexity. The algorithm is based 
on the length adjustment of the FBF according to MSE criterion, and the impact of small FBF 
coefficients on system BER performance was also taken into consideration. We show that the 
proposed algorithm provides a sub-optimal length for the FBF and this filter length is more 
reasonable than the MMSE optimal one regarding system performance. Although the new FBF 
length is not the optimal one in terms of the MSE criterion, it achieves a good tradeoff between 
the MSE and the BER performance. The desired system performance is achieved with a reduced 
computational complexity. Simulation results show that it is also able to track channel changes 
successfully. 
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Figure 4.18: Learning curves, Channel changes (Y axis feedback filter taps) 
4.4 Conclusions 
The two FDE for UMTS in this chapter are extensions to the work reported in Chapter 3. In 
the previous chapter, a high power common pilot channel is deployed in the system for channel 
estimation and cyclic reconstruction purposes. However, this is not compatible with the current 
HSDPA system since only about 10%-20% signal power is allocated to the pilot channel. In 
this new chapter, the requirement of high power pilot channel is no longer necessary; hence, it 
can be successfully adopted for HSDPA systems. 
In the second part, a hybrid DFE with varying length FBF is proposed. The equaliser is an 
adaptive DFE with a feedforward filter implemented in the frequency domain with its length 
fixed by the FFT/IFFT size and a feedback filter in the time domain. The FBF length is ad-
justed according to the achieved MSE. In addition, the impact of small FBF coefficients on 
system performance is taken into account so that a shorter filter length results. Computer sim-
ulations show that the proposed approach is capable of adjusting the feedback filter length to a 
satisfactory level in terms of MSE and system performance and is able to track channel changes 
successfully. 
Chapter 5 
Bandwidth Efficient Single Carrier 
Systems with Frequency Domain 
Equalisation 
As in an OFDM system, the inserted CP will reduce the bandwidth efficiency in a SC-FDE 
system. In this chapter, MMSE Turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruction are combined 
together to eliminate the normally required cyclic prefix for a SC-FDE system. The proposed 
method achieves much better performance than the RISIC approach by utilizing soft decoded 
information and introducing turbo equalisation. The performance of the proposed scheme is 
studied through simulations. 
The system model is outlined in Section 5.2. Existing algorithms trying to remove the inserted 
CP are described in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we give a brief introduction to turbo codes 
and turbo equalisation. A combined turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruction scheme is 
then proposed in Section 5.5. The simulation results are then given in Section 5.6. Finally, we 
discuss the computational complexity issue in Section 5.7 and draw conclusions in Section 5.8. 
5.1 Introduction 
Like an OFDM system, the drawback of the CP inserted in a single carrier system is that it re-
duces the bandwidth efficiency. The RISIC algorithm is proposed in [90] to solve this problem. 
In the RISIC algorithm, the missing CP is regarded as bursty distortion in a time domain block 
and the amount of distortion is diminished in an iterative process with hard decision being made 
in the frequency domain. However, in channels with deep nulls or long delays, the RISIC fails 
to achieve satisfactory system performance, which will be shown in later simulations. After 
that, the RISIC approach has been extended by other researchers in [108] and [91]. In [91], 
soft decoding information has been used for cyclic reconstruction. This extension of RISIC 
is of interest in this thesis and its performance is compared with the new combined iterative 
equalisation and cyclic reconstruction algorithm. 
Bandwidth Efficient Single Carrier Systems with Frequency Domain Equalisation 
Turbo equalisation has been a hot topic for the past few years [109]. The turbo concept has been 
widely studied in equalisation, estimation and detection. One drawback of this approach is the 
increasing complexity with each iterative process. In order to overcome this problem and make 
it more practical, various sub-optimal methods using MMSE equaliser instead of the maximum 
aposteriori (MAP) equaliser have been proposed [110] [lii] [112]. It has been shown that the 
MMSE turbo equaliser is a suboptimal solution capable of removing the 1ST effectively with 
much less computational complexity. 
In this chapter, a MMSE turbo equalisation algorithm and cyclic reconstruction through an 
iterative process are combined to form a new scheme. 
5.2 Conventional SC-FDE System Model 
A convolutionally coded single carrier system is studied. Transmitted signals are BPSK modu-
lated, convolutionally coded, interleaved and divided into successive blocks. Each signal block 
is then cyclically extended and transmitted through mobile channels. Assuming that the com-
posite channel response h(1) is stationary within the i-th block and spans over L symbols, we 
may write the received signal in one block as r(n), 0 < n < N - 1 where N is the number 
of symbols within one block. Finally, we use x(n) to denote the corresponding transmitted 
convolutionally coded signal. At the receiver, the CP is removed and the i-tb block signal r(m) 
can be written as: 
r(n)=h(n)Øx(n)+v(n) 	 (5.1) 
where 0 and vi(n) represents circular convolution and a discrete zero mean white Gaussian 
noise process with variance o, respectively. 
Correspondingly, in the frequency domain, 
R(w) = H(w)X(w) + 14(w) 	 (5.2) 
where 0 < w < N - 1, R(w), Hi (w), Xi (w) and 14(w) are the DFT of r(n), hi (1), xi (n) 
and vi (n), respectively. Further defining W(w), 0 < w < N - 1 as the equaliser coefficients 
in the frequency domain, the MMSE equaliser in the frequency domain that minimizes the cost 
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Figure 5.1: Coded single carrier system with frequency domain equalisation 
function: 
( N-1 
J = E 	W1(w)H(w)X(w) + W(w)(w) - X(w) 2 	(5.3) 
( 	 ) 




U2, o and H1 (w) are the variance of the additive Gaussian noise, the variance of the received 
signal and the conjugate of Hi (w), respectively. It is derived by setting the gradient of "J" with 
respect to the equaliser coefficients W(w) to zero. 
The equalisation process can be performed by multiplying the signal spectrum R(w) by W(w). 
Outputs from the equaliser are transformed back to the time domain by IDFT. The equalised 
signal can be written as: 
±j(n) = IDFT{R(w) . W(w)J, 0 < n < N - 1, 0 < w < N - 1 	(5.5) 
The transmitted information is then obtained by deinterleaving, decoding and demodulating 
xi (n). The whole process can be summarised in Figure 5.1. 
5.3 Existing Cyclic Reconstruction Methods 
5.3.1 SC-FDE without CP 
In this chapter, our purpose is to develop a bandwidth efficient SC-FDE, therefore, we first 
study a single carrier system without CP. When there is no CP inserted, the channel distortion 
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becomes a linear convolution on the transmitted signal and IBI exists, i.e., interference caused 
by the preceding block can not be eliminated and will affect the current block. Thus, we rewrite 
(5.1) as: 
r(n) 	h(l)x(n - 1)n(n - l)+ 
( 	
h_i(l)x_i(n + N - 1)(1 - u(n - 1))) 
(5.6) 
where u(.) represents the unit step function. The second term in (5.6) represents the IBI term 
caused by the (i-1)-th block. It can be estimated and subtracted from the current block. Then a 
block signal free of IBI is given by: 
r(n) = r(n) - 	h_ (1)x_1 (n + N - 1) (1 - u(n - 1)) 	 (5.7) 
We need to reconstruct the required circularity so that the time and frequency-domain descrip-
tions of the convolution are essentially equivalent. If the last part of the transmitted signal is 
known, then it can be used for cyclic reconstruction as shown in (5.8). 
r(n) 	 (5.8) 
Correspondingly, in the frequency domain, 
= H(w)X(w) + V1(w) 	 (5.9) 
Unfortunately, perfect cyclic reconstruction is not possible since the last part of the signal is 
not available at the receiver. The RISIC scheme [90] employs an iterative cyclic reconstruction 
based on hard detection, and this is discussed together with its extension [91]. 
5.3.2 RISIC and Its Extension 
The RISIC algorithm proceeds as follows: 
Step 1. Tail cancellation based on decision on the previous block as in (5.7), the residual ISI is 
calculated and subtracted; 
Step 2. r(n) obtained in Step I are converted to the frequency domain using FFT and equalised 
(ZF or MMSE equalisation); 
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Figure 5.2: RISJC scheme and its extended version 
Step 3. The equalised signal is transformed back to the time domain by IFFT; 
Step 4. Hard decisions are made on the time domain signal to give an estimated i4 (n). I is 
denoted by an iteration number with an initial value of 1=1, 
Step 5. If I = 'end where 'end  is a predefined iteration number; stop; 
Step 6.Reconstruct the effect of the missing CP by (5.8); 
Step 7. i (n) are converted to the frequency domain using FFT and equalised (ZF or MMSE 
equalisation); 
Step 8. I = I + 1 and jump to Step 3. 
The scheme reported in [91] is an extended version of RISIC that exploits the power of the FEC 
for cyclic reconstruction to obtain more reliable estimates of the missing CP. Instead of making 
hard decisions like RISIC, the new approach utilizes soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoder to 
generate soft information for cyclic reconstruction. The equalised signal is first converted into 
the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) values and fed into the SISO decoder. The outputs of the SISO 
decoder are then mapped to soft decisions and used for cyclic reconstruction. This soft decoding 
approach achieves better performance than the RISIC with the ZF equaliser and channels with 
moderate nulls. The structure of the RISIC scheme and its extended version is given in Figure 
5.2. 
5.4 	Turbo Iterative Equalisation 
In this section, we discuss the basic idea of turbo equalisation, an iterative equalisation scheme 
that achieves significant system performance gain for communication systems. 
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5.4.1 Turbo Codes 
Turbo codes were first proposed in 1990s [113] [114] and proved to be an efficient and powerful 
coding scheme. Turbo code consists of two or more components which are normally convolu-
tional encoders. Unlike the decoding process of any traditional concatenated codes, for turbo 
codes, soft information is exchanged between/among component decoders to fully exploit the 
information learned by each decoders. The soft information is the so-called extrinsic informa-
tion representing extra knowledge gleaned from the decoding process, it is typically calculated 
as a LLR with its polarity determining the sign of the bit and its amplitude representing the 
probability of a correct decision. The symbol by symbol MAP algorithm [115] is an optimal 
decoding way for turbo codes, however, too complex to be used in practice. Since the discovery 
of turbo codes, several decoding techniques had been proposed aiming at reducing the complex-
ity of the optimal MAP algorithm (the Max-Log-MAP algorithm [116]) or finding alternatives 
(soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) [117]). 
5.4.2 Turbo Equalisation 
The iterative turbo decoding concept has evoked a joint equalisation and decoding structure, 
namely Turbo equalisation [118], where a SISO detector/equaliser and a soft decoder mutually 
exchange the extrinsic soft information. In the original scheme proposed in [118], the SISO 
equaliser is a MAP detector. The high complexity of such a MAP-based turbo equalisation 
prevent it from practical uses, especially for systems with high level modulation and long delay 
spreads [110] [111]. Therefore, low complexity linear SISO had been studied such as an ISI 
canceller [112] and MMSE equaliser [110] [111] [119]. In this section, MAP detector assisted 
Turbo equalisation is briefly introduced. 
The symbol by symbol MAP detection algorithm [115] can be used not just for decoding but 
also for equalisation [118] [109]. Given a received sequence r, the goal of the MAP algorithm 
is to deliver the conditional LLR L(xkJr) defined as: 
P(xk = +1r) 	>V(s',),xk=+1 p(s', s, r) 
L(xklr) = in 	 = in 	 (5.10) 
P(Xk = —1r) >IV(s',8),xk=-1 p(s', s, r) 
where s' denotes the previous state, i.e. state at time k - 1, s represents the current state, i.e. 
state at time k. At each time instant, the index pair (s', s) corresponding to all valid transitions 
from state s' to state s can uniquely determine an input symbol xk and a channel output symbol 
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Vk. The noise free input-output relationship is represented as: 
Vk = E h1Xk_1 	 (5.11) 
For a memoryless channel, the joint probability p(s', s, r) can be decomposed into three inde-
pendent terms: 
p(s',s,r) =p(s',ri,.•. ,rk1)•P(ss')p(rks',$).p(rk+1,. 	,r s) 	(5.12) 
k-i(8' ) 	 Yk(S' ,3 ) 
The forward recursion of the MAP algorithm is given by: 
ak(s) = 	 (5.13) 
It 
with an initial value ao(s) = P(sstart = s). The backward recursion can be computed as: 
1 (s) = E 'yk(s,$) I3k(8) 	 (5.14) 
with an initial value ON, (s) = 1 for all s. 
For every valid pair (s', s), the transition probability 'yk(s', s) can be computed as: 
7k(55) = P(xk) •p(rkvk) 	 (5.15) 
- P(x=+1) Given the LLR L(xk) - IThP(xk 1)' we can calculate the probability that Xk = +1 or xk = 
—1 as: 
/ 
P(xk = ±1) - 
	
e" 	'2 . e X 	 (5.16) 
+ e-L(Xk) ) 
Since rk = Vk + nk, noise samples nk are additive white Gaussian noise with variance o, the 
Ark Vk) term in (5.15) is given by: 
1 
p(rkjvk) = 	 2 	 (5.17) 
From (5.13), (5.14), (5.15) and the decomposition of p(s',s,r) in (5.12), the conditional LLR 
L(xkjr), also called aposteriori information, can be computed as in (5.10). Equations (5.10) 
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Figure 5.3: MAP assisted Turbo equaliser structure 
to (5.17) are from [1 15].  A MAP assisted Turbo equaliser structure is illustrated in Figure 
5.3. According to [109], the output a posteriori from the MAP equaliser can be split into the 
extrinsic LLR Lext(xkjr) and the intrinsic LLR L(xk), therefore, we can compute the extrinsic 
information delivered by the MAP detector as: 
LC t(xkr) = L(xkIr) - L(xk) 
	
(5.18) 
The soft extrinsic information Lext(xkjr) is deinterleaved and input to the SISO MAP decoder 
as soft a posteriori information. In a similar way to Turbo decoding, the SISO MAP decoder 
generates its soft extrinsic information, interleaves and feeds it back to the equaliser as a pos-
teriori LLR L(xk). Thus, this fulfils an entire iteration. The process repeats for the desired 
number of iterations, after which the SISO decoder outputs a hard decision of the uncoded 
data. 
5.5 Combined Turbo Equalisation and Cyclic Reconstruction 
Turbo equalisation based on MMSE criterion has been widely studied in [110] [1111 [112]. The 
channel equaliser can be considered as one component part in a concatenated turbo structure. 
Extrinsic posteriori information from the SISO decoder is utilized to generate "soft bits" as 
a-priori information for the MMSE SISO detector. Using the standard BCJR algorithm [1151 
as the SISO decoder, in turbo equalisation, not only the LLRs of information bits are calculated 
but also the LLR of every coded bit. Since turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruction are both 
conducted in an iterative manner, in a new structure as in Figure 5.4, they are jointly combined 
in one iteration process. With a slight increase in computational complexity compared to the 
extended RISIC (For both systems, the complexity is dominated by the MAP decoder), the 
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Figure 5.4: Combined turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruction 
improvement in system performance that can be achieved is significant. 
5.5.1 Turbo equalisation for SC-FDE 
In this chapter, we employ a MMSE turbo equaliser for SC-FDE developed in [119]. We rewrite 
(5.1) in its vector format: 
ri = Hx + v 	 (5.19) 
where ii = 	,rj(NC _1)]T ,X j = [x(0),... ,xi(NC _1)]T ,Vj = [v(0),... ,v(N— 
i)]T and Hc ,i  is a circular channel matrix that can be diagonalized by Fourier transform (the 
superscript i indicates it is a channel matrix for the i-th block) and is assumed perfectly known 
at the receiver. In the time domain, we have the detected ki = 	, 	- i)]T 
Using the approximate implementation of the MMSE turbo equalisation as in [110], the time 
domain equaliser ci is computed at n = 0 under the assumption that there is no a priori infor-
mation for x, i.e. the elements of xi are equally + 1 or -1. 
ci = ( - IN + 	 (5.20) 
where u = [1, 0, 0, . . . 0]T 
As can be seen in Figure 5.4, in an iterative equalisation, extrinsic information L(b(n)) is 
delivered to the interleaver by the SISO decoder. The reordered L7((m)) is used to generate 
the soft bits of x (n) as: 
= E{x(n)} = P(x(n) = +1) - P(x(n) = —1) = tanh(L((n))) 	(5.21) 
M. 
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The extrinsic information delivered by the SISO detector is based upon the received signal r 
and Ai (m), in 	n, the priori information about the code bits other than the n-th bit. Given 
m 	n, we can obtain, 
= E{x(n)} + c(' (r, - E{r}) = c' (ri - 	+ 	 (5.22) 
where Ai = [Ai (0), 	, - i)]T 
The detector for a SC-FDE is given by Wi = diag {W(0),... W(N - 1)} in the frequency 
domain and an equivalent circular equaliser matrix W,,i in the time domain. Hence, 
ki = We  -We + 	 (5.23) 
The relationship between the time domain equaliser coefficients and the frequency domain 
equaliser coefficients can be described as: 
[W(0),... ,W(N1)]"=Fc 	 (5.24) 
where F is the Fourier transform matrix. We define Hi in the frequency domain as: 
Hi = diag{H(0),.. ,H(N - 1)} = diag{F[h(0),... 	- 1), 01by..N_L]1 (5.25) 
Xi can be obtained by applying the DFT on ki as: 
	
- 	+ 
= 	- 	 + F((H,)"c)"Iu.\ 
= 	- 	 + F ((H,)H  c)H (FHF) uXj 
Ne 
= FW,r2 - FWc,iHe,i.j + ---F (F(HC,)"c)'1  FuXi 
 
= FW,F1Fr - FW,F'F'-' F'F + N 
= 	WFr, - diag{ W(0)H(0),... W(N - 1)H (N - 1)}FX 
1 	
N —1 
+ Nc -• 
[W(w)H(w)] . F5 	 (5.26) 
w=O 
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The properties F  = N F 1  and Fu = 
	
71 are used in the derivation of (5.26). From 
NC 




which is the same as (5.4). Xi is transformed back to the time domain detected signal ki via 
IDFT. 
As in [112], we assume the output of the MMSE equaliser as the output from an equivalent 
AWGN channel with x, as its input: 
(n) =ço(n)x(n)+i(n),n=0,•. ,N-1 	 (5.28) 
where p(n) is an equivalent fading factor, i7(n) is AWGN with zero mean and variance 0,2. 
1 N-1 





012 = var{(n)} = __. 	(n) - . sign(j(n)) 2 	 (5.29) 
n=O 
The probability of the equaliser output (n) is: 
P((n)x(n) = +1) = 
1 
ex )2) 	(5.30) 
UV
/27r 	a 
Therefore, the LLR of ij (n) is given by: 
= L((n)x(n)) = in 	
= +1)) 
(P(,xj(n)jxj(n) = —1) 
(exp(—(j(n) - 
In 
exp(—-r(j(n) + )2) 
= 
(-2o-2 
 (.ti (n) - )2) -(-2o,2 
+ )2) 
- 2 - 
a 	
(5.31) 
For the first iteration, no a-priori information from the decoder is available, from [119] [112], 
L((n)) = 
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Given the received signal i, a priori information [L((0)),.. . , L((N - i))]T and per-
fect channel estimates h(1), we summarise the frequency domain turbo equalisation algorithm 
as follows: 
1. fzi = Fij, [H(0),... , 	- i)]T = F[h(0),... , hi (L - 1), 01bY NC _L]T, 
= 1 E N,—l (  H(w)H(w) 
w=o JHi (w)j 2+ 2 /a ) 
a2 = var{(n)}- 1 	N-1 J(n) - p sign (j(n)) 2  
If a priori information [L7, (j (0)),.. , L (j (N - 1) )]T  is available, then go to 3). For 
the first iteration, 
,N-1 
	
,i(Nc _1)]T =F_ 	 ,N-1 
Calculate soft bits, Ai (n) = tanh(L((n))), n = 0, 	, N - 1 
Ai = [A(0),•.• ,A(N— 1)]T z=FA 
Xi (w) =W(w)R(w)+ (c° ,N -1 
2=[(0),. ,i(Nc _1)]T =F_l , 	 ,N-1 
5.5.2 SISO Channel Decoder and Cyclic Reconstruction 
The extrinsic information [L((0)),.. , L((N - i))]T is deinterleaved and delivered 
to the SISO decoder as 	(bi 	. . , L(b(N - i))]T. For brevity, the details of the 
BCJR algorithm are omitted. Log-MAP and Max-Log-MAP algorithms can be used to reduce 
complexity [120] [121]. Unlike the decoder in a parallel turbo decoder, the SISO decoder here 
uses 	(bi 	, (bi 	- as its input and delivers the required LLRs for not only 
the information bits but also all the coded bits. Only for the last iteration will the SISO decoder 
generate LLRs for the information bit and feed them to a hard decision device. The hard 
decision device will decide if the transmitted bit is +1 or -I based on the sign of the LLRs. The 
extrinsic LLRs of the coded bits are given by subtracting [L((0)),... , L(b(N - 
from the output of the SISO decoder 	(bi 	, LD(b(N - 	as shown in Figure 
5.4 and (5.32), 
L7 (bi(n)) =LD(b(n))—L(n)), n=0, 	,N— 1 	(5.32) 
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Hereafter [L ((n)) is obtained by reinterleaving {L(b(n)) 
Soft bits generated by [L((0)),• . , 	- 	are used as a-priori information for 
the MMSE turbo equaliser as stated in the previous subsection. They are also utilized in the 
cyclic reconstruction block to compensate for the effect of omitting the CP. The advantage of 
using soft bits for cyclic reconstruction is that the LLRs 	(xi 	. . . , L((N - i))JT 
gives the probability of a coded bit to be +1 or -I, therefore, cyclic reconstruction is more 
reliable since coded bits with small probabilities will not contribute much to the reconstructed 
part. For example, in an extreme case, the soft bit A 71 is equal to ±1 if L((n)) = ±00 
or 0 elsewhere. Then, the incorrect bits will not be used in the cyclic reconstruction and error 
propagation is avoided. The whole process of the new proposed scheme is summarised as 
follows: 
Step 1. Tail cancellation based on decision on the previous block as in (5.7), 
Step 2. i' j (n) obtained in Step 1 are converted to the frequency domain using FF7 
Step 3. If it is the first iteration, .(w) = W(w)il(w), else go to Step 4. 
Step 4. Equalised signal X(w) = W(w)fl(w) + ( - IH W )I2± 2/2)Ai(w) Ai = FAj 
Step 5. Transform Xj back to the time domain signal j(n) and calculate and 0 2. If 1=1, 
= 1—.(n), else L (xi (rt)) = 	(n), n 0,• 	N - 1 
Step 6. Deinterleave L (xi (n))for the SISO channel decoder Compute the aposteriori LLRs 
for the information bits and the coded bits. If I = 'end' go to Step 11. 
Step 7. Calculate extrinsic information L (b (n)) 
Step 8. Interleave L 	(n)) to get L (j (n)). Calculate soft bits, A (n) 	tanh(L (j  (n))) 
Step 9. Reconstruct the effect of the missing CP: 
r(n) = j(m) +h(l))(n + N - l)(1 - u(n - 1)) 
Step 10. 1=1+ 1 and jump to Step 4 
Step 11. Hard decisions are made on the LLRs for the information bits. 
Comparing the structure of the new scheme and the extended RISIC, we notice that extra com-
putations are only required for the FFT operations that convert the time domain soft bits A(n) 
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into its frequency domain counterpart A(w). 
5.6 Simulation Results 
A coded SC-FDE system with 64 BPSK symbols in each block is first studied. For the FEC 
code, a 1/2 rate convolutional code with constraint length of 3, the generator polynomials are 
x2 + x + 1 and x2 + 1. Coded data are randomly interleaved within one block. No CP is 
transmitted in our simulations and the missing effect of the CP is reconstructed by the extended 
RISIC and our new scheme. Simulations assume perfect knowledge of the channel impulse 
response. Three kinds of discrete time-invariant channels are used in our simulations: 
hi = [0.7503, 0.2651, —0.4328, 0.4136, _00918]T; 
h2 = [0.227, 0.460, 0.688, 0.460, 0227]T; 
h3 = [0.04, —0.05,0.07, —0.21, —0.5,0.72,0.36,0,0.21,0.03, 007]T; 
Channel h2, h3 are proposed by Proakis in [41] for evaluation purposes. There are two deep 
nulls in the spectrum of channel h2 whilst channel hi and h3 are channels with moderate nulls. 
The channel power has been normalized to unity and the average transmitted signal power 
= 1. The frequency selectivity of theses channels is given in Figure 5.5. In each simulation, 
turbo equalisation performance for SC-FDE with CP is also given for comparisons. Figure 
5.6 shows the bit error rate curves of SC-FDE with CP (in our simulations, the CP length is 
chosen to be 1/4 of the FFT size), extended RISIC for SC-FDE without CP and combined 
turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruction scheme. Simulation results with no iteration, after 
first iteration and after 2-3 iterations are also shown. It can be seen from Figure 5.6 that both 
the extended RISIC and the new combined scheme can effectively reconstruct the missing CP 
under channel hl with moderate nulls and moderate delay spread. However, the extended 
RISIC is not effective for MTvISE equaliser, as can be seen in Figure 5.6, 5.7, 5.8. With the 
iteration number increasing, very little improvement is obtained. This fact is also described 
in [91]. System performances for channel h2 are given in Figure 5.7. In such a channel with 
deep frequency nulls, the new scheme offers significant improvement over the extended RISIC 
algorithm. Figure 5.8 compares the extended RISIC and the new scheme when h3 is used. 
Although the new scheme still outperforms the extended RISIC algorithm, both of them can 
not achieve satisfactory performance. This is because the SISO decoder can not effectively 
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Figure 5.5: Frequency selectivity of channels 
deliver reliable extrinsic information since the delay spread of h3 is too long compared with 
the interleaver size. To improve the system performance of the new scheme over such channels 
with long delay spread, one can increase the interleaver size or in this case, the block size since 
we interleave symbols within one block. In Figure 5.9, the data symbol per block is changed 
from 64 to 128. Therefore, since the interleaver has a size equal to the block size, the SISO 
decoder in this case can feed back more reliable information about the coded bits and improve 
system performance. 
5.7 	Complexity Analysis 
In this section, we discuss the complexity issue in regarding complexity vs. processing block 
size (Ne). The complexity of time domain equaliser, frequency domain equaliser with CP, 
extended RISIC and the new algorithm are investigated and compared. For simplicity, only 
those computations that dominate the complexities are considered; computations like additions, 
interleaving, deinterleaving and short convolutions are omitted. v is the constraint length of the 
convolutional codes. 
TDE: For a TDE, Cholesky decomposition is used to reduce the complexity of matrix 
inversion. The total computational complexity per data symbol is in the order of O(N 2 + 
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hi, 64 symbols/block, 1/2 convolutional code, BPSK 
)_1 
0 
-- SC-FDE with CP, 0 iter 
-e- SC-FDE with CP, liter 
0 	SC-FDE with CP, 2 iter 
-4-  SC-FDE without CID 
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Figure 5.6: Performances for channel hi; CR: Cyclic reconstruction 
Eb/No (dB) 
Figure 5.7: Performances for channel h2; CR. Cyclic reconstruction 
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h3, 64 symbols/block, 1/2 convolutional code. BPSK 
to- 
10 	-•- SC-FOE with CF. 0 iter 
SC-FOE with CP. 1 iter 
-e- SC-FOE with CP, 2 iter 
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Figure 5.8: Performances for channel h3; CR: Cyclic reconstruction 
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Figure 5.9: Performances for channel h3, FFT size =128; CR: Cyclic reconstruction 
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FDE with CP: The total computational complexity per data symbol is in the order of 
0(1092N + 2v_1). 
Extended RISIC: While using I iterations, with MAP soft decoding operation in each 
iteration, the total computational complexity per data symbol is in the order of 0(1 
1092 N, + I - 2). 
New algorithm: The new scheme combining turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruc-
tion uses a similar structure to that of the extended RISIC. Compared with the extended 
RISIC, extra major computation burden is one FFT operation per iteration. Therefore, 
the total computational complexity per data symbol is in the order of 0 ((I + 1) 1og2N + 
1. 2v).  
5.8 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a new combined turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruction scheme is proposed 
for a SC-FDE without CP. Two iterative processes are jointly integrated in one structure to 
compensate for the effect of the missing CP and achieve significant improvements with only a 
slight increase in computation compared with the extended RISIC method. The same idea is 
extended for OFDM systems and is presented in [122]. 
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Channel Estimation and Interference 
Cancellation 
In this chapter, an iterative channel estimation approach is proposed for WCDMA and CP-
CDMA systems. Code-multiplexed pilots are used for channel estimation to maintain band-
width efficiency in both systems. For WCDMA systems, the proposed method reconstructs 
received waveforms for each user and removes them from the received signal hence the chan-
nel estimation accuracy is improved via another correlation process. The algorithm is modified 
and used in CP-CDMA systems; the sum of data channels and the pilot channel is reconstructed 
for channel estimation. The proposed method achieves significant improvement in both systems 
compared to the conventional correlation approach. Simulation results demonstrate good esti-
mation capability with an allocation of only 10% of the whole power to the pilot channel (A 
pilot channel with 10% of the whole transmitted power is used in HSDPA [100]). In addition, 
we propose an integrated channel estimator and PlC detector. The interference contributed by 
different data channels as well as the pilot channel are regenerated and subtracted from the 
received signal at the final stage. The channel estimation error reduces at each iteration and 
the PlC at the last stage enable further BER performance improvement to be achieved for the 
system. 
Joint Iterative channel estimation and PlC algorithms are proposed for WCDMA systems and 
CP-CDMA systems in Section 6.2 to Section 6.5 and Section 6.6 to Section 6. 10, respectively. 
Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 6.11. 
6.1 Introduction 
Channel estimation is a major issue for reliable transmission in both WCDMA and CP-CDMA 
systems. The system performance of WCDMA with imperfect channel estimation has been 
widely studied in recent years [40] [45]. Usually, there are two types of pilots used in the down-
link of WCDMA systems: time-multiplexed pilots [123] and code-multiplexed pilots [124]. 
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The time-multiplexed pilots inevitably require extra bandwidth and hence reduce bandwidth 
efficiency. Inserting code-multiplexed pilots is an effective means to solve this problem by as-
signing a pilot signal an individual pseudorandom sequence [40]. This only consumes extra 
power on sending a known pilot sequence while no bandwidth spreading is necessary. The 
pilot channel is superimposed on the data channel and continuously transmitted through the 
same mobile propagation channel. In practice, the correlation method is a simple technique for 
channel estimation [40] [125]. However, the distorted autocorrelation property due to channel 
impairments degrades its performance hence, a high power code-multiplexed pilot sequence 
is required for better channel estimates. It introduces high MAI to the data channels. In this 
chapter, we demonstrate that with our new approach, good performance can be achieved while 
only a small amount of power (10% the whole transmit power) is allocated to the pilot channel. 
Performance of CDMA based systems is dominated by the amount of interference generated by 
the simultaneous presence of users. PlC appears as a simple interference suppression scheme, 
which subtract interferences from users other than the desired one simultaneously without too 
much delay [126]. In this chapter, Plc and channel estimation are combined in an iterative 
process to form a new scheme. 
6.2 WCDMA System with Code-Multiplexed Pilot Channel 
In WCDMA systems, a code-multiplexed signal is continuously transmitted from each base 
station. It is broadcast over the entire cell and used as a phase reference for downlink channels. 
This channel plays a vital role in the cell searching of mobile station and channel estimation. 
In this chapter only the uncoded downlink scenario is considered: all signals are transmitted 
symbol and chip synchronously through the same mobile radio channel, perfect synchronization 
is assumed. Consider K-user's traffic that is QPSK modulated before spreading. The complex 
envelope of the transmitted signal due to the k-th user is given in (2.4) and reprinted here: 
dk(t) = \/Ebm)sk(t_ mT), 	 (6.1) 
where T denotes the symbol interval; Ek, b(m) and SO) denote the average power of the k-th 
user, the m-th symbol of the k-th user and the spreading chip waveform of the k-th user given by 
the convolution of spreading sequence and the chip waveform, respectively. The total average 
data channel power can be represented as Ed = Ek. 
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After spreading, user data is summed together with the code-multiplexed pilot p(t) which is 
used to provide phase reference information for data channels. Let E be the average power 
allocated to the pilot channel. We use "g" to denote the power ratio of the pilot channel to the 
whole signal power where g = E/(Ed + Er). The transmitted signal being scrambled by a 
long code c(t) can be written as: 
X (t) = c(t) E dk(t) + 	p(t)] 
= c(t) [ - mT) + 	p(t)]. 	(6.2) 
The period of one chip is denoted by T. All signals that arrive at the receiver from the same 
basestation have passed through an identical complex channel. The complex FIR filter h(r; t) 
with order L is a composite successive convolution of the transmitter filter, the mobile radio 
channel and the receiver filter. The definition of h(-r; t) can be rewritten as: 
	
h(7; t) = 	h1(t)8(r - 	 (6.3) 
we further assume that 	JJ' E { Ihi(t) 
2 
 
At the receiver, the received signal can be represented in an equivalent lowpass form as: 
r(t) = 
+ 	/Ep(t - 	+ v(t) 	 (6.4) 
where v(t) is the complex-valued lowpass equivalent AWGN. 
Let N be the spreading factor for both user data channels and the pilot channel, thus, the symbol 
duration T is N times the chip period or the sample interval T. The received signal in (6.4) 
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can be represented in its discrete form: 
r(mN+n) = 	hj (mN +n)c(mN+n—ri) 
- ) + 	p(mN + fl - TI)] 
+ v(mN+n) 	 (6.5) 
where 0 < n < N—i. The sampled input signal to the l-th Rake receiver finger is descrambled 
as: 
rj(mN + n) = hi (mN + n)[ 	bm)Sk(fl) + 	p(mN + n)] + j(mN + n) (6.6) 
In (6.6), 771 (mN + n) accounts for a mixture of additive Gaussian noise, multipath interference 
and multiple access interference. 
We use h1 (mN + n) to denote the channel estimates, then the L resolved signals are multiplied 
by the complex conjugates of h1 (mN + n) and maximum ratio combined in the Rake receiver. 
Consequently, the output at the mN + n sample interval can be represented as: 
y(mN + n) = 	rj(mN + n)7(mN + n) 	 (6.7) 
Finally, despreading and demapping are performed on y(rriN + n) to recover the user data 
symbol. 
6.3 	Iterative Channel Estimation 
Channel estimation plays an important role in the receiver especially for a Rake receiver. The 
system performance strongly depends on the estimate of the channel impulse response. In this 
section, we review a popularly used conventional channel estimator and subsequently propose 
a new iterative approach. 
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6.3.1 Correlation Method 
The correlation method had been widely adopted for the design of Rake receivers [40] [125]. 
In [45], a symbol level estimator is detailed and is briefly reviewed here. Suppose that s is 
the spreading sequence assigned to the pilot channel, the pilot term p(mN + n) in (6.6) can be 
rewntten as: 
p(mN + n) = S j0 s(ri) 	 (6.8) 
where Spil,t denotes the pilot symbol, usually all "1" or "". Using the orthogonal property 
of the spreading codes and assuming the pilot signature sequence is uncorrelated with the noise 
term rj(mN + n) in (6.6), if S10 = 1, the m-th pilot symbol at the 1-th finger S10 ,1m can be 
recovered as in [45]: 
N-i 
	
S,j 0 ,1m = 	r1(mN + n)s(n) 	 (6.9) 
n=O 
if 	= 	then Sl0,lm  will be detected as: 
N-i 
spot,1m = 	rj(mN + n)s( (n) 1—j 
n=o 	
--) 	 (6.10) 
From (6.6), we can express the pilot symbol S0,lm as: 
N-i 
12 
spiot,1m = 	Ispilot2 . 	j(mN + n) = 	 (6.11) 
Usually we assume that the channel is invariant within an M symbol observation window, i.e. 
N = M x N chips. Hence, applying an averaging filter, we obtain the channel estimate h1 
for this observation period as: 




sQt,ltm 	 (6.12) 
m 
The correlation method is simple, however, its estimation performance degrades due to the 
non-ideal autocorrelation properties and has significant influence on the BER performance of 
the system. 
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6.3.2 Iterative Method 
A novel iterative channel estimator for WCDMA systems is investigated in this section. h1 
obtained by the correlation method is used as an initial channel estimate for the system. We 
consider an uncoded system and only hard detection, consequently, estimates of K users' trans-





y(mN + n)sk(n) 
ri=O 
(6.13) 
Hard detection is performed on b(m) and hence m) is obtained. Similar to a PlC scheme, we 
regenerate the channel distorted waveforms of the k-th user as: 
rk(mN + n) = VE_~k + n)c(mN + n - 	) - TI) 	(6.14) 
Then, the reconstructed channel distorted waveforms of all the user channels other than the 
pilot channel are removed from the composite signal r(rnN + n) as: 
(mN + m) = r(mN + n) - 	 + n) 	 (6.15) 
Hence, the good autocorrelation property of the pilot channel can be recovered given perfect 
channel estimates and correctly detected user symbols. Applying the correlation method on the 
signal 'I(mN + n), channel estimates are refined and system BER performance is enhaced. 
In this thesis, a different view from the chip level is given on the correlation method. Since user 
data is treated as an independent signal and the aggregation can be considered to be an additive 
noise on the pilot channel, under the assumption that the pilot sequence is uncorrelated with the 
data channels and the additive Gaussian white noise, we can derive that: 
I I'(mN-i-n) 	1 	 '1 	 [ 	
ter 1 
E 	 p*(mN + m)c*(mN + n) = 	 k6.16 
I c'Iter 
	
[f(mN+n+L_1)j 	 [L-1j 
where h1IteT is the new channel estimate. Thus, the complex channel coefficients can be de-
termined up to a fixed scaling factor. The expectation operation is a useful means to combat 
both the AWGN and the MAI, which can be treated as additive noise. The correlation method 
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in [45] and the one presented in (6.16) are essentially equal. 
6.4 Joint Channel Estimation and Parallel Interference Cancella-
tion 
Multiple access interference cancellation can be achieved in a PlC stage. A multistage PlC can-
cels the MAI estimated with the hard decisions made in the previous stage. Since the proposed 
new channel estimator has a similar structure to a parallel interference cancellation, we can eas-
ily integrate these two together so that the system BER performance can be further improved 
with only a slight increase in computation complexity. 
After performing the iterative channel estimation in Section 6.3, interference from the interfer-
ing K-] users and the parallel pilot channel are regenerated given the new channel estimates 
h(te7 Let the u-th user be the desired user and the composite signal excluding the u-th user's 
information can be regenerated as: 
(mN + n) = Eh1'e'_ (mN+n)c(mN+n-T1) 
sk(n - TI) + 	p(mN + n - TI)] (6.17) 
k=1,ku 
Subsequently, I(mN + n) is subtracted from the received signal r(mN + n) as: 
I(mN + n) = r(rnN + n) - (mN + n) 	 (6.18) 
A Rake receiver is then applied to the MAT cleared signal for a second time and the output is 
despread and hard-decision detected. Compared with a conventional PlC scheme, the new joint 
structure requires extra computations mainly on another correlation process and for interference 
regeneration. It is known that PlC is quite sensitive to channel estimation errors and with a bad 
initial channel estimate, the PlC would increase the amount of interference rather than cancel 
it. Adopting the new joint channel estimation and PlC structure, better channel estimates can 
be obtained for the PlC. With a slight increase in computational complexity, the improvement 
in system performance that can be achieved is significant. 
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Figure 6.1: System BER performance versus Varying mobile speed, SF=64, 8 Active users, 
Eb/No = 10dB, CM: Correlation Method 
6.5 	Simulation Results 
Computer simulations are carried out at baseband. One pilot channel is code-multiplexed with 
dedicated data channels. 10% of the whole power is allocated to the pilot channel. The UNITS 
Vehicular A channel model [46] is used for BER evaluation in our simulation. 
Figure 6.1 shows the numerical results of system performances when mobile terminal is moving 
at different speed. 8 active users are simulated with a spreading factor of 64 and the SNR per 
bit is fixed at 10 dB. Imperfect channel estimation is considered (channel is estimated based 
on the pilot channel). Both the correlation method and the new iterative estimation approach 
are evaluated. It can be seen from Figure 6.1 that N = 1024 is a suitable window size for 
both estimators. It achieves a good BER performance compared to choosing a smaller window 
size and keeps the performance more stable than choosing a larger window size. We can also 
see from the figure that the new iterative approach outperforms the conventional correlation 
method. 
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 demonstrate the performance of the two estimators with different 
numbers of active users. Mobile terminal is assumed moving at a speed of 30 km/h and 150 
km/h. At a required target BER of 2 x 10-2,  using the new method can support 5 more users 
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Figure 6.2: System BER performance versus Different number of users, SF=64, Eb/No = 
10dB, Mobile Speed =30 km/h, CM: Correlation Method 
than the conventional one with a fixed window size N = 1024. 
In Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, we present the BER performance of different detectors with a 
mobile speed of 30 km/h and 150 km/h. The spreading factor is 16 and 10 active users are 
simulated to study their performance in such a high load scenario. The Rake performance is 
dominated by the MAI and with such a high loading this results in saturation at a fairly high 
error rate. 
Figure 6.6 demonstrates the system improvements with PlC. A joint iterative channel estimator 
and PlC method achieves a 3 dB gain at the BER of 10_1  compared with a conventional cor-
relation method with PIG. Since PlC is very sensitive to channel estimation errors, the iterative 
estimation scheme offers good channel estimates and hence improvements on system perfor-
mance. The conventional CM + PlC introduces more interference to the system due to bad 
channel estimation accuracy and hence worse BER performance. Figure 6.6 also demonstrates 
the effectiveness of the joint scheme in a low load scenario when mobile terminal is moving 
at different speeds. The proposed joint scheme consistently outperforms the other three and 
achieves good BER performance. 
As depicted in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8, in a high load environment, none of the four receiver 
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Figure 6.3: System BER performance versus Different number of users, SF=64, Eb/No = 
10dB, Mobile Speed= 150 km/h, CM: Correlation Method 
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Figure 6.4: System BER performance with different detectors, SF= 16, 10 Active users, Mobile 
Speed=30 km/h, CM: Correlation Method 
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Figure 6.5: System BER performance with different detectors, SF= 16, 10 Active users, Mobile 
Speed= 150 kmlh, CM: Correlation Method 
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Figure 6.6: System BER performance versus Varying mobile speed, SF= 16, 4 Active users, 
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Figure 6.7: System BER performance versus Different number of users, SF= 16, Eb/No = 
10dB, Mobile Speed-30 km/h, CM: Correlation Method 
can achieve good performance. Actually, with the increasing number of users, the performances 
tend towards the same due to bad channel estimation. Nonetheless, when the number of active 
users is low, we can still see the enhancement on performance. Interestingly, it can be observed 
from the results that when there are more than 7 active users in this scenario, even a Rake 
receiver with the iterative channel estimator only achieves better performance than the CM + 
PlC scheme. This is because that the CM fails to provide good estimates and hence the PlC 
introduces more interference. 
6.6 CP-CDMA System Model and Equalisation 
In this section, the scheme proposed in Section 6.3 is modified for a CP-CDMA system. The 
transmitted signal is generated according to (6.1) and (6.2). The scrambled signal is split into 
successive data blocks with N chips in one block. Unlike MC-CDMA or MC-DS-CDMA, 
the CP-CDMA system is a single carrier DS-CDMA system. With the introduced cyclic prefix 
concept, a block is cyclic extended to N + Ncp chips with the last Ncp chips inserted at 
the beginning of the block. Note that the length of the CP Ncp should be no less than the 
maximum delay of the mobile propagation channel. The transmitted block signal is illustrated 
in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.8: System BER performance versus Different number of users, SF=16, Eb/No = 
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Figure 6.9: CP-CDMA block signal 
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At the receiver, perfect synchronisation is assumed and the CP is discarded before equalisation. 
For such a system, it is convenient to perform block based processing at the receiver. We write 
the received signal in one block as r1 (n), 0 < n < N - 1, where i is the block index. xi (n) 
denotes the corresponding transmitted block signal. Therefore, assuming that the composite 
channel response hi (I) is quasi-static within the i-th block and is normalized. The relation 
between r(n) and xi (n) can be written as: 
r(n) = xi (n) 0 hi (n) + vi (n), 	 (6.19) 
where v(n) is additive Gaussian noise and "0" denotes circular convolution. Due to the in-
serted CP, the distortion of the channel is considered as a multiplication in the frequency do-
main. Thus, in the frequency domain, 
R(w) = H(w)X(w) + V(w), 0 < w < N - 1 	 (6.20) 
where R(w), Hi (w), Xi (w) and 14(w)  are the Fourier transforms of r1 (n), hi (n), xi (n) and 
vi(n), respectively. 
The minimum mean square error (MMSE) equaliser W(w) in the frequency domain is given 
by the following expression [63]: 
- 	Hi* (w) 
(6.21) W(w) 
- IHi(w)P + a/a 
o, cr and H' (w) are the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise, the variance of the 
received signal and the conjugate of Hi (w), respectively. Consequently, the equalised signal is 
converted back to the time domain as: 
N- 1 
= ±. 	W(w)R(w)e32 " 	 (6.22) 
C  w=O 
after which, descrambling, despreading and demapping are performed. 
6.7 	Iterative Channel Estimation 
Although the same correlation method can be used for CP-CDMA systems; however, in this 
section, we develop a novel iterative channel estimator. hORR obtained from the correlation 
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method is used as an initial channel estimate for the system. The received signal is equalised in 
the frequency domain and transformed back to the time domain by IFFT. The scrambling code 
is then removed and the composite signal is despread and detected. In this chapter, we consider 
uncoded systems and only hard detection. Consequently, estimates of K users' transmitted 
symbols 	0 < m NC /N - 1 (N is the spreading factor, single rate is assumed) can be 
obtained. The idea of iterative channel estimation is that initially an estimate is made based on 
the parallel pilot channel and then refined by using both pilots and reconstructed user symbols. 
Once the detector outputs the estimates of users' symbols, they are respread, rescrambled and 
summed with the code-multiplexed pilots as virtual pilots, which then enhances the estimation 
performance. 
The whole process is summarised as follows: 
- CORR 
Step]. Correlation method is used to deliver initial channel estimates h 
Step 2. The received signal is equalised in the frequency domain and transformed back to the 
time domain by IFFT The scrambling code is then removed and the composite estimated signal 
j (ii) is despread and hard detected. 
Step 3. K users' transmitted symbols 	) are respread and rescrambled. The scrambled code- 
multiplexed pilots are added to form an estimated composite signal ±(n). 
Step 4. j (n) is converted to X (w) in the frequency domain and used for channel estimation 
together with the received frequency domain signal R (w). In the estimator, the reconstructed 
composite signal X.j (w) is treated as a pilot signal. A refined channel estimate can be obtained 
in the frequency domain as: Hi (w) = 
Step 5. The result from step 4 is converted to time domain and only the first L values are kept 
to form the channel estimate ki = [h(0),... , hi (L - i)]T.  
Step 6. hi is used for equalisation. Go to step 2 or stop here. 
Figure 6.10 shows the system structure with our iterative channel estimation method. 
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Figure 6.10: Iterative Channel Estimation for CP-CDMA 
6.8 Joint Channel Estimation and Parallel Interference Cancella-
tion 
In a similar manner as to what has been done for WCDMA systems, the iterative channel 
estimation and the PIG can be jointly combined to enhance system performance. The received 
signal r (n) is first converted into the frequency domain and passed into a equaliser. The output 
from the equaliser at the I-th stage Jf(w), I = 1, 	,'end is then IFFI' back to the time 
domain and hard decisions on the user's transmitted symbols 	are made. For convenience, 
we rewrite the transmitted i-th block signal in vector formats. Let Sk = [Sk(0), . 	,Sk - 1)] 
be the spreading code vector for user k and there are NC /N user symbols in one block, the 
discrete transmitted scrambled signal can be written as: 
x=diag{c(0).. ,c(N-1)} x 
	
K 	 1T 
(N/N-1) 
V'b°is + /Po,'• 	\/1k i,k b 	Sk + \/PN/N-1 (6.23) 
Lk=1 	 k=1 	 ] 
where pm=  [p(mxN),... ,p(mxN+N-1)JT ,OmN/N-1. 
At the receiver, after removal of the cyclic prefix, the received block signal can be expressed 
as: 
ri =Hc,ixi+ v 	 (6.24) 
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where vi is a Gaussian noise vector and H,,i is an N by N circular matrix defined by: 
h(L - 1) . . . 	h(1) 
h (0) 







h(L - 1) 
	
h(0) 
h(L-1) h(L-2) 	h(0) 
Circulant matrix H,,i can be efficiently diagonalized by Fourier transform and inverse Fourier 
transform, hence, (6.24) can be expressed in the frequency domain as: 
Ri =diag{H(0),... ,H(N-1)}X+V 	 (6.26) 
where R, Xi and Vi are the DFT of r, xi and v, respectively. 
At each stage, the estimated user symbols I k(m)  are used together with code-multiplexed pilots 
to generate virtual pilots for channel estimation; the I-th stage regenerated transmitted signal 
can be expressed by: 
=diag{c(0),.. ,c(N-1)} x 
K 	 1 
+ 	
T 
VTE--kbi,k Sk Sk + 	PN/N1 (6.27) 
Lk=1 	 k=1 	 i 
After performing the iterative channel estimation, ii = {(0),. .. i(L - 1)]T withits fre-
quency domain counterpart diag{H((0),... , H((NC - 1)} are used for system equalisation 
and interference cancellation. Let the u-th user be the desired user and the estimated composite 
signal excluding the u-th user's information can be regenerated as: 
Xi = diag{c(0),.•. c(N - 1)} x 
T 
IK 	 K 	 1 
(N/N-1) 
k bi,k Sk + / p o, .., 	/bj'k 	Sk + 	PN/N1 46.28) 
[k=1,k 	 k=1,ku 	 j 
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Figure 6.11: Combined channel estimation and parallel interference cancellation structure 
Parallel interference cancellation can be performed at the I-th stage as follows: 
rf - r - 	 (6.29) 
where H'c j is a circular matrix with elements taken from h. This can be done in the frequency 
domain as: 
RI=Ri_diag{H((0),... ,Hf(N_1)} .XI 	 (6.30) 
where RI and  XI are the Fourier transforms of rI and , respectively. 
Figure 6.11 shows how we can combine the iterative channel estimation and PIG within one 
structure. In each iteration cycle, K users' signals are regenerated and summed with the pilot 
channel for channel estimation purpose. Meanwhile, interference from the interfering K-i users 
and the parallel pilot channel are constructed and subtracted from the received composite signal, 
hence, interference can be reduced through each iteration. We should point out that the PIG 
processing is done in a different manner to the conventional approach. Since we simulate the 
downlink scenario in this thesis, for simplicity, only a single stage PIG is considered. There 
may be more than one time iteration, but only a single stage PIG is required for the system. 
6.9 	Simulation Results 
Computer simulations are carried out at baseband. The chip rate is 3.84 Mchips/s. Walsh codes 
with length 16 are used as channelization codes and a 512 Gold code segment is used as the 
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Figure 6.12: Channel Estimation MSE versus Eb/N0, g= 10%, 20%, 40%. 1: Number of Itera-
tions. CM: Correlation Method, IM: Iterative Method 
scrambling code. One pilot channel is code-multiplexed with dedicated data channels. The 
block size is 512 excluding the 16 chips CP. In our simulations, the terminal is assumed to be 
moving at 50 km/h, and the carrier frequency is 2 GHz. The UNITS Vehicular A channel model 
is used for BER evaluation in our simulation. The CP duration 4.16 tLs is selected to be larger 
than the longest channel delay spread 2.51 is. 
To evaluate the estimator performance, we compute the Mean Square Error (MSE) for both the 
correlation method and the new iterative procedure: 
	
MSE() = E 	h(l) - (1)I 2 } 	 (6.31) 
In Figure 6.12, we show the MSE curves of channel estimation versus signal to noise ratio per 
bit with varying pilot power, i.e. g=10%, 20% and 40%. From the simulation results presented, 
it follows that by using the correlation method, the higher the pilot power is, the better the 
channel estimates. In other words, if the value of 'g' is large, the channel estimation quality 
is good. However, this will lead to a large MAT with large error probability, which will be 
shown in Figure 6.13. We also observe that the new iterative scheme can effectively reduce 
channel estimation errors in comparison with the correlation method. Figure 6.13 shows the 
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Figure 6.13: Simulated BER performances, g-10%, 20%, 40%. CM: Correlation Method, IM: 
Iterative Method, Perfect CE: Perfect Channel Estimation 
numerical results of system performances. Imperfect channel estimation is considered (channel 
is estimated based on the pilot channel). Both the correlation method and the new iterative 
estimation approach are evaluated. The value of 'g' is chosen to be 10%, 20% and 40%. Ideal 
channel estimation is also used in our simulation as a reference result to compare BER per-
formance results from the two channel estimation approaches. From Figure 6.13, we can see 
that under the perfect channel knowledge assumption, allocating more power to pilots (larger 
'g') introduces more interference to the system and hence worse BER performance. Using the 
correlation method for channel estimation, the higher the pilot power is, the better the channel 
estimates can be achieved. However, this will lead to a large MAT with large error probability. 
Although a pilot channel with only 10%, 20% of the whole signal power induces less inter-
ference, the BER performance is worse than that with g=40%. This is because that when the 
power ratio of the pilots over the whole signal power is small, the channel estimation is poor so 
that the system performance is degraded. The BER performance with the new iterative chan-
nel estimation scheme are also shown with g=10%, 20% and 40%. Notice that with only a 
small amount of power allocated to the pilots, good performance can still be achieved via this 
structure. This is important for practical systems since usually only around 10% power can be 
allocated to the pilot channel, for example, g=10% in HSDPA [100]. Transmitting a small por-
tion of power on the pilot makes the system power efficient and since parallel code-multiplexed 
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Figure 6.14: Simulated BER performances with channel estimations and PlC, 8 active user; 
CM: Correlation Method, IM: Iterative Method, Perfect CE: Perfect Channel Es-
timation. 
pilots are used, bandwidth efficiency can be maintained. 
Figure 6.14 demonstrates the system improvements with PlC. The single user situation (no 
MAI) with perfect channel estimation and MIMSE-FDE is also simulated as reference results 
with the name "single user bound". After interference cancellation, the BER performance is 
enhanced significantly, especially when the number of active users is large. This shows that 
the other user interference as well as interference from pilot channel has considerable impact 
on such multiuser system performance. As we had mentioned in above section, the PlC is 
performed only at the last stage since we use it only for the desired user. When 1=1, decisions 
m) are made based on the equaliser with the channel estimates obtained by the correlation 
method and are used for interference regeneration. Since the initial channel impulse response 
estimates are bad, interference regeneration based on 	m) is not so accurate. Consequently, 
with I > 1 we have more reliable estimates bm)  and hence better PlC performance. Starting Lk 
from the correlation method, the new scheme improves the performance of channel estimation 
and signal detection iteratively. However, PlC cannot decrease the BER with more iterations. 
Figure 6.15 repeats the experiment for 4 active users; the advantages of the proposed scheme 
are still evident. 
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512 FFT, 4 active users, SF=16, 50 krrs/h, g=10% 
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Figure 6.15: Simulated BER performances with channel estimations and PlC, 4 active users, 
CM: Correlation Method, 1M: Iterative Method, Perfect CE. Perfect Channel Es-
timation. 
6.10 Further Improvement 
The channel estimation scheme discussed above can be further enhanced based on the fact that 
the channel will not change significantly across blocks. We use the refined channel estimates 
in the i-th block as an initial estimates for the (i+1)-th block instead of using the correlation 
method. By doing so, we can save computations because the correlation method is applied at the 
first block only. On the other hand, we have better initial estimates for successive blocks. Figure 
6.16 and Figure 6.17 demonstrate that the new scheme is able to offer further improvement on 
system performance. 
In both situations, whether PlC is used or not, we show that system performance is enhanced, 
in the meanwhile, computations are saved. 
6.11 Conclusions 
In this chapter a new iterative channel estimation method was studied for WCDMA systems 
and modified and extended for CP-CDMA systems. The new approach was evaluated through 
simulations and compared with the conventional correlation method in terms of BER perfor- 
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Figure 6.16: Simulated BER performances with channel estimations, 8 active users, CM. Cor-
relation Method, IM: Iterative Method, Perfect CE: Perfect Channel Estimation, 
IMIE: Iterative Method with Initial Estimates. 
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Figure 6.17: Simulated BER performances with channel estimations and PlC, 8 active users, 
CM: Correlation Method, IM: Iterative Method, Perfect CE: Perfect Channel Es-
timation, IMIE: Iterative Method with Initial Estimates. 
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mances. Our results verify the effectiveness of the new method. Moreover, parallel interference 
cancellation is introduced into the iterative structure. The proposed joint scheme shows good 
channel estimation accuracy and significant improvements with respect to an equaliser with the 
conventional correlation method. 
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Conclusions and Further Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
Recent advances in wireless communications and multimedia data communications have urged 
the development of low-cost and low power multi-mode receivers that are capable of accessing 
different networks while providing mobility and reliability over mobile radio channels. 
When talking about multi-mode terminals, people may be familiar with receiver architectures 
and supporting software that operate in multiple modes and multiple bands coping with GSM 
and CDMA signals. The progress from GSM to 3G has increased this requirement on cellular 
transmitters [86]. 
To design a multi-mode receiver which is in a position to handle multiple protocol standards, 
an apparent problem is that wireless network protocols operate in different radio frequency 
bands. A multi-mode approach in which a single-chipset can be unconditionally reconfigured 
and can switch from one service operating at a frequency to another service operating at another 
frequency has been proposed in 2001, mainly concentrating on the front-end design [127]. 
The main target of this work is to develop multi-mode terminals from the algorithm viewpoint, 
reducing receiver complexity by taking advantages of the commonalities among different spec-
ifications and receiver requirements. 
Chapter 2 began with a brief introduction of the basic principles of multi-carrier transmissions. 
A review of three OFDM based standards are then presented. Comparing the architectures of 
the three systems, the strong resemblance among their physical layer is observed and a generic 
OFDM transceiver architecture is discussed. Spread spectrum system is then introduced since 
it is the fundamental of UMTS which is another main concern in this thesis. Single carrier 
systems with frequency domain equalisation attract more and more interests as an alternative 
solution to OFDM. It avoids the inherent PAPR problem and it is less sensitive to carrier fre-
quency offsets and phase noise. A description of the SC-FDE is given in this chapter. A 
short tutorial on adaptive filters and the concept of varying length equaliser are described next. 
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Equaliser reconfiguration is motivated by looking at not only how to reduce MMSE but also 
at how to reduce computational complexity without significant performance degradation. In 
this chapter, a sigma-delta modulation based sampling rate conversion scheme was suggested. 
The sampling architecture allows the use of a common clock in the multi-mode receiver. Sim-
ulation result shows that for the DVB-T system a 40 MHz clock rate with linear interpolation 
can provide good time alignment. Therefore, 40 MHz can be chosen as a best compromise 
between the system performance and hardware expenses for such a multi-mode receiver since 
the other standards, i.e. DAB and UMTS have a lower sampling rate than DVB-T. Moreover, 
higher sampling rate if possible and with not too much power consumption can definitely im-
prove the system performance and also enable a fractional spaced equalisation which is more 
robust than classical equalisers. A receiver architecture combining SRC and OFDM symbol 
synchronisation is also proposed in this chapter. 
Chapter 3 addressed a CPICH based frequency domain equaliser for UMTS FDD mode. This 
is an extension of work on chip level equalisation into the frequency domain. The high power 
CPICH transmitted for channel estimation and synchronsation is utilized for approximate cyclic 
reconstruction. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme outperforms the ex-
isting "overlap-cut" algorithm. Equalising WCDMA signals in the frequency domain enables 
a multi-mode receiver to reuse the powerful FFT/IFFT processing blocks normally found in 
OFDM systems. It provides the UMTS system with a simple equalisation structure which was 
identical to that for OFDM systems. Therefore, two kinds of systems happily coexist together. 
Additionally, we proposed a MMSE interference cancellation solution in the frequency do-
main. The CPICH based FDE for UMTS FDD requires a high power pilot channel for both 
good channel estimates and effective cyclic reconstruction. It was shown that the interference 
caused can be suppressed prior to spreading. 
In Chapter 4, further developments on FDE algorithms enabling multi-mode operation were 
discussed. Two alternative frequency domain equalisers for WCDMA are derived. One is 
based on self cyclic reconstruction and the other one is based on slot segmentation. Simula-
tion results verify the effectiveness of these two approaches by comparing to the time domain 
equaliser. Most importantly, unlike the FDE in Chapter 3, these two algorithms do not require 
a high power pilot channel. Furthermore, a hybrid DPE with varying length feedback filter is 
presented. This kind of DFE uses feedforward filtering in the frequency domain while the feed-
back part is operating in the time domain. The algorithm adjusts feedback filter length in order 
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to save unnecessary computational complexity. The impact of small feedback filter coefficients 
on system BER performance is considered and a more reasonable filter length than the MMSE 
optimal one regarding system performance is provided. Although the new FBF length is not the 
optimal one in terms of the MSE criterion, it achieves a good balance between the MSE and the 
system performance. The proposed algorithm is also able to track channel changes successfully 
as can be seen from the simulation results. 
In Chapter 5, MMSE Turbo equalisation and cyclic reconstruction are jointly combined in one 
iteration process since they are both conducted in an iterative manner. The proposed scheme 
can effectively remove the normally inserted cyclic prefix in a SC-FDE. Meanwhile, MMSE 
equalisation has advantages over traditional MAP detectors if low complexity processing is 
required. With a slight increase in computational complexity compared to the extended RISIC, 
the system performance can be improved. The same idea is extended for OFDM systems and 
is published in [122]. 
Chapter 6 deals with channel estimation and parallel interference cancellation for both WCDMA 
and CP-CDMA systems. The new channel estimators differ from each other, however, with the 
same basic idea behind them. For WCDMA systems, the received waveforms for each user 
are reconstructed and removed from the received signal hence the channel estimation accuracy 
is improved via another correlation process. For CP-CDMA systems, the sum of data chan-
nels and the pilot channel is reconstructed and is treated as a new compound pilot. With the 
reconstructed virtual pilot and the received signal, new channel estimates can be computed. 
Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the new scheme with only 10% transmitted power 
allocated to the code-multiplexed pilot channel. Therefore it is compatible with systems like 
HSDPA where only a small amount of power is transmitted through the pilot channel. More-
over, parallel interference cancellation is introduced into the iterative estimation structure; in-
terference is reduced prior to despreading and system performance is significantly improved. 
In this thesis, all algorithms and architectures were developed within the framework of multi-
mode terminals; OFDM based systems, WCDMA systems, SC-FDE and CP-CDMA systems 
were taken into account. 
7.2 Suggestions for Further Work 
There are a few options for us to consider how to proceed: 
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The new work will still focus on frequency domain processing for systems normally 
handled in the time domain or time domain processing for systems normally dealt with 
in the frequency domain. This is the key idea of architectures for multi-mode baseband 
terminals. For examples, frequency domain equalisation for UNITS and time domain 
processing for OFDM or MC-CDMA. The importance and advantage of this is that same 
processing structure can be reused or shared for receivers of different systems. 
MC-CDMA and MC-DS-CDMA are important areas and so would be another good di-
rection. Since a multi-mode terminal is anticipated to cope with not only existing stan-
dards and also future evolutions, these two systems should be considered in a multi-mode 
receiver. 
The current work on channel estimation needs extending. An obvious area is to extend 
it for MC-CDMA and MC-DS-CDMA systems. Further work should investigate the 
combination of time-multiplexed pilots and code-multiplexed pilots for channel estima-
tion purposes. A comparison with other approaches will also be studied. Moreover, the 
channel estimation problem for OFDM systems needs to be investigated. 
In this thesis, our main contribution has been various cyclic prefix or virtual cyclic prefix 
reconstruction approaches. More work can be done on this topic, e.g. a combination of 
iterative cyclic prefix reconstruction and channel estimation, cyclic prefix reconstruction 
in a space time block coded system. In the context of UNITS, joint channel estimation, 
cyclic reconstruction and parallel interference cancellation will be considered. 
Varying length filters may be of interest in this work due to its flexible structure. Lots 
of areas on applications to WCDMA systems and SC-FDE systems remain untouched. 
More efforts are needed to develop reconfigurable structures for equalisation in mobile 
receivers that can offer satisfactory performance with a low computational complexity. 
In this thesis, our research work concentrated on merely a multi-mode receiver handling only 
one system at one time. As for the further study, simultaneously receiving two or more than 
two types of signals will be considered. Fast synchronisation and identification of signals and 
information of all available programs and services should be given to users, allowing the users 
to be made aware of what available on the other services. The multi-mode receiver is desired 
to switch among different standards, be capable of running a searching or tracking process at 
the back of the current working system. A possible solution is to maintain synchronisation to 
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each system and decode only the service management data, unless the terminal is requested to 
switch to a specific network. 
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Appendix A 
Derivation of the feedback filter G(w) 
To derive the filter coefficients for the CPICH interference canceller, a cost function J is defined 
in (3.15) and is rewritten as: 
= 	[0-residual - Hj(w)Wj(w)12  + uIWi(w)I 2  + uC(w) - H(w)W(w)l2] 
C w=O 
(A.l) 
LetJ1 = OSdUll1—Hi(w)Wi(w)I2,J2 = 	W(w)l 2  and J3 = aIGi(w) —Hi  (w)Wi(w)l 2  
( esiduai40 i ( w))H, (w) respectively. Inserting T'V(w) 
= 2 +(72 	nesidual+2)IH(W)I2 
into (A.!), this results in 
U'
2 +olH(w)l - aIHj(w)l2G(w)12 	
(A.2) = residuall 	
+ (esivai + a)lHj(w)I 2  
The gradient of J1 with respect to G(w) is: 
= U residual [(On  + u 
 P2  1  H(w) 12)1H(w) 2 + aH(w) l 4C(w)] 
Vc,(w)J1 	
(a + (esidua1  + a)lHi(w)l2)2 	
(A,3) 
2 	7P2 
- a7j (°esidua1 
+ oG(w))H(w) 2 
(A.4) - 	2 ± (o 2 	+ aHj (w)1 2  fl 	residual 
The gradient of J2 with respect to C(w) is: 
- 	(°esidua1 + oC (w)) lH(w) 1 2  
VG(w)J2 - ( 
	
+ (0,2 
esivai + )1H(w)I2)2 	
(A.5) 
= 21 n(a + cTesjduallHj(W)I2)Gj(W) - ae8jjjHi(w)l 2 
	
7 + (°esid ua+ ap2)lH(w)l2 	
(A.6) 
l  
The gradient of J3 with respect to G(w) is: 
—o (o + 0resjdual lH(w) I2)°esidual H, (W)  2 + 	+ °residual IH(w) 




esidual + a)IHi(w)l 2) 2  
(A.7) 
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Derivation of the feedback filter G (w) 
Let VC, (W)J = 0, then VG, ()(Jl + J2 + J3) = 0, i.e. 
aresidua1[( n + 	H(w)I 2)IH(w)I 2 +uIHj(w)I 4G(w)] 
+cT(a7es jdua j'7 + 4C(w))lHi (w)I 2  
	
+ 	residual  IH(w) 
1 2) 0,2 
	Hj(w) 2  + 	+ aresithzal H(w) 2) 2G  (w) 
= 0 	 (A.8) 
Equation (A.8) can then be written as: 
- 	p0re8idual IH (w) I + o (o + 0residual H
,(W)12) 
   _ esidual IH (w) 1 2 G (w) - 
	esidua1 H (w) 4 + aa I H (w) 2  + (u + Uresidual I Hi (w) 
2)2 
- Uresidual IH1(w)12 
 
- 	0residual IH(w)i 2 + a 
From (A.9) it is known that C(w) is a real term. Therefore, 
cx residual  
2  
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Abstract 
Wireless communications is rapidly moving towards so called 4G wireless systems. This has led to an increasing 
demand to develop integrated mobile terminals which have multi-mode capabilities, i.e. multiple communication 
systems which can coexist. Attention of this paper is focused on the coexistence of multiple communication systems 
via a simple structure. Algorithms and architectures are developed within the framework of multi-mode terminals. 
This is in contrast to software-defined radios, the term multi-mode in this paper is limited to a set of standards 
and a receiver is expected to handle different systems with low hardware complexity. Dedicated hardware is shared 
and reused by different systems. Existing specifications DAB, DVB-T, HIPERLAN-2 and UMTS are considered 
in this paper. They can be classified into two categories: multi-carrier systems and single-carrier systems. This 
paper considers multi-mode terminals from both the algorithm and the architecture viewpoint, reducing receiver 
complexity by taking advantage of the commonalities among different specifications and receiver requirements. 
As an example, a joint channel estimation, chip-level frequency domain equalization and parallel interference 
cancellation structure for WCDMA is presented. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The most significant concern in the wireless personal communication area is the desire for mobility and 
flexibility in communications and the demand for real time high data rate transmission. Future wireless 
multimedia communication systems will be designed with the focus on satisfying user's requirements. In 
mobile communications, there is an increasing demand to develop more sophisticated integrated mobile 
terminals with multi-mode capabilities. Today, voice, text, audio and video communications, wireless 
networks and Internet are beginning to interact more and more with each other [1]. Thus, future wireless 
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systems, SO called 4G will need to consider be a multi-functional integrated broadband mobile communi-




Fig. I. Integrated network, UNITS, DAB, DVB-T, WLAN 
To support this goal, it will be necessary to determine suitable structures for multi-mode terminals 
that maximize flexibility without an excessive compromise in performance. In this paper, only existing 
communication systems, Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial (DVB-T) [2], Digital Audio Broadcasting 
(DAB) [3] and High Performance Radio Local Area Network-type 2 (HIPERLAN-2) [4] are considered in 
combination with Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) [5]. These are the most promi-
nent solutions for broadband transmission of multimedia signals and future wireless network connections 
that are currently meeting the requirements of many consumers. These standards are receiving a great 
deal of attention with an increasing requirement for one receiver to cope with these multiple services. By 
investigating algorithmic structural commonalities among physical layer implementations, based on the 
design of some new receiver architectures, the foundations for a multi-mode receiver can be achieved. 
Most recent work in this area has been from a software-defined radio (SDR) perspective as evidenced in 
[6][7]. The general assumption underpinning this is the presence of powerful digital processing units, such 
as programmable digital signal processors (DSPs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Obviously, 
these processors provide more flexibility than dedicated DSPs, however, dedicated DSPs are usually faster 
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and consume less power than general-purpose processors. Power consumption is an important issue in 
battery powered handsets. Consequently, the term multi-mode used in this paper is distinct from SDR, 
in that it is limited to a set of standards and is expected to handle different systems with low hardware 
complexity. The assumption is that a SDR inspired controlling framework will still be required. This can 
be done by discovering the commonalities in standards definition and processing requirements and thus 
sharing dedicated hardware between the different systems. 
Code division multiple access (CDMA) and Orthogonal frequency division multiplexed (OFDM) are 
currently the two dominant air interfaces in the consumer market. They can be viewed as representatives 
for single-carrier systems and multi-carrier systems, respectively. Significant research efforts have been 
carried out on the integration of these two techniques [12]. In this paper, the implementation of multi-
mode terminals is considered from two aspects, a multi-mode receiver for multi-carrier systems and a 
multi-mode receiver capable of handling both single-carrier and multi-carrier systems. Finally, a joint 
channel estimation, chip level frequency domain equalization (FDE) and parallel interference cancellation 
(PlC) structure is proposed as an example. 
II. MUTI-MODE TERMINAL IMPLEMENTATION: MULTI-CARRIER SYSTEMS 
In the 1990s, OFDM was successfully deployed for high data rate broadband communications. OFDM 
is one type of high data rate transmission technique used over wireless channels. The frequency response 
of most wireless channels is not flat, thus, the key point of OFDM is to divide the given channel into 
several orthogonal sub-channels in the frequency domain. Data streams are modulated on multi-carriers 
and then several sub-carriers are transmitted in parallel simultaneously. Therefore, although the overall 
channel is non-flat with a frequency selective characteristic, every sub-channel can be considered flat 
fading. In theory, sub-carriers are orthogonal to each other and mutually overlapped which leads to a 
reduction of adjacent carrier interference as well as full use of the available spectrum. 
In the future, user demands will be the major concern of service providers and industrial organizations. 
DAB, DVB-T and HIPERLAN-2 are three major broadband wireless access specifications employing 
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OFDM. Generally speaking, the implementation of multi-mode terminals regarding these OFDM based 
systems is not complicated since they share the same air interface. A comparison of DAB, DVB-T 
and HIPERLAN-2 standards, including key features was presented in [8]. These specifications show 
significant commonalities with baseline systems. Comparing the architectures of three standards, it is quite 
obvious that a strong resemblance among their receiver architectures exists. Making good use of those 
commonalities, common hardware blocks can be reused and thus a multi-mode receiver is implemented 
with reduced hardware expenses. In practice, this is not simply mixing them together since each mode 
has its own operating frequency, bandwidth, data rate, and spectrum specifications, etc; Figure 2 shows a 
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Fig. 2. A generic OFDM transceiver block diagram (For DABIDVB-TIHIPERLAN-2) 
For a multi-mode digital communication receiver, it is required that the terminal must be able to handle 
various communications standards. Generally, different chip/sample/symbol rates are specified in different 
standards. An obvious simplistic solution is to adopt different dedicated clocks for different standards, 
however, it would be costly and cumbersome. The terminal size would be greatly enlarged as the number 
of standards would increase. The three systems considered here deploy three different sampling rates, 
9.143 MHz for DVB-T, 2.048 MHz for DAB and 20 MHz for HIPERLAN-2, respectively. Sampling rate 
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adaptation is the first key issue to be considered for a multi-mode receiver even before synchronization. 
Since the sampling rate of HIPERLAN-2 is the highest among the sampling rates of the three investigated 
standards, a possible solution for this sampling rate conversion problem might be based on the over-
sampling of HIPERLAN-2 and then approximating sample data or sampling instants for DAB and DVB-T. 
The reason for doing so is twofold, 
20 MHz is the highest signalling rate among the targeted systems; the multi-mode receiver should 
be able to handle the highest signalling rate system; 
No fractional sampling rate conversion is required for the HIPERLAN-2 system except a simple 
decimation process. 
In [9], Sigma-Delta modulation and linear interpolation are deployed in the receiver for sampling rate 
adaptation purposes. A new sampling rate is adopted in the multi-mode receiver, which is a integer 
multiple of 20 MHz (the sampling rate of HIPERLAN-2). A new proposed structure can integrate the 
three OFDM based systems by a single system clock effectively and in addition, bring advantages to 
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Fig. 3. Proposed multi-mode OFDM receiver architecture 
First, the analogue signals are sampled at a sampling frequency much higher than its signalling 
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rate. Signals sampled at a high frequency are pushed to a Sigma-Delta modulator and then, a low 
pass filter (LPF) preceding the interpolation and decimation block is used for anti-aliasing purpose and 
quantization noise attenuation. Generally, an OFDM system achieves symbol synchronization by adjusting 
the FFT position, including coarse synchronization and fine synchronization. Before the interpolation 
and decimation block, the receiver works under the coarse symbol-acquiring mode. The symbol starting 
instant 0 can be coarsely determined by CP based pre-FFT approaches [101. The starting position of 
an OFDM symbol and the FFT window position can be determined and set. The sampling rate of the 
Interpolator/Decimator output approximates the targeted system signalling rate, 1/T. Afterwards, post-FFT 
fine symbol synchronization is carried out. The residual timing offset is estimated though pilots in the 
frequency domain and then compensated for the fine symbol synchronization purpose. Based on the high 
sampling rate before the interpolator, it is now easy to adjust the starting instant of an OFDM symbol by 
fractional offsets, which is not a simple task for conventional OFDM receivers sampled at the symbol rate. 
The timing error can be compensated by the feedback from the error estimation every OFDM symbol. 
Figure 4 shows the performance of a multi-mode receiver with different sampling rates deployed in 
the Sigma-Delta modulation block. The mean squared error (MSE) of the uncoded data in the frequency 
domain against Eb/NO is plotted, a DVB-T receiver is considered in the simulation. Since the other 
standards (DAB & UNITS) have lower sample rate requirements than DVB-T, if a sampling rate is 
selected that is suitable for DVB-T, then it should also be suitable for DAB & UNITS in terms of using 
linear interpolation. 40 MHz would appear a good initial choice as the best compromise between the 
system performance and hardware expense. 
If it is possible to have higher sampling frequency with not too much power consumption, this will 
definitely improve the system performance and also enable a fractional spaced equalization (FSE) which 
is less sensitive to sample timing. 
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Fig. 4. Performances of different sampling rate in DVB-T with interpolation 
III. MULTI-MODE TERMINAL IMPLEMENTATION: SINGLE-CARRIER SYSTEMS + MULTI-CARRIER 
SYSTEMS 
Significant research efforts has been carried out on the integration of single-carrier CDMA and OFDM 
techniques [12]. The combination of direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) and multi-carrier modulation 
has been proposed; multi-carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) and multi-carrier DS-CDMA (MC-DS-CDMA) are 
two different realizations [14][12]. However, in this paper, only the combination of current single-carrier 
DS-CDMA systems and the previous discussed OFDM based systems is considered. 
In a DS-CDMA downlink scenario, all signals are transmitted symbol and chip synchronously through 
the same mobile radio channel. The general principle behind DS-CDMA is its spectrum spreading [1 1][12]. 
The information signal with bandwidth is spread over a wideband pseudo-noise (PN) sequence. After 
spreading, user data is summed together for transmission in a mobile channel with L multi-paths. At 
the receiver end, L resolved signals are multiplied by the complex conjugates of the channel taps and 
maximum ratio combined (MRC) in a RAKE receiver. Finally, despreading and demapping are performed 
on the output of the RAKE receiver to recover the user data symbol. The block diagram of a transmitter 
and a RAKE receiver is shown in Figure 5. 
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(a) DS-CDMA transmitter block diagram 	 (b) DS-CDMA RAKE receiver block diagram 
Fig. 5. A DS-CDMA transceiver block diagram 
For the reception of the CDMA downlink signal in a receiver, the capability to perform multi-user 
detection (MUD) in mobile handsets requires significant complexity. The performance of conventional 
RAKE receivers is dominated by the multiple access interference (MAT) and this can result in a high 
error rate in a heavily loaded system. Chip level equalization [13] has been proposed as a reasonable 
approach that achieves a good compromise between receiver complexity and system performance. 
As stated previously, there is an increasing desire to integrate OFDM based standards and CDMA 
systems in a multi-mode receiver [30], and discussions on the coverage and throughput analysis for such 
integrated system were presented in [15]. The concept of employing a frequency domain equalizer for 
CDMA systems in the receiver, making use of the powerful FFT/IFFT for both DS-CDMA and OFDM 
systems in the handset is very attractive from the viewpoint of physical layer implementation. 
Recently, single carrier system with frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) has attracted interest 
as evidenced by recent publications [16] [17] [18] [19]. The SC-FDE uses the same mechanism as in 
OFDM, i.e. a cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted to mitigate the multi-path effect and make the channel matrix 
a circular one in order to simplify the receiver. The CP concept adopted in OFDM was introduced into the 
conventional DS-CDMA system to enhance current single carrier 3G-system performance [20][21][22]. A 
CP-CDMA system has the advantage of a simple equalization structure due to the inserted CP. In addition, 
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[23] reveals that a CP-CDMA system can achieve a comparable system performance to MC-CDMA while 
having lower peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). 
Unfortunately, a CP-based SC-FDE is not compatible with the current CDMA system because the CP 
insertion will inevitably destroy the frame structure of the standard. It is desirable to design a receiver 
without changing the transmitted signal. A number of solutions have been proposed for OFDM systems 
or SC-FDE without CF [24][25][26][27]. In principle, these proposed schemes can all be extended to 
single-carrier CDMA systems to enable deployment of an FDE at chip level. In [28][29], the authors 
proposed a new approach to apply the FDE in the downlink of a broadband CDMA system without 
redundancy which they call the overlap-cut method. As stated in their papers, applying a conventional 
FDE on a single carrier system without CP gives errors that are significantly larger at the edges of the 
block. Therefore samples at the beginning and the end of each equalized blocks are discarded. 
In [31], a MMSE-FDE based on self cyclic reconstruction was proposed. The proposed algorithm 
exploits the relationship between the required cyclic part and the transmitted signal itself. The estimated 
cyclic part is then added to the received block signal to enable frequency domain equalization. This can be 
viewed as a cyclic reconstruction process [24]. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm compared to a MMSE time domain equalizer. In [32], by exploiting the frame and slot structures 
of the UMTS downlink, the pilots within one slot (for FDD mode) are used for cyclic reconstruction in 
a FDE. Furthermore, one slot signal is split into multiple segments for the sake of combating channel 
variance within one slot. 
To design a FDE for the current CDMA system is very attractive. OFDM has become a strong 
candidate for the fourth generation systems and hence a CDMA receiver adopting chip level FDE will 
be compatible with the current FFT based receiver structures. By adopting the proposed equalization 
structure for receiving single carrier DS-CDMA signal, a multi-mode receiver can be programmed to 
switch to a particular system more conveniently. An example of a single-carrier DS-CDMA with FDE 
will be presented in the next section. 
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IV. JOINT CHANNEL ESTIMATION, CHIP-LEVEL EQUALIZATION AND PARALLEL INTERFERENCE 
CANCELLATION 
The importance of accurate channel estimation for a practical mobile communication system is self 
evident. To maintain bandwidth and power efficiency, a code-multiplexed pilot channel is transmitted in 
WCDMA systems [11]. Generally speaking, good estimates can be obtained with a high power pilot 
channel. Unfortunately, this leads to high interference in the dedicated data channels. Such systems face a 
dilemma as to whether to adopt a high power pilot channel for better channel estimates. Moreover, practical 
implementation of the channel estimator should be considered. Consequently, it is of great interest to study 
an efficient channel estimator for CDMA systems that can work with a low power pilot channel. In this 
section, as an example of a multi-mode receiver implementation that was presented previously, a joint 
channel estimation, chip-level frequency domain equalization and parallel interference cancellation scheme 
for WCDMA systems is discussed [33]. The correlation method (CM) [11][34] widely adopted for channel 
estimation in WCDMA systems is used for delivering initial channel estimates h, for the i-th block. Figure 
6 shows a conventional CDMA receiver structure with channel estimation. 
Correlation 
Method 
I 	 I f11  
. (n) 	Descramble 
Despread 
Hard Decision 
Fig. 6. A conventional CDMA receiver with channel estimation 
A RAKE receiver then operates on the received signal and the composite estimated signal (n) 
is despread and hard detected. K users' transmitted symbols bj are respread and rescrambled. The 
scrambled code-multiplexed pilots are added to form an estimated composite signal ii (n). As is well 
known, time-domain circular convolution is equivalent to frequency-domain multiplication, and vice versa. 
By the insertion of the CP, linear channel distortion of the signal results in circular convolution of the 
RAKE 
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transmitted signal and the channel impulse response. With this in mind, it is necessary to reconstruct 
the resultant effect caused by a virtual CP so that the time and frequency-domain descriptions of the 
convolution are essentially equivalent. Given the reconstructed transmitted signal (n) and the estimated 
channel h, the missing effect of a CP can be compensated by cyclic reconstruction [24]. (n) is converted 
to k(w) in the frequency domain and used for channel estimation together with the modified received 
frequency domain signal R(w) (FFT of fi (n), received signal generated by cyclic reconstruction). In the 
estimator, the reconstructed composite signal X(w) is treated as a virtual pilot signal. A refined channel 
IFDCE 	R(w).X(w) 	 2 estimate can be obtained in the frequency domain as: 	(w) = 	 where o denotes the 
variance of the additive Gaussian noise and we assume the channel power is normalized. The estimated 
channel is converted to the time domain and only the first L values are kept to form the channel estimate 
"IFDCE 	"IFDCE 	IFDCE 	 'IFDCE . h. 	= [h 0 	, h_1 ]. Subsequently, h 	is used for frequency domain equalization. The 
whole process of the iterative frequency domain channel estimation (IFDCE) is shown in Figure 7. 
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Fig. 7. Iterative frequency domain channel estimation and chip level equalization for WCDMA; CR: cyclic reconstruction 
Since the proposed IFDCE and FDE requires user symbol detection and interference reconstruction, 
a PlC is combined into the iterative structure in order to further enhance the system performance. In 
other words, the proposed scheme is similar to a conventional PlC scheme, therefore, by combining them 
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together will improve the system performance. In the iteration cycle, K users' signals are regenerated 
and summed with the pilot channel for channel estimation purpose. Meanwhile, interference from the 
interfering K-i users and the parallel pilot channel are constructed and subtracted from the received 
composite signal, hence, interference can be reduced through the iteration. Figure 8 shows how we can 
combine the iterative channel estimation and PlC within one structure. 
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Desired User k 
Detector for the 
Interfering User 0 
J Detector for the 











User 0 t User K-i 
(excluding User u) 
and the Parallel 
Pilot Channel 
Fig. 8. Combined channel estimation, chip level frequency domain equalization and parallel interference cancellation structure 
In order to evaluate the system performance for the proposed structure, computer simulations are carried 
out at baseband. The chip rate is 3.84 Mchips/s. Walsh codes are used as channelization codes with a 
fixed spreading factor (SF) of 32 and a 38400 Gold code segment is used as the scrambling code. One 
pilot channel is code-multiplexed with dedicated data channels. iO% of the whole power is allocated to 
the pilot channel and the carrier frequency is 2 GHz. The UNITS Vehicular A channel model [35] is used 
for BER evaluation in our simulation. The mobile terminal is assumed to be moving at a speed of 30 
km/h. The BER performances versus SNR per bit are examined. As can be seen in Figure 9, the RAKE 
performance is dominated by the MAT and this results in saturation at a high error rate. The IFDCE+FDE 
scheme significantly outperforms the CM+RAKE. The BER performance with a 64 taps chip level mean 
squared error time domain equalizer (MMSE-TDE) [13] and perfect channel estimation is also simulated 
as a reference result. It is apparent that the proposed IFDCE+FDE achieves performance close to the 
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MMSE-TDE with perfect channel estimation. Figure 10 demonstrates the system improvements with PlC. 
SF= 32, 10 Users, Window Length = 1024, Mobile Speed =30 km/h 
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Fig. 9. System BER performance versus Eh/NO, SF = 32, 10 Active Users, Window Length = 1024, Mobile Speed = 30 km/h 
The joint IFDCE+FDE+PIC method achieves only a 1.8dB loss at the BER of 10-2  compared to the 
MMSE-TDE in a single user scenario with perfect channel estimation. 
Only 10% transmitted power allocated to the code-multiplexed pilot channel which is compatible with 
systems like high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) [36] where only a small amount of power is 
transmitted through the pilot channel. In addition, chip level FDE and parallel interference cancellation 
are introduced into the iterative estimation structure. The iterative cycle can be implemented efficiently in 
the frequency domain with the overall complexity of O(NlogN) where N is the window length or block 
size of a FDE. This is much simpler compared to the multiuser detection and the MMSE-TDE which 
involves matrix inversion. Furthermore, the complexity of the MMSE-FDE does not change significantly 
with the length of the channel impulse response. The computational complexity of the whole process is 
comparable to a conventional PlC. On the other hand, since the iterative channel estimator can provide 




-- CM* RAKE + PlC 
-4-  IFDCE * MMSE-FDE + PlC 
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SF = 32, 10 Users, Window Length= 1024. Mobile Speed = 30 krWh 
U 	Z 	4 	b 	 if 	10 	10 	14 	16 	16 	20 
Eb/N (dB) 
Fig. 10. System BER performance versus E5/N0 , SF = 32, 10 Active Users, Window Length = 1024, Mobile Speed = 30 km/h 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this article the implementation issue of a multi-mode terminal has been discussed. Existing specifi-
cations e.g. DAB, DVB-T, HIPERLAN-2 and UNITS have been the main focus of the paper. The problem 
is separated into two sub-areas. For multi-carrier systems, since they share the same air interface, they 
are easily to coexist. Common hardware blocks can be reconfigured for different systems as required. 
For the integration of single-carrier and multi-carrier systems, a number of cyclic reconstruction methods 
have been proposed to enable frequency domain equalization for single carrier systems without cyclic 
prefix. In particular, by adopting a frequency domain equalization structure for receiving CDMA signal, 
the coexistence of OFDM systems and CDMA systems via a simple structure is feasible. A multi-mode 
receiver can be programmed to switch to a particular transmission more conveniently. So far, research 
work concentrates on merely a multi-mode receiver handling only one system at one time. As for the 
further study, simultaneously receiving two or more than two types of signals should be considered. Fast 
synchronization and identification of signals and information of all available programs and services should 
be given to users, allowing the users to be made aware of what available on the other services. The multi- 
mode receiver is desired to switch among different standards, be capable of running a searching or tracking 
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process at the back of the current working system. A possible solution is to maintain synchronization to 
each system and decode only the service management data, unless the terminal is requested to switch to 
a specific network. 
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Abstract 
Code-multiplexed pilots are used for channel estimation to maintain bandwidth efficiency in WCDMA systems. 
Initially, in this paper, two iterative channel estimation approaches, ICE and IFDCE, are proposed. The ICE method 
reconstructs received waveforms for each user and removes them from the received signal. Subsequently, the 
ICE algorithm is modified with the introduction of frequency domain equalization and a new channel estimator 
(IFDCE) is proposed. The sum of data channels and the pilot channel is reconstructed for frequency domain channel 
estimation. The received WCDMA signal is then equalized before spreading at chip level in the frequency domain. 
The chip level equalizer significantly outperforms the RAKE receiver. Compared with time domain chip level 
equalizers, the computational complexity is reduced by frequency domain processing. Simulation results demonstrate 
good estimation capability of the ICE and IFDCE schemes with an allocation of only 10% of the whole power 
to the pilot channel. In addition, an integrated channel estimator, chip level equalizer and parallel interference 
cancellation detector is presented. As a further enhancement to the scheme, BER performance improvement is 
achieved. 
Index Terms 
WCDMA, Iterative channel estimation, RAKE, Frequency domain equalization, Parallel interference cancella- 
tion. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Channel estimation is a major issue for reliable transmission in communication systems. The system 
performance of WCDMA [1][2] with imperfect channel estimation has been widely studied in recent 
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years [3][7]. Usually, there are two types of pilots used in the downlink of WCDMA systems: time-
multiplexed pilots [4] and code-multiplexed pilots [5]. The time-multiplexed pilots inevitably require 
extra bandwidth and hence reduce bandwidth efficiency. Inserting code-multiplexed pilots is an effective 
means to solve this problem by assigning a pilot signal an individual pseudorandom sequence [3]. This 
only consumes extra power on sending a known pilot sequence while no bandwidth spreading is necessary. 
The pilot channel is superimposed on the data channel and continuously transmitted through the same 
mobile propagation channel. In practice, the correlation method (CM) is a simple technique for channel 
estimation [3][6]. However, the distorted autocorrelation property due to channel impairments degrades its 
performance hence, a high power code-multiplexed pilot sequence is required for better channel estimates. 
Unfortunately, this introduces high MAI to the data channels. In this paper, it is demonstrated that with 
the new approaches, good performance can be achieved while only a small amount of power (10% the 
whole transmit power) is allocated to the pilot channel. 
For the reception of the WCDMA downlink signal in a mobile receiver, the capability to perform 
multi-user detection in mobile handsets can require high complexity. The performance of conventional 
RAKE receivers is dominated by the MAI and this can result in a high error rate in a heavily loaded 
system. Performing equalization at the symbol-level requires the spreading sequences to be short to ensure 
cyclostationarity of the MAI. Receivers based on TDMA style channel equalization at the chip level have 
been proposed for WCDMA downlink to ensure adequate performance even with a high number of active 
users [12]. This has been shown to be a reasonable approach that achieves a good compromise between 
receiver complexity and system performance. The received chip waveform, distorted by the multi-path 
channel, is equalized prior to de-spreading. Orthogonality of the signals from the basestation is restored at 
chip level. In this paper, chip level frequency domain equalization (FDE) is considered. The computational 
complexity of the equalizer is reduced remarkably by frequency domain processing [9]. 
Recently, single carrier systems using frequency domain equalization have attracted increasing interest 
[9] [8]. Most of the systems use the same mechanism adopted in OFDM, i.e. a cyclic prefix (CP) is 
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inserted to simplify the receiver. The CP of sufficient length can effectively mitigate interference from the 
preceding block. It is because of the preceding CP that the channel distortion on the transmitted signal 
becomes a circular convolution process. Only in this case (or with zero-padding) can the distortion of the 
channel be considered as a multiplication in the frequency domain. Unfortunately, a CF-based FIDE is not 
compatible with the current WCDMA system because the CF insertion will inevitably destroy the frame 
structure and it is incompatible with the standard. Thus, it is desirable to design a WCDMA receiver 
without changing the transmitted signal [10]. In this paper, it is demonstrated how cyclic reconstruction 
[I I] can be combined with the iterative channel estimation and thus, frequency domain equalization of 
the downlink WCDMA signal is possible. 
Performance of CDMA based systems is dominated by the amount of interference generated by the 
simultaneous presence of users. Parallel interference cancellation (PlC) appears as a simple interference 
suppression scheme, which subtract interference from users other than the desired one simultaneously 
without too much delay [14]. In this paper, PlC and channel estimation are combined in an iterative 
process to form a new scheme. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model of WCDMA systems and a RAKE 
receiver are introduced in Section II. In Section III, the proposed channel estimation algorithms, ICE and 
IFDCE are described. Section IV deals with the joint structures. Simulation results are given in Section 
V. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI. 
II. WCDMA SYSTEM WITH CODE-MULTIPLEXED PILOT CHANNEL 
In WCDMA systems, a code-multiplexed signal is continuously transmitted from each base station. It 
is broadcast over the entire cell and used as a phase reference for downlink channels. In this paper only 
the uncoded downlink scenario is considered: all signals are transmitted symbol and chip synchronously 
through the same mobile radio channel, perfect synchronization is assumed. Consider K-user's traffic that 
is QPSK modulated before spreading. The complex envelope of the transmitted signal due to the k-th user 
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is given as: 
dk(t) = \/bsk(t—mT) 	 (1) 
where T denotes the symbol interval; Ek, bm) and Sk(t) denote the average power of the k-th user, the 
rn-tb symbol of the k-th user and the spreading chip waveform of the k-th user given by the convolution 
of spreading sequence and the chip waveform, respectively. The total average data channel power can be 
represented as Ed = 	Ek. 
After spreading, user data is summed together with the code-multiplexed pilot p(t) which is used to 
provide phase reference information for data channels. Let E be the average power allocated to the pilot 
channel. The term "g" is used to denote the power ratio of the pilot channel to the whole signal power 
where g = Ep/(Ed + Er). The transmitted signal being scrambled by a long code c(t) can be written as: 
if 
X (t) = c(t)[dk(t) + FEpP(t)] 
= c(t)[ 	
bm)Sk(t - mT) + 	p(t)]. 	 (2) 
The period of one chip is denoted by T. All signals that arrive at the receiver from the same basestation 
have passed through an identical complex channel. The complex FIR filter h(r; t) with order L is a 
composite successive convolution of the transmitter filter, the mobile radio channel and the receiver filter. 
h('r; t) is normally modeled as a wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) zero-mean white 
Gaussian process as in [15]: 
	
h(-r; t) = - T) 
	
(3) 
where al(t), 01(t) and 'riTe are the attenuation factor, phase and the propagation delay of the l-th path, 
respectively. Each path is faded independently according to the Rayleigh distribution and the phase is 
uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 27]. 
In this paper, instead of estimating the exact channel parameters such as attenuation factors and phases, 
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only the in-phase and quadrature-phase components Re[hi(t)] and Irn[h1 (t)] are estimated as in [7]. These 
are two conceptually equal Viewpoints on channel estimation. The definition of h(-r; t) can be rewritten 
as: 
L-1 
h(r; t) = 	h1 (t)6(T - r1T) 	 (4) 
1=0 
and further assume that[J' E h, (t)= 1. 
At the receiver, the received signal can be represented in an equivalent lowpass form as: 
r(t) 	h j(t)c(t - T)[ 	FE,. E bm)8k (t - mT - T) + 	p(t - 	+ v(t) 	(5) 
where v(t) is the complex-valued lowpass equivalent AWGN with variance o. 
Let N be the spreading factor for both user data channels and the pilot channel, thus, the symbol 
duration T is N times the chip period or the sample interval T. The received signal in (5) can be 
represented in its discrete form: 
r(mN+n) = 	h1(mN+n)c(mN+n 
-[t1 	
bsk(n -)+ 	p(mN+m — fl)] 
+ v(rriN + ii) 	 (6) 
where 0 < n < N - 1. The sampled input signal to the l-th RAKE receiver finger is descrambled as: 
ri(mN+n) = hl(mN+n)[bm)sk(n) + 	p(mN+m)] +j(mN+n) 	(7) 
In (7), l7j (mN + m) accounts for a mixture of additive Gaussian noise, multipath interference and multiple 
access interference. 
Using hi(mN+n) to denote the channel estimates, the L resolved signals are multiplied by the complex 
conjugates of h1 (mN + n) and maximum ratio combined in the RAKE receiver. Consequently, the output 
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at the mN + n. sample interval can be represented as: 
L-1 
(mN + n) = rj(mN + n)h(mN + n) 	 (8) 
1=0 
Finally, despreading and demapping are performed on (mN + n) to recover the user data symbol. 
III. ITERATIVE CHANNEL ESTIMATION 
Channel estimation plays an important role in the receiver especially for a RAKE receiver. The system 
performance strongly depends on the estimate of the channel impulse response. In this section, a popularly 
used conventional channel estimator is reviewed and then subsequently two new iterative approaches are 
proposed. 
A. Correlation Method 
The correlation method has been widely adopted in the design of RAKE receivers [3][6]. In [7], a 
symbol level estimator was detailed and is briefly reviewed here. Suppose that s(n) is the spreading 
sequence assigned to the pilot channel, the pilot term p(mN + n) in (7) can be rewritten as: 
p(mN + n) = Si0ts(n) 
	
(9) 
where Spil ,,t denotes the pilot symbol, usually all "1" or "". Using the orthogonal property of the 
spreading codes and assuming the pilot signature sequence is uncorrelated with the noise term 771(mN+n) 
in (7), if Spilt0 = 1, the m-th pilot symbol at the i-tb finger 	can be recovered as in [7]: 
1 N—i 
pilot,1 - 	>1 ri (mN + n)s(m) 	 (10) 
n=0 
if Si0t = 	 m 	will be detected as: , then pilot 1 
STTi -___ pilot,l - 	r j (mN + n)s(n)( 1_ _3) 
	
(11) 
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From (7), the pilot symbol S 10 , can be expressed as: 
1 N—i - 
pilot,1 - FEp 	. hi(mN + n) = /Ep  ISjioji2 hm 1 	 (12) 
n=0 
Usually it is assumed that the channel is invariant within an M symbol observation window, i.e. N = 
M x N chips. Hence, applying an averaging filter, the channel estimate h1 for this observation period is: 
m+M—i 	 1 	m+M-1 
stm 	 (13) = 	i 




The correlation method is simple, however, its estimation performance degrades due to the non-ideal 
autocorrelation properties and has significant influence on the BER performance of the system. 
B. Iterative Channel Estimation Method 
A novel iterative channel estimation for WCDMA systems, the iterative channel estimation (ICE) 
method, is presented in this section. The estimate h1 obtained by the correlation method is used as an 
initial channel estimate for the system. Consider an uncoded system with only hard detection, consequently, 
estimates of K users' transmitted symbols 	can be obtained by despreading as follows: 
(m) 	1 
N—i 
= i (mN+n)sk(n) bk  
n=0 
(14) 
Hard detection is performed on (m)  and hence b(m) is obtained. In a similar manner to a PlC scheme, 
the channel distorted waveforms of the k-th user are regenerated as: 
rk(mN+n) = 	i(mN+n)c(mN+n—rj) 	 (15) 
Then, the reconstructed channel distorted waveforms of all the user channels other than the pilot channel 
are removed from the composite signal r(rriN + m) as follows: 
K 
(mN + n) = r(mN + n) - 	k(mN + n) 	 (16) 
k=i 
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Hence, the good autocorrelation property of the pilot channel can be recovered given perfect channel 
estimates and correctly detected user symbols. Applying the correlation method on the signal (mN+n), 
channel estimates are refined and system BER performance is enhanced. 
In this paper, a different view from the chip level is given on the correlation method. Since user data 
is treated as an independent signal and the aggregation can be considered to be additive noise on the 
pilot channel, under the assumption that the pilot sequence is unconelated with the data channels and the 
additive Gaussian white noise, it follows that: 
(mN+n) 
E 
(mN + n + L - 1) 
*(N + m)c*(mN  + n) (17) 
where J110E  is the new channel estimate. Thus, the complex channel coefficients can be determined up 
to a fixed scaling factor. The expectation operation is a useful means to combat both the AWGN and the 
MAT, which can be treated as additive noise. The correlation method in [7] and the method presented in 
(17) are essentially equal. An illustration of the process of ICE is shown in Figure 1. 
C. Iterative Frequency Domain Channel Estimation and Chip Level Equalization 
In the FDE, the received discrete-time chips are segmented into multiple blocks according to the 
equalizer length N. Assuming that the composite channel response h,1 is stationary within the i-tb block 
and spans over L chips, the received signal in one block can be written as r(m), 0 < n < N - 1, where 
N is the number of chips within one block and xi(n) denotes the corresponding transmitted signal. 
L-1 L-1 
r(n) = 	h,ix(n - l)u(n - 1) + 	h_i,jx_i(n + N - 1)(1 - 	- 1))) + v(n) 	(18) 
1=0 1=0 
where u(n) represents the unit step function. The second term in (18) represents the inter block interference 
(IBI) term caused by the (i-1)-th block. The IBI is removed from the received signal by subtracting it 
based on the decision made in the previous block and the estimation of the channel impulse response. 
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This process is called tail cancellation [13]. 
L-1 
= r(n) - 
	
	_ 11 _1 (n + N - l)(1 - u(n - 1)) 	 (19) 
1=0 
where (n) denotes the estimated composite signal. As has been stated previously, time-domain circular 
convolution is equivalent to frequency-domain multiplication, and vice versa. By the insertion of the CF 
in OFDM systems, linear channel distortion of the signal results in circular convolution of the transmitted 
signal and the channel impulse response. With this in mind, it is necessary to reconstruct the resultant 
effect caused by a virtual CP so that the time and frequency-domain descriptions of the convolution are 
essentially equivalent. The required circularity is reconstructed as shown in below: 
L-1 
= 	(m) + 	+ N - 1)(1 - u(n - 1)) 	 (20) 
1=0 
The process of adding the second term in (20) is called cyclic reconstruction. The linear convolution now 
becomes a circular convolution in the time domain. Thus, in the frequency domain, 
(w) 	H1(w) 1(w) + (w) 
	
(21) 
where 0 < w < N - 1, R(w), H(w), .(w) and V(w) are the FFT of i(n), h 1, j(fl) and vi(n), 
respectively. 
The idea of the IFDCE is that initially a channel estimate hi = [h,0,. . . , hi] is made based on the 
parallel pilot channel and then refined by using both pilots and reconstructed user symbols. Once the RAKE 
receiver outputs the estimates of users' symbols, they are respread, rescrambled and summed with the 
code-multiplexed pilots as virtual pilots, which then enhances the estimation performance. The estimated 
user symbols b 	are used together with code-multiplexed pilots to generate virtual pilots for channel 
estimation; Let Sk = [sk(0),. . . sk(N - 1)] be the spreading code vector for user k and p0, ..., PN/N-1 
be the pilot symbols. There are NC/N data symbols in one block, the regenerated transmitted signal can 
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be expressed by: 
~k=l 
j 	 K 	 T 
ii = diag{c(0), 	c(N - 1)} x + /p0,•• 	 + 	PN/N-1l 
k=1 	 .1 
(22) 
where {c(0),. . , c(N - 1)} represents the scrambling code for the i-th block. Similar to the frequency 





. i(W)ej21w/Nc 	 (23) = 
-. 	 ___________ i'l
N 
The modified received signal izj(n) is then equalized in the frequency domain at chip level. The minimum 
mean square error (MMSE) equalizer W1(w) in the frequency domain is given by the following expression 
[9]: 
W(w) 
- 	 ftIFDCE*(w) 
- IJ IFDCE(w)I 2 + u/u 
(24) 
o, a and f]JFDcE(w) are the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise, the variance of the 
transmitted signal and the FFT of hffDCE, respectively. Consequently, the equalized signal is converted 
back to the time domain as: 
N-1 
= 	 W(w)Rj(w)eJ 2 1"Jc 	 (25) 
C w=0 
after which, descrambling, despreading and demapping are performed. 
The whole process is summarized as follows: 
Step 1. Correlation method is used to deliver initial channel estimates h. 
Step 2. A RAKE receiver then operates on the received signal and the composite estimated signal (n) 
is despread and hard detected. 
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Step 3. K users' transmitted symbols b are respread and rescrambled. The scrambled code-multiplexed 
pilots are added to form an estimated composite signal (n). 
Step 4. eI(rt) and the initial channel estimates hi are used for cyclic reconstruction as in (20). 
Step 5. l (ri) is converted to X (w) in the frequency domain and used for channel estimation together 
with the received frequency domain signal R(w). In the estimator, the reconstructed composite signal 
.k(w) is treated as a virtual pilot signal. A refined channel estimate can be obtained in the frequency 
domain as: ftIFDCE(w) = 
IX(w) 2+o 
Step 6. The result from Step 5 is converted to the time domain and only the first L values are kept to 
form the channel estimate hFDCE = rIFDCE 	IFDCEi L1&i,o 	 tbj__ 
Step 7. &,FDCE  is used for equalization. 
An illustration of the steps involved in the process of IFDCE is shown in Figure 2. 
IV. JOINT CHANNEL ESTIMATION, CHIP LEVEL FREQUENCY DOMAIN EQUALIZATION AND 
PARALLEL INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION 
Multiple access interference cancellation can be achieved by using a PlC stage. The PlC cancels the 
MAI estimated with the hard decisions made previously. Since the proposed new channel estimator has a 
similar structure to a parallel interference canceller, the two can easily be integrated together so that the 
system BER performance can be further improved with only a slight increase in computation complexity. 
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Joint ICE and PlC 
After performing the ICE, interference from the interfering K - 1 users and the parallel pilot channel is 
regenerated given the new channel estimates hI CE. Let the u-tb user be the desired user and the composite 
signal excluding the u-th user's information can be regenerated as: 
(mN+n) = (mN+n)c(mN+n—rj) x [ 	
m)sk (n _yl)+p(mN+n_y1)] (26)    
1=0 	 k=I,k-7~u 
Subsequently, 'I(inN + n) is subtracted from the received signal r(mN + n) as: 
i(mN + m) = r(mN + m) - 'F(mN + n) 	 (27) 
A RAKE receiver is then applied to the MAT cleared signal and the output is despread and hard-decision 
detected. Compared with a conventional PlC scheme, the new joint structure requires extra computations 
mainly associated with another correlation process and for interference regeneration. It is known that PlC 
is quite sensitive to channel estimation errors and with a bad initial channel estimate, the PlC would 
increase the amount of interference rather than cancel it. Adopting the new joint channel estimation and 
PlC structure, better channel estimates can be obtained. With a slight increase in computational complexity, 
the improvement in system performance that can be achieved is significant. 
Joint IFDCE and PlC 
In a similar manner to the process for ICE discussed earlier, the IFDCE and the PlC can be jointly 
combined to enhance system performance. Initially, hard decisions on the user's transmitted symbols 
are made on the output from the RAKE receiver. 





1 with its frequency domain counterpart '  
[HIF'DCE(0) .. . , HJFDCE(NC - 1)] are used for system equalization and interference cancellation. Let 
the u-th user be the desired user and the estimated composite signal excluding the u-th user's information 
can be regenerated as: 
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ki = - 	 diag{c(0), 	c(N - 1)} 
r 	I 	
I 




\1c/sk + /PN/N1 (28) 
[k=1,k~u 	 k=1,k~u  
where i j,u denotes the u-th user's transmitted signal within the i-th block. Define the N by N circular 
channel matrix as: 
hIFDCE 	 HIFDCE 
1,0 	 i,upper 
jIFDCE 
lbiO 
HFDCE ,,IFDCE 	jJFDCE 
fbi3O 
JIFDCE : 	: j,IFDCE 
bi,L1 
(29) 
O 	 iIFDCE jIFDCE 	jIFDCE i,L-1 	"-'i,L-2 
i,IFDCE 	IFDCE 
tbi,L_1 ij 
where 11IFDCEz upper 
= 	 Hence, parallel interference cancellation can be performed 
JjFDCE tbi,L1 
as follows 
i i = (ri ± HIFDCE\ 
	IFDCE 
Xi zupper Xi,L_1 H ) - (30) 
where Xi,L.1 consists of the last L - 1 elements of iii . Since HFDCE is a circular matrix, it can be 
efficiently diagonalized by the use of the FFT and IFFT. Hence, the PlC can be easily performed in the 
frequency domain, after which FDE is applied. 
Figure 3 shows how to combine the iterative channel estimation and PlC within one structure. 
In the iteration cycle, K users' signals are regenerated and summed with the pilot channel for the 
purpose of channel estimation. Meanwhile, interference from the interfering K-i users and the parallel 
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pilot channel are constructed and subtracted from the received composite signal, hence, interference can 
be reduced through the iteration. For simplicity, only a single stage FTC is considered. The ICEIIFDCE 
and the PlC can be combined in one iteration, therefore the joint structure, both ICE+PIC and IFDCE+PIC 
cause comparable computational complexity as a conventional PlC. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Computer simulations are carried out at baseband. The chip rate is 3.84 Mchips/s. Walsh codes are 
used as channelization codes and a 38400 Gold code segment is used as the scrambling code. One pilot 
channel is code-multiplexed with dedicated data channels. 10% of the whole power is allocated to the 
pilot channel and the carrier frequency is 2 GHz. The UNITS Vehicular A channel model [16] is used for 
BER evaluation in our simulation. Each path is faded independently according to a Rayleigh distribution. 
The corresponding channel profile is shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
CHANNEL PROFILE OF THE UNITS VEHICULAR CHANNEL A 







Test Case 1 (Performance of the correlation method and the ICE): Figure 4(a) shows the numerical 
results of system performances when the mobile terminal is moving at different speed. 10 active users 
are simulated with a spreading factor of 64 and the SNR per bit is fixed at 10 dB. Imperfect channel 
estimation is considered (channel is estimated based on the pilot channel). Both the correlation method 
and the ICE approach are evaluated. It can be seen from Figure 4(a) that N = 1024 is a suitable window 
size for both estimators. It achieves a good BER performance compared with a smaller window size and 
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keeps the performance more stable than choosing a larger window size. It can also be seen from the figure 
that the ICE approach outperforms the conventional correlation method. 
Figure 4(b) demonstrates the performance of the two estimators with different numbers of active users. 
The mobile terminal is assumed moving at a speed of 30 km/h. At a required target BER of 2 x 10-2 , 
using the new method can support 5 more users than the conventional one with a fixed window size 
N = 1024. 
Test Case 2 (Achieved MSE of the correlation method, ICE and the IFDCE): To evaluate the estimator 
performance, compute the Mean Square Error (MSE) for both the correlation method and the new iterative 
procedures: 
MSE(i) = E{ 
	
Ih,i hi'l 12 - (31) 
In Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), it is shown that the MSE curves of channel estimation versus SNR per 
bit with varying pilot power, i.e. g=10%, 20% and 40%. The mobile terminal is assumed to be traveling 
at a speed of 30 km/h and 150 km/h. From the simulation results presented, it follows that by using the 
correlation method, the higher the pilot power is, the better the channel estimates. In other words, if the 
value of 'g' is large, the channel estimation quality is good. However, this will lead to a large MAT with 
large error probability. Observe that in both scenarios the new iterative schemes, ICE and IFDCE, can 
effectively reduce channel estimation errors in comparison with the correlation method. With g = 10%, 
the IFDCE algorithm outperforms the CM with g = 40% at Eb/NO of 10dB. Notice that with only a 
small amount of power allocated to the pilots, good performance can still be achieved via this structure. 
This is important for practical systems since usually only around 10% power can be allocated to the pilot 
channel, for example, g=10% in HSDPA [17]. Transmitting a small portion of power on the pilot makes 
the system power efficient and since parallel code-multiplexed pilots are used, bandwidth efficiency can 
be maintained. 
Test Case 3 (Performance comparison of the correlation method, the ICE and the IFDCE): From 
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Figure 6(a), it is noted that for the IFDCE, N = 1024 is also a suitable window length in terms of 
BER performance. IFDCE and chip level FDE contribute to the large BER difference in both Figure 6(a) 
and Figure 6(b). In addition, Figure 6(b) shows that the BER performance achieved by the ICE+RAKE 
and the IFDCE+FDE schemes, as shown in Figure 6(a), does not vary significantly with changing mobile 
speed. 
Test Case 4 (Performance comparison among the joint estimation and PlC structures): Now the effect 
of the PlC in the three schemes is considered. The other user interference as well as interference from pilot 
channel has considerable impact on multiuser system performance. Not surprisingly, the IFDCE+FDE+PIC 
scheme performs the best within the three as can be shown in Figure 7(a). Since the PlC is very sensitive 
to channel estimation errors, the iterative estimation scheme offers good channel estimates and hence 
improvements in system performance. The proposed joint scheme consistently outperforms the other three 
and achieves good BER performance. As the number of users increases, the gap between the IFDCE+FDE 
and the joint IFDCE+FDE+PIC reduces. As depicted in Figure 7(b), when the number of active users 
is low, we can see the enhancement in performance offered by this joint structure. Nonetheless, with 
increasing number of users, the performances tend towards the same due to poor channel estimation. This 
is because the initial channel estimates obtained by the correlation method fail to provide good accuracy 
and hence the PlC and the imperfect cyclic reconstruction introduce more interference. 
Test Case S (BER Performance comparison between the estimation approaches and the joint estimation 
and PlC structures): Finally, the BER performance versus SNR per bit is examined. In Figure 8(a), the 
BER performance of different detectors with a mobile speed 30 km/h is presented. The RAKE performance 
is dominated by the MAT and this results in saturation at a high error rate. The gain of IFDCE+FDE and 
ICE+RAKE over CM+RAKE is about 2dB and 4dB at a BER of 102,  respectively. The BER performance 
with a 64 tap chip level MMSE time domain equalizer (MMSE-TDE) [12] and perfect channel estimation 
is also simulated as a reference. It is apparent that the proposed IFDCE+FDE achieves performance close 
to the MMSE-TDE with perfect channel estimation. 
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Figure 8(b) demonstrates the system improvements with PlC. The joint IFDCE+FDE+PIC method 
achieves only a 1dB lost at the BER of 10-2  compared to the MMSE-TDE in a single user scenario with 
perfect channel estimation. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper deals with channel estimation and parallel interference cancellation for WCDMA systems. 
The new channel estimators, ICE and JFDCE, while different from each other, have the same basic 
underlying idea. For ICE, the received waveforms for each user are reconstructed and subtracted from the 
received signal hence the channel estimation accuracy is improved via another correlation process. For 
IFDCE, the sum of data channels and the pilot channel is reconstructed and is treated as a new compound 
pilot. With the reconstructed virtual pilot and the received signal, new channel estimates can be computed. 
Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the new schemes with only 10% transmitted power allocated 
to the code-multiplexed pilot channel. Therefore it is compatible with systems like HSDPA where only a 
small amount of power is transmitted through the pilot channel. In addition, chip level FDE and parallel 
interference cancellation are introduced into the iterative estimation structure; interference is reduced prior 
to despreading and system performance is significantly improved. The iterative cycle can be implemented 
efficiently in the frequency domain with the overall complexity of O(NlogN), which is much simpler 
compared to the multiuser detection and the MMSE-TDE which involves matrix inversion. Furthermore, 
the complexity of the MMSE-FDE does not change significantly with the length of the channel impulse 
response. 
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Fig. 4. Simulation Results for Test Case I 
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Fig. 5. Simulation Results for Test Case 2 
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Fig. 7. Simulation Results for Test Case 4 
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Abstract 
In this paper, a novel iterative channel estimation approach is proposed for Cyclic Prefix - 
CDMA (CP-CDMA) systems. Code-multiplexed pilots are used for channel estimation while 
maintaining bandwidth efficiency. The proposed method achieves a significant improvement 
when compared to the conventional correlation approach by reconstructing data signals for 
channel estimation. Simulation results demonstrate good estimation capability with an allocation 
of only 10% of the whole power to the pilot channel. In addition, this paper proposes an 
integrated channel estimator and parallel interference cancellation (PlC) detector. Data signals 
are reconstructed for channel estimation while the interference contributed by different  data 
channels as well as the pilot channel are regenerated and subtracted from the received signal at 
the final stage. The channel estimation error reduces at each iteration and the PlC at the last 
stage enable further BER performance improvement to be achieved for the system. The 
performance of the proposed scheme is studied through simulations and results verify its 
effectiveness. 
Keywords: CP-CDMA, Channel estimation, PlC, BER performance. 
I. Introduction 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has emerged as an efficient 
transmission scheme that is capable of combating inter-symbol-interference (1ST) and providing 
high data rates as well as high capacity [1]. It is a strong candidate for the next generation of 
mobile communication systems. There has been significant research activity investigating the 
use of OFDM in multiuser systems. For example, in [2], multicarrier code-division multiple 
access (MC-CDMA), multicarrier direct sequence CDMA (MC-DS-CDMA) and multitone 
CDMA (MT-CDMA) are discussed. However, although the advantages of OFDM are obvious, 
there are two major inherent difficulties regarding OFDM: OFDM is highly sensitive to 
frequency offset and phase noise and OFDM exhibits a high instantaneous peak-to-mean power 
ratio that will decrease the power efficiency of the RF amplifier [1]. 
Numerous approaches for single-carrier systems with frequency domain equalisation (SC-
FDE) have been proposed [3][4]. Most of these use the same mechanism as OFDM, i.e. a cyclic 
prefix (CP) or a unique word (UW) is inserted to mitigate the multi-path effect and to simplify 
the receiver. Recently, the cyclic prefix concept from OFDM was introduced into the 
conventional DS-CDMA system to enhance current single carrier 3G communications system 
performance in the near future [5][6][7]. 
The performance of the conventional RAKE receiver is dominated by multiple access 
interference (MAI) and with a 50% traffic loading this results in saturation at a fairly high error 
rate. Multiuser detection (MUD) has raised considerable research interest during the past decade; 
however, the possibility of performing multiuser detection in mobile handsets is limited due to 
its high complexity. Recently, receivers based on TDMA style channel equalisation at the chip 
level have been proposed for a wideband CDMA (WCDMA) downlink to ensure adequate 
performance even with a high number of active users [8]. The received chip waveform, distorted 
by the multi-path channel, is equalised prior to de-spreading. Orthogonality of the signals from 
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the basestation is restored at chip-level. A CP-CDMA system has the advantage of a simple 
equalisation structure due to the inserted CP, hence, chip-level equalisation is even more 
attractive for such a system. Recent research work reveals that a CP-CDMA system can achieve 
comparable system performance to MC-CDMA [18]. 
Channel estimation is a major issue for reliable transmission, usually, there are two types of 
pilots used in the downlink of DS-CDMA systems: time-multiplexed pilots [9] and code-
multiplexed pilots [10]. In this paper, only code-multiplexed pilots for channel estimation are 
considered in a CP-CDMA system. The pilot channel is superimposed on the data channel and 
continuously transmitted through the same mobile propagation channel. In [5] and [6], the 
unique words are used as a CP and pilot symbols for the CP-CDMA systems. In practice, the 
correlation method (CM) is a simple technique for channel estimation [11]. However, the 
distortion of the autoconelation function due to impairments introduced by the multi-path nature 
of the channel will degrade its performance. In addition, a high power code-multiplexed pilot 
sequence is required for better channel estimates. Unfortunately, high power pilots introduce 
high MAT to the data channels. In this paper, inserting a code-multiplexed pilot channel for the 
system is considered and it is demonstrated that the approach suggested offers good performance 
which can be achieved while only a small amount of power (10%-20% the whole transmit power) 
is allocated to the pilot channel. In GSM [19] and UMTS-TDD [20], cyclic patterns (midambles) 
are inserted for channel estimation purposes. These cyclic patterns can be considered as virtual 
CPs in the system, however, the block for equalisation is too large so that the channel within the 
block will change significantly when the terminal is moving at a high speed. In other words, the 
system performance will drop while using such a frequency domain equaliser and there is no 
easy way to subdivide one large block into smaller blocks. In this paper, we simply consider a 
general case, a CP-CDMA system as in [5][6][18]. 
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The performance of CDMA based systems is dominated by the amount of interference 
generated by the simultaneous presence of users. The PlC is a simple interference suppression 
scheme, which subtracts interference from users other than the desired one simultaneously 
without significant delay [12]. Enhanced PlC schemes, such as a multistage PlC [13], a Selective 
PlC (S-PlC) [14], etc. have been proposed to further improve the system performance. In this 
paper, PlC and channel estimation are combined in an iterative process to form a new scheme. 
Data signals are reconstructed for channel estimation at each stage while the interference 
contributed by different data channel as well as the pilot channel are regenerated and subtracted 
from the received signal only at the final stage. The channel estimation error diminishes by 
iterating a sufficient number of times and the use of the PlC at the final stage enables further 
BER performance improvement to be achieved. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model of the CP-CDMA system 
considered here is introduced in Section II. In Section III, the proposed channel estimation 
algorithm is described, followed by a description of the receiver structure. Section IV deals with 
the joint channel estimation and PlC structure. Simulation results are presented in Section V and 
further improvements proposed in Section VI and finally, conclusions are drawn. 
II. CP-CDMA System Model and Chip-level Equalisation 
In this work only the downlink scenario is considered: all signals are transmitted 
synchronously through the same mobile radio channel. consider K-user's traffic that is QPSK 
modulated before spreading. The complex envelope of the transmitted signal due to the k-th user 
can be written as: 
(1) 
where T denotes the symbol interval; EA, bk and sk(t)  denote the average power of the k-th user, 
the j-th symbol of the k-th user and the spreading chip waveform of the k-th user given by the 
convolution of spreading sequence and the chip waveform, respectively. The total average data 
channel power can be represented as Ed = 
After spreading, the user data is summed together with the code-multiplexed pilot p(t) which 
is used to provide phase reference information for data channels. Let E be the average power 
allocated to the pilot channel. The term "g" is used to denote the power ratio of the pilot channel 
to the whole signal power where g = E /(Ed  + Er ), and the transmitted signal is scrambled by a 
long code c(t) which can be written as: 
X(t) = 	dk (1) + 
k=1 	
(2) 
= c(t)[ bsk  (t - jT)+ FE, P(t)]. 
The scrambled signal is split into successive data blocks with N chips in one block. Unlike 
MC-CDMA or MC-DS-CDMA, the CP-CDMA system is a single carrier direct sequence 
CDMA system, with a cyclic prefix. Essentially, a block is cyclically extended to N+Ncp chips 
with the last Ncp  chips inserted at the beginning of the block. Note that the length of the CP Np 
should be no less than the maximum delay of the mobile propagation channel to absorb the 1ST. 
The transmitted block signal is illustrated in Figure 1. 
All signals that arrive at the receiver from the same basestation have passed through an 
identical complex channel. The discrete-time output signal in the receiver can be seen as the 
response of a complex digital filter to the transmitted signal. The complex FIR filter h(t;l) with 
order L is a composite successive convolution of the transmitter filter, the mobile radio channel 
and the receiver filter. 
At the receiver, perfect synchronisation is assumed and the CP is discarded before 
equalisation. For such a system, it is convenient to perform block based processing at the 
receiver. The received signal in one block is r(n), 0<nJ\[-1, where i is the block index. The term 
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x,(n) denotes the corresponding transmitted block signal. Therefore, assuming that the composite 
channel response hi(l) is quasi-static within the i-th block and is normalized such that 
Eh(l2 
}= 1. The relation between r(n) and x(n) can be written as 
r,(n)=x1 (n)®h1 (n)+v1 (n) , O:~n~N—1 	 (3) 
where v1(n) is additive white Gaussian noise and " (D " denotes circular convolution. For 
convenience, the transmitted i-th block signal is rewritten in vector format. Let 
Sk=[sk(0).....sk(SF-1)] be the spreading code vector (SF is the spreading factor, single rate is 
assumed here; i is used to denote the i-th block) for user k and there are N/SF user symbols in 
one block, the discrete transmitted scrambled signal x1 = [x1(0),...,x1(N _i)1T can be written as: 
(N / SF-I) x1 =diag{c(0),...,c(N-1)}.[bs 	 Sk + E
T 
;PN/SF-I] 	(4) 
k=I 	 k=1 
where p1=[p'j *SF,),. . ., pG *SF+SFJ,)], 0jJ'J/SF-1. 
After removal of the cyclic prefix, the received block signal r1 = [i (o),..., i (N 
- 	 can be 
expressed as: 
r1 = H1 x1 + v 	 (5) 
where vi is a Gaussian noise vector and H1 is an N by N circulant matrix defined by: 
h (0) 	 h, (L —1) ... 	Ii, (1) 
h1 (0) 
0 	h,(L-1) 
H1 = h1 (L-1) 	 hi (0) (6) 
h.(L-1) 	 h.(0) 
0 	 h. (L —1) h (L —2) ... 	h, (0) 
The circulant matrix H1 can be efficiently diagonalized by the use of the Fourier transform 
and the inverse Fourier transform, hence, (5) can be expressed in the frequency domain as: 
R.=diag{H(0) 	H.(N—l)}X1 +V1 	 (7) 
where R 1 =[R1 (0),...,R1 (N-1)J T , X1  = [Xi (0),...,X,(N—l)]T and V1 = [Vi (0),...,V,(N-1)]T are 
the FFT of r,, x1 and v1, respectively. 
In other words, due to the inserted CP, the distortion of the channel is considered as a 
multiplication in the frequency domain. Thus, in the frequency domain, 
R. (w) = H1 (w)X, (w) + V (w), 	0<wJ'J-1 	 (8) 
The minimum mean square error (MMSE) equaliser W(w) in the frequency domain is given 
by the following expression [5]: 
Hi (w) 
- H1 (w2 +/ 
where o- , o- and H1 (w) are the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise, the variance of 
the received signal and the conjugate of H(w), respectively. Consequently, the equalised signal 
1 N—I 	
2,wn 
is 	converted back to the time domain as I1(n)=-W1(w).R1(w).e J N , after which, 
descrambling, despreading and demapping are performed. 
III. Iterative Channel Estimation 
Channel estimation plays an important role in the receiver. The system performance strongly 
depends on the estimate of the channel impulse response. In this paper, channel estimation based 
on parallel pilots is considered since it does not require bandwidth spreading. 
A. Correlation Method 
First, a correlation method for channel estimation is introduced. Code-multiplexed pilots have 
been used in WCDMA as the parallel primary common pilot channel (P-CPICH) [15]. User data 
could be treated as an independent signal and the aggregation will be considered to be an 
additive noise on the high power P-CPICH. For the system described in section II, under the 
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assumption that the pilot sequence is uncorrelated with the data channels and the additive 
Gaussian white noise, it is possible to derive the following: 
	
1[ 	r, (n) 	1 [ hi (0)  11 
EJI xp(n)txc(n)*=E 	 CORR 	(10) 
J LLh(Ll)ii 
where 1ORR  is the channel estimate of the i-th block. Thus, the complex channel coefficients can 
be determined up to a fixed scaling factor. Practically, 1ORR  is estimated by: 
r, (n) 	1 
fCORR_ 	1 	
I 	 I 





The correlation method had been widely adopted for the design of RAKE receivers. However, its 
estimation performance degrades due to non-ideal autocorrelation properties and has a 
significant influence on the BER performance of the system. 
B. Iterative Channel Estimation 
A novel iterative channel estimator for CP-CDMA systems is developed here, h °' is 
obtained by the correlation method and is used as an initial channel estimate for the system. The 
received signal is equalised in the frequency domain and transformed back to the time domain by 
IFFT. The scrambling code is then removed and the composite signal is despread and detected. 
In this paper, uncoded systems and only hard detection are considered. Consequently, estimates 
of K users' transmitted symbols 	O<j<N/SF-1 can be obtained. The idea of iterative channel 
estimation is that initially an estimate is made based on the parallel pilot channel and then 
refined by using both pilots and reconstructed user symbols. Once the detector outputs the 
estimates of users' symbols, they are respread, rescrambled and summed with the code-
multiplexed pilots as virtual pilots, which then enhances the estimation performance. 
The whole process can be summarized as follows: 
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Step 1. Correlation method is used to deliver initial channel estimates hORR 
Step 2. The received signal is equalised in the frequency domain and transformed back to the 
time domain by IFFT. The scrambling code is then removed and the composite 
estimated signal ii (n) is despread and hard detected. 
Step 3. K users' transmitted symbols b) are respread and rescrambled. The scrambled code-
multiplexed pilots are added to form an estimated composite signal Y j (n). 
Step 4. i(n) is converted to 1 (w) in the frequency domain and used for channel estimation 
together with the received frequency domain signal R  (w) . In the estimator, the 
reconstructed composite signal 1 (w) is treated as a pilot signal. A refined channel 
estimate can be obtained in the frequency domain as: 	
(w) = R (w), (w) 
jXi (w 2 + 
Step 5. The result from step 4 is converted to the time domain and only the first L values are kept 
to form the channel estimate h, =[h, (0),...,h, (L_1)]T .  
Step 6. I, is used for equalisation. Go to step 2 or stop here. 
Figure 2 shows the system structure with the proposed iterative channel estimation method. 
IV. Joint Channel Estimation and Parallel Interference Cancellation 
A multistage PlC can cancel the MAT estimated with the hard decisions made in the previous 
stage. The received signal r1(n) is first converted into the frequency domain and passed into a 
equaliser. The output from the equaliser at the I-th stage k,' (W), I=], ...,Ind, is then transformed 
back to the time domain via an IFFT and hard decisions on the user's transmitted symbols bfD 
are made. At each stage, the estimated user symbols b/' are used together with code- 
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multiplexed pilots to generate virtual pilots for channel estimation; the I-th stage regenerated 
transmitted signal can be expressed by: 
K 	 K 
I (N/SF-I) ' 	 VEk  b/ ° s k 	 Sk +./PN/SF_l] (12) 
k=I 	 k=I 
After performing iterative channel estimation as in section III, i = [h/ (o),..., h7 (L - 
i)]T with 
its frequency domain counterpart [H,(0),...,H(N_l)JT  are used for system equalisation and 
interference cancellation. Let the u-th user be the desired user and the estimated composite signal 
excluding the u-th user's information can be regenerated as: 
K 
/ (N/SF-I) 
X, =diag{c(0),...,c(N—l)}.[ 	 +p0,..., 	 SkVEP PN/SF-I] (13) 
k=l,ku 	 k=I,k#u 
Parallel interference cancellation can be performed at the I-th stage as follows: 
r1' =r1 _jLJ i Xi (14) 
where 11' is a circulant matrix with elements taken from h[ =[h/(0),...,h/(L_l)]T.  This can be 
done in the frequency domain as: 
R 	=R—diag{Hf(0) ...... f(N-1)}.X' 	 (15) 
where R1' and X are the Fourier transforms of r1' and i[, respectively. Figure 3 shows how we 
can combine the iterative channel estimation and PlC within one structure. 
From Section III, in each iteration cycle, K users' signals are regenerated and summed with 
the pilot channel for channel estimation purpose. Meanwhile, interference from the interfering K-
1 users and the parallel pilot channel are constructed and subtracted from the received composite 
signal, hence, interference can be reduced through each iteration. It should be noted that the PlC 
processing is done in a different manner to the conventional approach [13][14]. Since the 
downlink scenario is simulated in this paper, only a single stage PlC is considered. There may be 
more than one iteration, but only a single stage PlC for the system. 
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V. Simulation Results 
Computer simulations are carried out at baseband for the investigation. The chip rate is 3.84 
Mchips/s. Walsh codes with length 16 are used as channelization codes and a 512 Gold code is 
used as the scrambling code. One pilot channel is code-multiplexed with dedicated data channels. 
The block size is 512 excluding the 16 chips CP. In the simulations presented here, the terminal 
is assumed to be moving at 50 km/h, and the carrier frequency is 2 GHz. The UMTS Vehicular 
A channel model [16] is used for BER evaluation in our simulation. Each path fades 
independently according to a Rayleigh distribution. The corresponding channel profile is shown 
in Table 1. The CP duration 4.16 jis is selected larger enough than the longest channel delay 
spread 2.51 is. 
Path 	 Channel 
Path Delay (nsec) Avg. Power (dB) 
1 	 0 	 0 
2 	 310 	 -1.0 
3 	 710 	 -9.0 
4 	 1090 	 -10.0 
5 	 1730 	 -15.0 
6 	 2510 	 -20.0 
Table 1. Channel profile of the UMTS Vehicular Channel  
To evaluate the estimator performance, the Mean Square Error (MSE) for both the correlation 
method and the new iterative procedure is computed: 
MSE(I)=E{h1 (l)_h1 (l} 	 (16) 
In Figure 4, the MSE curves of channel estimation versus signal to noise ratio per bit with 
varying pilot power, i.e., g=10%, 20% and 40% are presented. From these, it follows that by 
using the correlation method, the higher the pilot power is, the better the channel estimates. In 
other words, if the value of 'g' is large, the channel estimation quality is good. However, this 
will lead to a large MAI with large error probability, which is shown in Figure 5. Observe also 
that the new iterative scheme can effectively reduce channel estimation errors in comparison 
with the correlation method. 
Figure 5 shows the numerical results of system performance simulations. Imperfect channel 
estimation is considered (The channel is estimated based on the pilot channel). Both the 
correlation method and the new iterative estimation approach are evaluated. The value of 'g' is 
chosen to be 10%, 20% and 40%. Ideal channel estimation is also used in the simulation as a 
reference result to compare BER performance results from the two channel estimation 
approaches. From Figure 5, it can seen that under the perfect channel knowledge assumption, 
allocating more power to pilots (larger 'g') introduces more interference to the system and hence 
a worse BER performance results. 
Using the correlation method for channel estimation, the higher the pilot power is, the better 
the channel estimates can be achieved. However, this will lead to a large MAI with large error 
probability. Although a pilot channel with only 10%, 20% of the whole signal power induces less 
interference, the BER performance is worse than that with g=40%. This is because when the 
power ratio of the pilots over the whole signal power is small, the channel estimation is poor so 
that the system performance is degraded. The BER performance with the new iterative channel 
estimation scheme are also shown with g=10%, 20% and 40%. Notice that with only a small 
amount of power allocated to the pilots, good performance can still be achieved via this structure. 
As can be seen from Figure 5 when g= 10%, at the BER of 1 02,  there is only a 2dB performance 
degradation compared with the system performance with perfect channel estimation. This is 
important for practical systems since usually only around 10% power can be allocated to the 
pilot channel, for example, g=10% in HSDPA [17]. Transmitting a small portion of power on the 
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pilot makes the system power efficient and since parallel code-multiplexed pilots are used, 
bandwidth efficiency can be maintained. 
Figure 6 demonstrates the system improvements with PlC. The single user situation (no MAI) 
with perfect channel estimation and MMSE-FDE is also simulated as reference results with the 
name "single user bound". 
After interference cancellation, the BER performance is enhanced significantly, especially 
when the number of active users is large. This shows that the other user interference as well as 
interference from pilot channel has considerable impact on such multiuser system performance. 
As mentioned in the previous section, the PlC is performed only at the last stage since it is used 
only for the desired user. When 1=1, decisions 	are made based on the equaliser with the 
channel estimates obtained by the correlation method and are used for interference regeneration. 
Since the initial channel impulse response estimates are bad, interference regeneration based on 
b`(i) is not so accurate. Consequently, with 1>1  more reliable estimates 	are available and i,k 
hence better PlC performance. Starting from the correlation method, the new scheme improves 
the performance of channel estimation and signal detection iteratively. Results in Figure 6 and 
Figure 7 demonstrate that the BER performance after PlC is approaching the "single user bound". 
However, the PlC cannot significantly decrease the BER with more iterations. Figure 7 repeats 
the experiment for 4 active users; the advantages of the proposed scheme are still evident. From 
Figure 5, 6, 7, it can be seen that choosing 1=1 achieves comparable performance to I>!. Hence, 
it is suggested that using just one iteration will suffice since more iterations will result in 
excessive delay and increase in computational complexity to the system. 
VI. Further Improvement and Complexity Discussion 
The aforementioned channel estimation scheme can be further enhanced based on the fact that 
the channel will not change significantly across blocks. Using the refined channel estimates in 
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the i-th block as initial estimates for the (i+1)-th block instead of using the correlation method. 
By doing so, the computation cost will be reduced because the correlation method is applied at 
the first block only. On the other hand, better initial estimates for successive blocks are available. 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 demonstrate that the new scheme (IMIE: Iterative Method with Initial 
Estimates) is able to offer further improvement on system performance. In both situations, 
whether the PlC is used or not, it is shown that the system performance is enhanced and 
computations are saved. 
From the structures in Figure 2 and Figure 3, it is obvious that the iterative cycle can be 
implemented efficiently in the frequency domain with complexity of O(NlogN), which is much 
simpler compared to some optimal detectors such as the maximum-likelihood detector. The 
complexity will linearly increase with an increasing number of users. Since the proposed 
iterative channel estimation requires user symbol detection and interference reconstruction, a 
PlC is combined into the iterative structure in order to further enhance the system performance. 
The computational complexity of the whole process is comparable to a conventional PlC. On the 
other hand, since the iterative channel estimator can provide the PlC with better channel 
estimates, the improvement in system performance that can be achieved is significant. 
VII. Conclusion 
In this paper a new iterative channel estimation method has been presented and studied for a 
CP-CDMA system. The new approach was evaluated through simulations and compared with the 
conventional correlation method in terms of BER performances. The results verify the 
effectiveness of the new method. Moreover, parallel interference cancellation is introduced into 
the iterative structure. The proposed joint scheme shows good channel estimation accuracy and 
significant improvements with respect to equaliser with the conventional correlation CE method. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, a hybrid decision feedback equaliser (DFE) with a feedback filter (FBF) whose 
length can be dynamically adjusted is presented and investigated. The equaliser is an adaptive 
DFE with afeedforward Jilter (FFF) implemented in the frequency domain with its length fixed 
by the FFT/IFFT size and a feedback filter (FBF) in the time domain. The FBF length is adjusted 
according to the achieved mean squared error (MSE). In addition, the impact of small FBF 
coefficients on system BER performance is taken into account so that a shorter filter length can 
be considered. Computer simulations show that the proposed approach is capable of adjusting 
the feedback filter length to a satisfactory level in terms of MSE and system BER performance 
and is able to track channel changes successfully. 
29 September 2004 
I. 	Introduction 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed (OFDM) is an air-interface used for both 
broadcasting and Wireless LAN (WLAN) applications and is a strong candidate for future 4G 
mobile communications. OFDM can effectively combat multipath distortion of the mobile 
transmission channel and is able to offer high data rates. However, although the advantages of 
OFDM are obvious, it should be pointed out that, there are two major inherent difficulties 
regarding OFDM; 1. OFDM is highly sensitive to frequency offset and phase noise; 2. OFDM 
exhibits a high instantaneous peak-to-mean power ratio that will decrease the power efficiency of 
the RF amplifier [1]. 
An alterative approach, i.e. single carrier transmission with frequency domain equalisation and 
time domain decision feedback was proposed recently by Falconer in [2],[3] and Benvenuto in 
[4]. In these papers, they provided a mathematical description of the FFF in the frequency 
domain and the FBF in the time domain and showed that single carrier transmission with a 
hybrid decision feedback equalisation yields a capacity close to that of OFDM. For simplicity, 
Falconer used a one-tap FBF and Benvenuto chose the length of the guard interval between 
successive blocks as the FBF length. 
The length is an important factor for the filter in a variety of aspects: convergence rate, 
computational complexity, tracking ability and ultimately system performance. But so far, little 
research work related to this topic has been done. The performance costs for theoretical minimal-
length equalisers have been discussed in [5], an algorithm which can adjust the filter length 
dynamically using a LMS algorithm according to a MSE criterion was proposed in [6]. However, 
the system BER performance is of most concern in a communication system. A length chosen 
according to a MSE criterion will not necessarily be reasonable in terms of computational 
complexity. 
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In a DFE, a FFF can to some extent eliminate the channel induced inter symbol interference (1ST) 
and a feedback filter operates on the outputs of the decision device to further reduce the post-
cursor ISI. When the FBF is converged, the taps are approximately the negative values of the 
residual ISI. Small FBF taps coefficients will not contribute very much to the system 
performance. Therefore, by observing the power of the FBF tap coefficients, we can remove 
those unnecessary taps. In this paper, we will apply an algorithm based on an MSE criterion to a 
hybrid DFE and also take into consideration the impact of small FBF coefficients on system 
BER performance, therefore, a more reasonable length can be found. The purpose of adjusting 
the FBF length is to avoid using excessively long filters which might induce excessively high 
computational complexity and achieve a good tradeoff between system performance and 
computations. 
Section II introduces the system model and describes the adaptive hybrid DFE structure. In 
section III, the dynamic length algorithm is proposed and simulation results are provided. In 
section IV new criterion which deals more effective with small FBF taps is presented. Finally, 
conclusions are presented in section V. 
II. 	System Model 
The system model used in this paper is given in Fig. 1. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the feedforward 
part is implemented in the frequency domain while the FBF is operating in the time domain. 
The superscript (*) is used to represent the nth block since the hybrid DFE works on a block-
by-block basis. Other notations introduced in Fig. 1 are defined as follows: 
\V: Nj- taps FFF vector, \\'=[W0, ...,fl 
R: Fourier transform of the received signal, R=[R0  .....RNf/)]T. 
	
(n) 	(n) T 
F: Nb taps FBF vector, F= [A (n 	I 
c: Detected symbol and inputs to the FBF, m=i, ..., NJ. ni 
em°' : Error signal between equalised and detected symbol. e=[eo .....eNfJ]T. 
E: Frequency domain counterpart of the time domain error signal e. 
Fig. 2 shows the specific frame structure that is required by such a hybrid DFE. Such a 
downstream transmission structure is adopted in both [2] and [4] but with slightly different 
definitions. Each unique word (UW) is generated by a pseudo-noise process and is the 
counterpart of the cyclic prefix used in an OFDM system. The UW acts as a cyclic prefix for the 
following block's signal and one block consists of the useful signal and the UW. Such a UW 
extension is suitable for the hybrid DFE since the first Nb-1 interference symbols on each block 
signal are generated by the UW signal which is known at the receiver. If the signal data is 
cyclically extended as in an OFDM system, the DFE is unable to cancel the first Nb-1 
interference samples due to lack of the information of the cyclic prefix. 
Let us suppose we are using a hybrid DFE with NJ FFT/IFFT FFF taps and Nb feedback taps. 
The MMSE-DFE solution is given in [2] and [4]. In this paper, we focus on the adaptive DFE 
based on the LMS algorithm. The output signal from the feedforward frequency domain filter is 
represented by: 
= IFFT {R() ® w()}, m = 0,1, •,N1  —1 	 (1) 
where ® denotes element by element multiplication. 
Thus, the nth block time domain output samples can be expressed as: 
(n) 	(n) 
Ym = Sm - Nb fk dk , m = 0,1, . ., N —1 	 (2) 
k=I 
Detected symbols d are the decisions being made on the time domain signal 	and the Nb 
data symbols of d when m=-Nb,..,-i should coincide with the Nb UW symbols. The well- 
4 
known LMS algorithm can be adopted for both the FFF [7] and the FBF by adjusting tap 
coefficients in accordance with the error signal em defined by: 
	
ew = 
	- (n) m = O,l,, N1  —1 	 (3) rn 4 rn Y7 
The FFF that operates in the frequency domain can be trained as: 
= 	n) + 	, 1= 0,1,.., N1  —1 	 (4) 
while the time domain FBF is updated as: 
N1  -1 
fk l) 	—jiec 	k = 	 (5) rn rn-k 
M=O 
where p represents the step size and both p in (4) and (5) are identical. 
Equation (5) can be written in a vector form: 
= 	- uDe 	 (6) 
where the Nb-by-NJ decision data matrix 
(n)  of the nth block is defined as: 
a() 
* 
-1 	-2 	 N1-2 
- 	: . •. 	: 	 (7) 
* 	
... 	 a(n) 	
* 
-Nb 	 NJ-Nh-2 	NJ-Nb-I 
In (7), the first Nb decision signals are identical to the Nb UW symbols. From equation (6) and (7), 
we note that, when the FBF length is increased by one tap, NJ complex multiplications are 
required to update the FBF coefficients. 
We therefore illustrate the system performance with different FBF lengths. In Fig. 3, steady state 
results (via Wiener filtering) are presented. The signal is assumed to be transmitted in an 11 taps 
fixed additive Gaussian noise channel. The FBF length is increased from 0 (Linear Equaliser 
case) to 1, 5, 12, 20 and then 32 (The length of the UW is the maximum filter length that is 
available in the system). It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the DFE offers an improved performance 
in a multipath channel over a linear equalizer (LE). The system performance improves with an 
increasing number of FBF taps. Moreover, there is a threshold value for the number of FBF taps; 
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when the FBF taps reaches the threshold value, as can be seen in Fig. 3, when the FBF tap length 
reaches approximately 12, further increasing the FBF taps does not gain much improvement in 
system performance. On the other hand, unnecessarily long length will increase the 
computational complexity. Hence, it is desirable to search for the length that offers the best 
trade-off between complexity and system performance. One adaptive length adjusting algorithm 
for the hybrid DFE is discussed in the following section. 
III. Length Adjusting Algorithm Based on MSE Criterion 
It has been shown in [5] that varying the length of an equaliser can improve performance by 
adjusting the length according to the channel conditions. In this paper, we first apply this idea on 
the feedback section. The total T (1TUW Length) taps of the FBF is split into I concatenated 
segments of L taps each. Combining with the feedforward frequency domain equaliser, each 
segment in the FBF produces one equalised symbol m,/' (1il) and hence one error signal em,/' 
(1 <i:50. From (3), similarly, we can write: 







The output MSE produced by the last two segments are of interest in that they can be used to 
decide the changing direction of the FBF length as follows. We use J11(n) and J1 (n) to denote 
the MSE corresponding to the (I-1)-th and I-th segment, respectively. Similar to [6], we derive an 
adaptive algorithm for a hybrid DFE system: If J1 (ii) 	J11(n), then add "L" extra taps to the 
FBF, i.e. add one extra segment; If J, (n) > ad, J11(n), then remove "L" extra taps from the 
FBF, i.e. remove one segment. aand ad,,, are two parameters that control the length adjusting 
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process with 0<a1<1 and ad0,,~:l. The closer they are to 1, the more frequently that the length 
will change. When one extra segment is added to the FBF, the taps in this new segment are 
initialized to zeros and when one segment is removed, all the remaining taps maintain their value 
and the (I-1)th segment becomes the last segment. Since the FBF coefficients are updated on a 
block by block basis, the segment changes take effect in the new block. Once an extra segment is 
added, the tap coefficients are set to zeros and by applying the new FBF on the new block, there 
will not be any differences between J11(n) and J1 (ii). Therefore, reapplying the updated filter 
coefficients on the current processing block signal can accelerate the convergence speed. 
The performance of the hybrid DFE with variable length FBF is now examined via computer 
simulations. The multipath channel is assumed to be quasi-static (static within a block) and is 
modelled as an 11 taps (with total taps power normalized to 1) channel, Channel 1: 
h=(0.0102+0.2531j, 0.0661-0.1224], 0.4763-0.1778j, -0.0282-0.0431], 0.0329-0.2228j, 
0.2588+ 0.3816], -0.2201-0.1689j, 0.0069-0.1322j, 0.0873+0.2061], 0.2958-0.3436j, 0.1030-
0.1770j). There are L=2 taps within each segment, Nj=512, Nb=32, a=0.995, ado=] and 
p=O.l are the selected parameters. In Fig. 4, learning curves for one typical simulation run is 
given. It can be seen that the adaptive algorithm can effectively adjust the FBF length, the filter 
length is adjusted from either 2 taps or 32 taps. The filter length converges to around 20-22 taps 
in both cases under the MSE criterion. 
Fig. 5 shows the steady state MSE that is achieved by the hybrid DFE with variable length FBF 
when the signal to noise ratio per bit is 20 dB. With a 20 tap FBF, the hybrid DFE reaches its 
minimum MSE. Using too many taps, besides wasting computations, may increase the MSE 
owing to algorithm inaccuracies that increase with equaliser length [6]. Therefore, the MSE 
converge to its minimum when the length is 20 rather than the whole possible value. This fact is 
well documented in standard adaptive filter textbooks [11]. 
In Fig. 6, the BER performance of the system is studied. When the FBF length is converged to an 
optimal value according to the MSE criterion, the simulation curves for FBF with length 22 and 
32 are almost identical. However, when compared with using FBF with fixed length 2, there is a 
significant improvement in the BER performance. 
Fig. 7 shows the converged FBF coefficients for Eb/No=20 dB. It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the 
coefficients of taps between 11 and 32 become very small, thus the system performance will not 
change significantly when we choose only 10 taps. This can be seen from the simulation results 
given in Fig. 6. Equalisers with longer than 10 taps do not bring any significant advantage to the 
system performance but will increase the difficulty of convergence and tracking of the LMS 
algorithm as well as the computational complexity. The reason is that the length of the FBF is 
adjusted according to the MSE criterion. By applying the MSE criterion in the hybrid DFE may 
not always bring us to a reasonable length that can achieve good tradeoffs between system BER 
performance and computational complexity. Merely using the MSE criterion results in the 
algorithm converging to an equaliser with a larger number of taps than is necessary. For example, 
choosing only 10 taps for the FBF we see an insignificant degradation in the system performance 
as measured by the BER compared with using 20 taps, the optimal value in terms of the MSE 
criterion. The extra taps waste computations and the improvement on the system performance is 
very limited. 
The reason that the FBF length converge to 20 taps is that we choose a=0.995 which is a value 
very close to but less than 1 and hence we can reach the minimum MSE that can be achieved. In 
other words, the "resolution" of the MSE is rather high, i.e. even a very small difference between 
J11(n) and Ji (n) will lead to a filter length adjustment. In addition, when an a,,p value close to 1 
is chosen, the filter length will change frequently if it starts learning from a small tap value. 
Consequently, the convergence speed is greatly accelerated and the filter length will converge to 
an optimal value according to the MSE criterion. However, this value is not always the best 
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selection when we consider the BER performances, i.e., extra taps bring us very limited 
improvement on system performance. When choosing an a p value less than but not so close to 1, 
for example a=0.8, the filter length will converge to a more reasonable value (as can be seen in 
Fig. 4, it converges to 10 taps). This is at the expense of slowing down the learning speed. The 
other problem with the MSE criterion is that with ad0,,>J  if we start learning from large taps 
value, it is hard to converge to the most suitable taps value. Although the hybrid DFE can 
achieve a minimum steady state MSE with the converged FBF length, there exist some 
unnecessary taps that do not bring the system much improvement. As an example, in Fig. 5, the 
filter length will just oscillate around 20 (at 20, the hybrid DFE achieves a minimum steady state 
MSE) but the more sensible length, based on a trade-off between complexity and performance is 
10. From the above statements and simulation results, it is clear that some new restrictions are 
required complementary to the MSE criterion in order that the FBF length can converge to a 
more suitable value. 
IV. 	New Criterion 
In a DFE, the FBF is being used to eliminate the residual ISI that is not completely removed by 
the FFF. Unlike a linear equaliser, a DFE has a particular property; in the FBF, when converged, 
the taps are approximately the negative values of the post-cursor taps of the combined 
convolution of the channel impulse response and the FFF [8]. Small FBF taps coefficients will 
not contribute too much to the system performance. Hence, by observing the power of the FBF 
taps, we can deduce whether we need to add one segment in the FBF or remove one. Usually, the 
length adjusting algorithms focus on the MSE improvements [9] [10] while in this paper we also 
consider the impact of small FBF coefficients on system BER performance. We consider the 
impact of small FBF coefficients on BER performance rather than linking the FBF length 
mathematically to the BER. The purpose of adjusting the FBF length is to avoid using 
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excessively long filters, which might induce excessively high computational complexity. Thus 
we achieve a good tradeoff between system performance and computational complexity. Firstly, 
we sum up the power of all Ttaps in the FBF and the power of the last two taps, that is 
2 II 	,)II2 
P = 	 = Df
(
r Df'12 	 (10) k=l 
Subsequently, we adjust both the parameter a p and the length of the FBF according to the ratio 
R=P0/P. If R is larger than a pre-defined value yj, it is clear that we need to increase the FBF 
length; therefore, we choose a value close to 1 for a so that the length can be changed 
frequently and the learning speed is accelerated. Otherwise, we choose a small value for a to 
slow down the length changing speed so that it will not converge to an unnecessary long length. 
If R is below a certain value Y2 (y21yi), we know that there are already extra long taps existing and 
then the length is reduced by one tap. Since the tap length is updated once a block, we can only 
use the instantaneous value of P and P0. If unfortunately, when the algorithm is not converged 
and the tap length is reduced one tap by mistake, in the next block, the length can still be 
adjusted in the right direction. The reason is that when one tap is reduced by mistake, R>yj>72  
will result and a new value which is much closer to 1 (for example, 0.995) will be assigned to 
a1 ,, therefore, a small difference between J11(n) and ii (n) will require the FBF length to 
increase. The new criterion is very useful while the learning curve converges from a larger FBF 
length. Otherwise, by merely applying the MSE criterion, the learning curve will stop at an 
unnecessary long length value. 
By applying the MSE criterion as that in [5] and also taking into account the FBF impact on 
system performance, we propose a new algorithm as depicted in a flowchart shown in Fig. 8 to 
control the length of the FBF. 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the new algorithm, we consider the same channel: Channel 1 as 
mentioned in section III and apply the new algorithm. We choose a0.995, a 1 0.9, 
aup 2=O.995, ado=],  y1=0.0.5,  2=0.02  and 1u=0.1 as the parameters in our algorithm. The FBF 
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length is initialised to 2 taps in one case and 32 taps in another case. The learning curves of both 
cases are presented in Fig. 9 based on one simulation run. The BER performance with 8 taps 
FBF and 10 taps FBF are both shown in Fig. 6. We see that by adopting a 10 tap FBF, the BER 
performance will not degrade too much compared with that FBF with 20 taps or 32 taps. 
Fig. 10 shows the learning curve in scenarios when the channel changes from the previous 
complex one to a real channel, Channel 2: h=(0. 7605, 0.5024, 0.3320, 0.2193, 0.0957, 0.0418). 
It is obtained by averaging the learning curves in 100 simulation runs. During the first 50 blocks, 
signals are transmitted through Channel 1 (Channel 2) and at the 51St block, the environment 
changes to Channel 2 (Channel 1). It is clear from Fig. 10 that the new algorithm tracks the 
channel change successfully in both scenarios. 
V. 	Conclusions 
Usually, hybrid DFEs have a fixed feedback length, either 1 or the length of the guard interval 
between successive blocks. In this paper, a hybrid DFE with variable length FBF was proposed 
and evaluated. The purpose of adjusting the FBF length is to avoid using excessively long filters, 
which might induce excessively high computational complexity. The algorithm is based on the 
length adjustment of the FBF according to MSE criterion, and the impact of small FBF 
coefficients on system BER performance was also taken into consideration. We show that the 
proposed algorithm provides a sub-optimal length for the FBF and this filter length is more 
reasonable than the MMSE optimal one regarding system performance. Although the new FBF 
length is not the optimal one in terms of the MSE criterion, it achieves a good tradeoff between 
the MSE and the BER performance. Desired system performance is achieved with a reduced 
computational complexity. Simulation results show that it is also able to track channel changes 
successfully. 
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Appendix 
Pseudo code shown below illustrates the algorithm based on the new criterion. 
Initialization 
Set the value of 	ado, yl, y2 the FBF length T and 
W(n)=o , 	=0 
LMS algorithm 
Use (4) and (5) to update the FFF and FBF coefficients 
Length update algorithm, MSE criterion 
Calculate J1 (n) and J11  (n) 
IfJi (n) <a1 Jjj (n), then 
add "L" extra taps to the FBF, i.e. add one extra segment 
IfJi (n) > ad,,.J11(n), then 
remove "L" extra taps from the FBF, i.e. remove one segment 
New criterion applied 
Calculate P0 and  
If P0/P < 
Set aup  a new value a' (for example a'=O.9,); 
else 
Set aup  a new value aup 2  closer to 1, aup <aUP 	(for example aup  
12 
end 
If Po/P < 72 (y2<y') 
remove 1 tap from the FBF 
end 
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Bandwidth Efficient Single Carrier Systems 
with Frequency Domain Equalization 
Y. Li, S. McLaughlin, D. G. M. Cruickshank 
A new bandwidth efficient single carrier system with frequency domain 
equalization (SC-FDE) is proposed. Turbo equalization and cyclic prefix 
reconstruction are combined together to eliminate the normally required cyclic 
prefix for such a system. The proposed method achieves much better 
performance than the residual inter-symbol interference cancellation approach 
by utilizing soft decoded information and introducing turbo equalization. The 
performance of the proposed scheme is studied through simulations. 
Introduction: Numerous approaches for SC-FIDE have been proposed recently 
[1]. Cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted at the transmitter for such a single carrier 
system. Like an OFDM system, the CP reduces the bandwidth efficiency. In 
order to solve this problem, D. Kim proposed a residual inter symbol 
interference cancellation (RISIC) algorithm in [2]. In [3], soft decoding 
information has been used for CP reconstruction. This extension of RISIC is 
of interest in this paper and its performance is compared with our newly 
proposed algorithm. 
Turbo equalization has been a hot topic for the past few years [4]. The turbo 
concept has been widely studied in equalization, estimation and detection. 
One drawback of this approach is the exponential increase in complexity with 
each iterative process. In order to make it more practical, various sub-optimal 
methods using minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizer instead of the 
maximum a posteriori (MAP) equalizer have been proposed [4][5]. In this 
paper, a MMSE turbo equalization algorithm and OP reconstruction through 
an iterative process are combined. 
System Model: A convolutionally coded single carrier system is studied. 
Transmitted signals are BPSK modulated, convolutionally coded, interleaved 
and divided into successive blocks. Each signal block is then cyclically 
extended and transmitted through mobile channels. Assuming that the 
composite channel response h(l) is stationary within the i-th block and spans 
over L symbols, we write the received signal in one block as r1(n), 0:5n:5N-1 
where N is the number of symbols within one block. Finally, we use x(n) to 
denote the corresponding transmitted coded signal. At the receiver, the OP is 
removed and the i-th block signal r,(n) can be written as: 
r1 (n)= h.(l)®x1 (n)+v,(n) 	 (1) 
where ® and v1(n) represents circular convolution and a discrete zero mean 
white Gaussian noise process. When there is no CP, inter block interference 
(IBI) exists and will affect the current block as: 
ri () = Y h1 (l)x1 (n - l)u(n - i) + 	h11 (l)x11  (n + N - ZX1 - u(n —1)) + v (n) 	(2) 
where u(.) represents the unit step function. The IBI caused by the (i-1)-th 
block can be estimated and subtracted from the current block. Then a block 
signal free of lBl is given by: 
(n) = r, (n)— 	h11 (1)x (n+ N-1X1  —u(n—i)) 	(3) 
If the last part of the transmitted signal is known, it can be used for OP 
reconstruction as shown in (4). 
Fi  (n) = (n)+h1 (l)x1 (n+N—iX1 —u(n—i)) 	 (4) 
Unfortunately, perfect OP reconstruction is not possible since the OP part is 
not available at the receiver. In the RISIC algorithm [2], the missing OP is 
regarded as distortion in a time domain block and the amount of distortion is 
diminished via an iterative OP reconstruction process. However, in channels 
with deep nulls or long delays, the RISIC fails to achieve a satisfactory 
performance. The extended version of RISIC [3] exploits the power of 
feedforward error coding (FEC) for OP reconstruction to obtain more reliable 
estimates of the missing OP. 
Combined turbo equalization and CP reconstruction: Turbo equalization 
based on MMSE criterion has been widely studied in [4][5]. Since turbo 
equalization and CF reconstruction are both conducted in an iterative manner, 
they are jointly combined in one iteration process in a new proposed structure 
as in Fig. 1. With a slight increase in computational complexity compared to 
the extended RISIC (For both systems, the complexity is dominated by the 
MAP decoder), the improvement that can be achieved is significant. 
In this paper, we employ the MMSE turbo equalizer for SC-FIDE developed by 
Tüchler in [5]. The extrinsic information [Le (1(o)),...,L(1(N_1))JTin Fig. I is 
deinterleaved and delivered to the SISO decoder as [Le(  (o)),..., LeE ( (N - i))]T . 
The SISO decoder delivers the required LLRs for not only the information bits 
but also all the coded bits. The hard decision device will decide if the 
transmitted bit is +1 or -1 based on the sign of the LLRs. The extrinsic LLRs of 
the coded bits are given by subtracting [L ( (o)..., L (. (N - 	from the 
output of the SISO decoder {L D (b,(0)),.... LD (b,(N -1))r, as shown in Fig. 1. 
is 	then 	obtained 	by 
reinterleaving
))IT 
. Soft bits generated by 
[Le (x_1(0)),...,L(x_j(N_1))]Tare used as a-priori information for the MMSE turbo 
equalizer. They are also utilized in the CP reconstruction block to compensate 
the effect of the omitting OP. The advantage of using soft bits for CP 
reconstruction is that it is more reliable since coded bits with small 
probabilities will not contribute much to the reconstructed part. In comparing 
the structure of the new scheme and the extended RISIC, we notice that extra 
computations are for the Fourier transform operations that convert the time 
domain soft bits Ai (n) into its frequency domain counterpart A,(w). 
Simulation Results: A coded SC-FDE system with 32 BPSK symbols in each 
block is first studied. For the FEC code, a 1/2 rate convolutional code with 
constraint length of 3, the generator polynomials is [1 1 1] and [1 0 1]. 
Simulations assume perfect knowledge of the channel impulse response. Two 
kinds of discrete time-invariant channels [6] are used in our simulations: hi 
[0.227 0.460 0.688 0.460 0227]T  h2 = [0.04 -0.05 0.07 -0.21 -0.5 0.72 
0.36 0 0.21 0.03 007]T  There are two deep nulls in the spectrum of 
channel hi whilst h2 has moderate nulls but long delay spread. Fig. 2 shows 
the bit error rate curves of SC-FDE with OP (the OP length is chosen to be 1/4 
of the FF1 size), extended RISIC for SC-FDE without CP and the new 
scheme. In Fig. 3, channel h2 is assumed and the coded data symbol per 
block is changed from 64 to 128. In both cases, the new scheme offers a 
significant improvement compared to the extended RISIC algorithm. 
Conclusion: In this paper, a new combined turbo equalization and OP 
reconstruction scheme is proposed for a SO-FDE without OP. Two iterative 
processes are jointly integrated in one structure to compensate for the effect 
of the missing CP and achieve significant improvements with only a slight 
increase in computation compared with the extended RISIC method. 
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Figure captions: 
Fig. 1 Combined turbo equalization and CP reconstruction 
Fig. 2 Performances for channel hi, FFT size = 64 
Fig. 3 Performances for channel h2, FFT size =128 
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel iterative channel estimation 
approach is proposed for WCDMA systems. Code-multiplexed 
pilots are used for channel estimation to maintain bandwidth 
efficiency. The proposed method reconstructs received waveforms 
for each user and removes them from the received signal 
hence the channel estimation accuracy can be improved via 
another correlation process. Simulation results demonstrate good 
estimation capability with an allocation of only 10% of the whole 
power to the pilot channel. In addition, this paper proposes an 
integrated channel estimator and parallel interference cancella-
tion (PlC) detector. The PlC enables further BER performance 
improvement to be achieved for the system. The performance of 
the proposed scheme is studied through simulations and results 
verify its effectiveness. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1998, WCDMA was selected as the UMTS terrestrial air 
interface scheme by the European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute (ETSI) [1][2]. Channel estimation is a major 
issue for reliable transmission. The system performance of 
WCDMA with imperfect channel estimation had been widely 
studied in recent years [3]471. Usually, there are two types 
of pilots used in the downlink of WCDMA systems: time-
multiplexed pilots [4] and code-multiplexed pilots [5]. The 
time-multiplexed pilots inevitably require extra bandwidth and 
hence reduce bandwidth efficiency. Inserting code-multiplexed 
pilots is an effective means to solve this problem by as-
signing a pilot signal an individual pseudorandom sequence 
[3]. This only consumes extra power on sending a known 
pilot sequence while no bandwidth spreading is necessary. 
The pilot channel is superimposed on the data channel and 
continuously transmitted through the same mobile propaga-
tion channel. In practice, the correlation method is a simple 
technique for channel estimation [3][6]. However, the distorted 
autocorrelation property due to channel impairments degrades 
its performance, hence a high power code-multiplexed pilot 
sequence is required for better channel estimates. It introduces 
high Multiple-Access Interference (MAT) to the data channels. 
In this paper, we demonstrate that with our new approach, 
good performance can be achieved while only a small amount 
of power (10% the whole transmit power) is allocated to the 
pilot channel. 
Performance of CDMA based systems is dominated by the 
amount of interference generated by simultaneous presence 
of users. Parallel interference cancellation (PlC) appears as a  
simple interference suppression scheme, which subtract inter-
ferences from users other than the desired one simultaneously 
without too much delay [8]. In this paper, PlC and channel 
estimation through one feedback process are combined to form 
a new scheme. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system 
model of WCDMA systems and a RAKE receiver are in-
troduced in Section II. In Section III, the proposed channel 
estimation algorithm is described. Section IV will deal with 
the joint structure. Simulation results are given in Section V. 
Finally, conclusions are presented. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL 
In WCDMA systems, a code-multiplexed signal is continu-
ously transmitted from each base station. It is broadcast over 
the entire cell and used as the phase reference for downlink 
channels. This channel plays a vital role in the cell searching 
of mobile station and channel estimation. Two types of chip 
rate code are used, the scrambling code and the channelization 
code. The scrambling code is a 38400 chip segment of a Gold 
code of length 218 - 1 according to the UMTS specifications 
and it is used for basestation separation. The channelization 
code is used for separation of different user channels as well 
as the pilot channel. 
In this work only the uncoded downlink scenario is con-
sidered: all signals are transmitted symbol and chip syn-
chronously through the same mobile radio channel, perfect 
synchronization is assumed. Consider K-user's traffic that is 
QPSK modulated before spreading. The complex envelope of 
the transmitted signal due to the k-th user can be written as: 
dk(t) = V1 bsk (t—iT), 	(1) 
where T denotes the symbol interval; Ek,  b and sk(t)  denote 
the average power of the k-th user, the i-th symbol of the 
k-th user and the spreading chip waveform of the k-th user 
given by the convolution of spreading sequence and the chip 
waveform, respectively. The total average data channel power 
can be represented as Ed = 
EK 
Ek. 
After spreading, user data is summed together with the 
code-multiplexed pilot p(t) which is used to provide phase 
reference information for data channels. Let E be the average 
power allocated to the pilot channel. We use "g" to denote the 
power ratio of the pilot channel to the whole signal power 
where g = Ep/(Ed + Er ). The transmitted signal being 
scrambled by a long code c(t) can be written as: 
where 0< n <N — land we use"i" to denote the i-th 
symbol. The sampled input signal to the l-th RAKE receiver 
finger is descrambled as: 
X(t)==C(t) [Ed, (t)  + 	p(t)] 
	
= c(t) [ 
	
bs(t - iT) + 	p(t)]. (2) 
The period of one chip is denoted by T. All signals that 
arrive at the receiver from the same basestation have passed 
through an identical complex channel. The complex FIR filter 
h(r; t) with order L is a composite successive convolution of 
the transmitter filter, the mobile radio channel and the receiver 
filter; h(T; I) is normally modeled as a wide-sense stationary 
uncorrelated scattering (\VSSUS) zero-mean white Gaussian 
process as in [9]: 
h(r;t) = 	i(t)e_1(t)5(T - TiT) 	(3) 
where al(l), 1(t) and i-iT  are the attenuation factor, phase 
and the propagation delay of the 1-th path, respectively. Each 
path is faded independently according to the Rayleigh distrib-
ution and the phase is uniformly distributed over the interval 
[0, 2ir]. 
In this paper, instead of estimating the exact channel pa-
rameters like the attenuation factors and phases, we estimate 
only the in-phase and quadrature-phase components Re[h (t)] 
and Irn[hi(t)] as in [7].  These are two conceptually equal 
viewpoints on channel estimation. The definition of h(; t) 
can be rewritten as: 
h(T; t) = 	 - 71 T,) 	(4) 
we further assume that ITJ' E {1h1(t)12} = 1. 
At the receiver, the received signal can be represented in an 
equivalent lowpass form as: 
r(t)=Thi(t)c(t - TITC) bs(t - iT - T) 
+p(t_T1 T)] +v(t) 	 (5) 
where v(t) is the complex-valued lowpass equivalent AWGN. 
Let N be the spreading factor for both user data channels 
and the pilot channel, thus, the symbol duration T is N times 
the chip period or the sample interval T. The received signal 
in (5) can be represented in its discrete form: 
r(iN + n 	hj(iN + n)c(iN + n - TI) 
X 
[ 	
bsk(n - Ti) 
+p(iN + n - Ti)] + v(iN + n) (6) 
ri(iN + n hi(iN + n) 	bs(n) 
+p(iN+n)] + (iN +n) 	(7) 
In (6), ij (iN + n) accounts for a mixture of additive Gaussian 
noise, multipath interference and multiple access interference. 
We use hj(iN+n) to denote the channel estimates, then the 
L resolved signals are multiplied by the complex conjugates 
of hj(iN + n) and maximum ratio combined in the RAKE 
receiver. Consequently, the output at the iN+n sample interval 
can be represented as: 
y(iN + n) = 	ri(iN + n) h* (iN + n) 	(8) 
Finally, despreading and demapping are performed on y(iN+ 
n) to recover the user data symbol. 
III. ITERATIVE CHANNEL ESTIMATION 
Channel estimation plays an important role in the receiver 
especially for a RAKE receiver. The system performance 
strongly depends on the estimate of the channel impulse 
response. In the section, we review a popularly used con-
ventional channel estimator and subsequently propose a new 
iterative approach. 
A. Correlation Method 
The correlation method (CM) had been widely adopted for 
the design of RAKE receivers [3][6]. In [7], a symbol level 
estimator is detailed and is briefly reviewed here. Suppose that 
SP  is the spreading sequence assigned, to the pilot channel, the 
pilot term p(iN + n) in (7) can be rewritten as: 
p(iN + n) = Ps p(n) 	 (9) 
where P denotes the pilot symbol, usually all "1" or 
Using the orthogonal property of the spreading codes and 
assuming the pilot signature sequence is uncorrelated with the 
noise term 'ij j (iN + ri) in (7), if P = 1, the i-th pilot symbol 




if P = I+j, then PI  will be detected as: 
N—i 
- 	r1 (iN + n)sp(n)(±_) 	(11) 
n=O 
From (7), we can express the pilot symbol -Pi  as: 
= V EPpJ2 . 	1 (iN +n) = 	 (12) 
Usually we assume that the channel is invariant within an M 
symbol observation window, i.e. N = All x N chips. Hence, 
applying a averaging filter, we obtain the channel estimate it, 
for the this observation period as: 
i+M-1 	 i+I'.'I—1 1 
111= >2 í= vIPI2 > 	(13) 
The correlation method is simple, however, its estimation 
performance degrades due to the non-ideal autocorrelation 
properties and has significant influence on the BER perfor-
mance of the system. 
B. Iterative Method 
A novel iterative channel estimator for WCDMA systems 
is introduced in this paper. h1 obtained by the correlation 
method is used as an initial channel estimate for the system. 
We consider an uncoded system and only hard detection, 
consequently, estimates of K users' transmitted symbols b 
can be obtained by despreading as: 
N—i - 	>i: y(iN + n)sk(n) 	(14) 
n=0 
Hard detection is performed on 	and hence 	is obtained. 
Similar to a PlC scheme, we regenerate the channel distorted 
waveforms of the k-th user as: 





 Sk(fl — TI) 	 (15) 
The reconstructed channel distorted waveforms of all the user 
channels other than the pilot channel are removed from the 
composite signal r(iN + n) as: 
(iN + n) = r(iN + n) - 
	
jN + n) 	(16) 
Hence, the good autocorrelation property of the pilot channel 
can be recovered given perfect channel estimates and correctly 
detected user symbols. Applying the correlation method on the 
signal r(iN + n), channel estimates are refined and system 
BER performance is enhaced. 
In this paper, a different view from the chip level is given on 
the correlation method. User data is treated as an independent 
signal and the aggregation can be considered to be an additive 
noise on the pilot channel, under the assumption that the 
pilot sequence is uncorrelated with the data channels and the 
additive Gaussian white noise, we can derive that: 
i(iN+n) 
iN + n) c* ( iN + n) 
I 
= 	 (17) 
ilt1i j 
Thus, the complex channel coefficients can be determined 
up to a fixed scaling factor. The expectation operation is a 
useful means to combat both the AWGN and the MAT, which 
can be treated as additive noise. The correlation method in [7] 
and the one presented in (17) are essentially equal. 
IV. JOINT CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND PARALLEL 
INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION 
Multiple access interference (MAT) cancellation can be 
achieved in a PlC stage. A multistage PlC cancels the MAT 
estimated with the hard decisions made in the previous stage. 
Since the proposed new channel estimator has a similar 
structure to a parallel interference cancellation, we can easily 
integrate these two together so that the system BER perfor-
mance can be further improved with only a slight increase in 
computation complexity. 
After performing the iterative channel estimation in section 
III, interference from the interfering K-I users and the parallel 
pilot channel are regenerated given the new channel estimates 
h[t. Let the u-th user be the desired user and the composite 
signal excluding the u-th user's information can be regenerated 
as: 
(iN + n) = >2 Iler 	+ n)c(iN + n - 
X [ 
	 - ) + 
	p(iN + m - )](18) 
k= 1 kot 
Subsequently, i(iN+n) is subtracted from the received signal 
r(iN + n) as: 
i(iN + n) = r(iN + n) - ?(iN + n) 	(19) 
A RAKE receiver is then applied to the MAI cleared signal 
for a second time and the output is despread and hard-decision 
detected. Compared with a conventional PlC scheme, the new 
joint structure requires extra computations mainly on another 
correlation process and interferences regeneration. It is known 
that PlC is quite sensitive to channel estimation errors and 
with a bad initial channel estimate, the PlC would increase 
the amount of interference rather than cancel it. Adopting 
the new joint channel estimation and PlC structure, better 
channel estimates can be obtained for the PlC. With a slight 
increase in computational complexity, the improvement in 
system performance that can be achieved is significant. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Computer simulations are carried out at baseband. The chip 
rate is 3.84 Mchips/s. Walsh codes are used as channelization 
codes and a 38400 Gold code segment is used as the scram-
bling code. One pilot channel is code-multiplexed with dedi-
cated data channels. 10% of the whole power is allocated to the 
pilot channel and the carrier frequency is 2 GHz. The UNITS 
Vehicular A channel model [10] is used for BER evaluation 
in our simulation. Each path is faded independently according 
to a Rayleigh distribution. The corresponding channel profile 
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Figure 1 shows the numerical results of system perfor-
mances when the mobile terminal is moving at different speed. 
8 active users are simulated with a spreading factor of 64 and 
the SNR per bit is fixed at 10 dB. Imperfect channel estimation 
is considered (channel is estimated based on the pilot channel). 
Both the correlation method and the new iterative estimation 
approach are evaluated. It can be seen from Figure 1 that 
= 1024 is a suitable window size for both estimators. 
It achieves a good BER performance compared with a smaller 
window size and keeps the performance more stable than 
choosing a larger window size. We can also see from the figure 
that the new iterative approach outperforms the conventional 
correlation method. 
SF =64.8 L)ee8, Eb/No = 10 dB 
-. ...8 .....................C ........................' ......... .... 
(1 	20 	40 	SO 	0) 	10)) 	120 	140 	154 	103 	200 
Mobile Speed (kWh) 
Fig. 1. System BER performance versus Varying mobile speed, SF=64, 8 
Active users, Eb/No = 10dB 
Figure 2 demonstrates the performance of the two estimators 
with different numbers of active users. The mobile terminal 
is assumed moving at a speed of 30 km/h. At a required 
target BER of 2 x 10-2,  using the new method can support 
5 more users than the conventional one with a fixed window 
size N = 1024. 
In Figure 3, we present the BER performance of different 
detectors with a mobile speed 30 km/h. The spreading factor is 
16 and 10 active users are simulated to study their performance 
SF = 64, Eb/No = IS dB. Mob,Ie Speed = 30 km'S 
.,..N=2048CM 
...N=2560CM 
* 	N 	= 1024 110,01,00 Method 
Users 
Fig. 2. System BER performance versus Different number of users, SF=64, 
E5/N5 = 10dB, Mobile Speed=30 km/h 
in a high load scenario. The RAKE performance is dominated 
by the MA! and with such a high loading this results in 
saturation at a fairly high error rate. Figure 3 demonstrates 
the system improvements with PlC. A joint iterative channel 
estimator and PlC method achieves a 3 dB gain at the BER of 
10_1 compared with a conventional correlation method with 
PlC. Since PlC is very sensitive to channel estimation errors, 
the iterative estimation scheme offers good channel estimates 
and hence great improvements on system performance. The 
conventional CM + PlC introduces more interference to the 
system due to bad channel estimation accuracy and hence 
worse BER performance. Figure 4 also demonstrates the 
effectiveness of the joint scheme in a low load scenario when 
mobile terminal is moving at different speeds. The proposed 
joint scheme consistently outperforms the other three and 
achieves good BER performance. 
As depicted in Figure 5, in a highly loaded environment, 
none of the four receiver can achieve good performance. 
Actually, with the increasing number of users, the perfor-
mances tend towards the same due to bad channel estimation. 
Nonetheless, when the number of active users is low, we can 
still see the enhancement on performance. Interestingly, it can 
be observed from the results that when there are more than 7 
active users in this scenario, even a RAKE receiver with the 
iterative channel estimator only achieves better performance 
than the CM + PlC scheme. This is because that the CM fails 
to provide good estimates and hence the PlC introduces more 
interference. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a new iterative channel estimation method was 
studied for WCDMA systems. The new approach is evaluated 
through simulations and compared with the conventional cor-
relation method in terms of BER performances. Our results 
toe 
10' 
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Fig. 3. System BER performance with different detectors, SF=16, 10 Active 	Fig. 5. System BER performance versus Different number of users, SF=16, 
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Fig. 4. System BER performance versus Varying mobile speed, SF=16, 4 
Active users, E&/No = 10dB 
verify the effectiveness of the new method. Moreover, paral-
lel interference cancellation is introduced into the feedback 
structure. The proposed joint scheme shows good channel 
estimation accuracy and significant improvements with respect 
to RAKE receivers with the conventional correlation channel 
estiamtion. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a new OFDM system without a cyclic 
prefix (CP) is presented. A turbo equalization technique for 
single carrier systems is extended to OFDM systems. Turbo 
equalization and cyclic prefix reconstruction are combined 
together to eliminate the normally required cyclic prefix for such 
a system. The new method jointly combines turbo equalization 
and CP reconstruction within the same iterative loop. The 
performance of the proposed scheme is studied through 
simulations. 
Keywords- OFDM turbo equalization, CP reconstruction 
INTRODUCTION 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), is 
capable of providing high rate transmission and has emerged as 
a strong candidate for the next generation of mobile 
communications [I]. In OFDM, a cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted 
at the transmitter to cyclically extend one OFDM symbol. The 
importance of the CP insertion is twofold; Firstly, the insertion 
of the CP can effectively mitigate the interference from the 
preceding block. Secondly, it is because of the preceding CP 
that the channel distortion on the transmitted signal becomes a 
circular convolution process. It is worth mentioning that only 
in this case (or with zero-padding) can the distortion of the 
channel be considered as a multiplication in the frequency 
domain. 
The CP insertion reduces the bandwidth efficiency of an 
OFDM system. In order to solve this problem, D. Kim 
proposed a residual inter symbol interference cancellation 
(RISIC) algorithm in [2]. In the RISIC algorithm, the missing 
CP is regarded as bursty distortion in a time domain block and 
the amount of distortion is diminished in an iterative process 
with hard decisions being made in the frequency domain. The 
RISIC approach has been extended by other researchers in [3]. 
In [3], soft decoding information has been used for CF 
reconstruction. 
The turbo concept has been widely studied in equalization, 
estimation and detection. In order to make it more practical, 
various sub-optimal methods using minimum mean square 
error (MMSE) equalizer instead of the maximum a posteriori 
(MAP) equalizer have been proposed [4][6]. It is shown that 
the MMSE turbo equalizer is capable of removing the inter 
symbol interference (ISI) effectively with much less 
computational complexity. 
In this paper, a new algorithm that combines MMSE turbo 
equalization and CF reconstruction in each iterative loop is 
presented to form a new OFDM transmission scheme without 
CP. Hence, the normally required CF is no longer necessary at 
the transmitter which increases bandwidth efficiency. The 
extension of RISIC is of interest in this paper and its 
performance is compared with the new algorithm. Simulation 
results verify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system 
model is introduced in Section II. In Section III, the RISIC 
scheme and its extended version are described. Section IV will 
deal with a description of the new receiver structure and the 
algorithm details. Simulation results are given in Section V. 
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VI. 
II. 	SYSTEM MODEL 
The key point of OFDM is to divide the given channel into 
several orthogonal sub-channels in the frequency domain. 
Before the inverse discrete Fast Fourier transform (IFFT)-
modulation the original binary input data is encoded by a 
forward error correction (FEC) code and thereafter interleaved 
and mapped onto BPSK values X(w), O_<w<J'J-1 (N is the IFFT 
size). Output from the IFFT block is converted into serial data 
x(n), O_<n<J'J-I in the time domain and a CF is added to form 
one OFDM symbol for transmission. We assume that the 
composite channel response h(l) is quasi-static within the i-th 
block and is normalized such that 	E{h 
(11 
2 }= 1 where L is 
the channel length. 
At the receiver, after discarding the CP, we can write the 
received signal within the ith OFDM symbol as: 
r1 =H 1 x +v1 	 (1) 
where 	r1[r,(0).....rj(N1)JT, 	x1=[x1(0).....x,(N_1)JT 
v1[v1(0).....v(NI)]T  and He,, are one block of the received 
signal, the transmitted signal with normalized power a), 
discrete zero mean additive white Gaussian noise with variance 
U 2 and a circular channel matrix with elements h1(1), 
respectively. Equation (I) can be rewritten as: 
	
r1 () = h (n)® x, (n)+ v1 (n) 	 (2) 
where 0 represents circular convolution. 
Using a FFT, the received signal is converted back to the 
frequency domain and the circular channel matrix is 
diagonalized, therefore, in the frequency domain, 
R1 (w)=H1 (w)X1 (w)+(w) , 	 (3) 
obtain more reliable estimates of the missing CP. Instead of 
making hard decisions like RISIC, the new approach utilizes 
soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoder to generate soft 
information for CP reconstruction. This approach achieves 
better performance than the RISIC with hard decisions. 
where O_<w<J'/-1,R1 (w),H1 (w),X(w) and T/(w) are the DFT 
of i (n), ha), xi(n) and vi(n), respectively. A simple one tap 
per frequency bin MMSE filter can be utilized to deliver 
equalized signal. If no CF is inserted at the transmitter, a more 
complex equalizer is necessary at the receiver. 
III. RisIc AND ITS EXTENSIONS 
In this paper, our purpose is to develop a bandwidth 
efficient OFDM system, therefore, we first study an OFDM 
system without CF. When there is no CF inserted, the channel 
distortion becomes a linear convolution on the transmitted 
signal and inter symbol interference (1ST) exists, i.e., 
interference caused by the preceding symbol cannot be 
eliminated and will affect the current symbol. Thus, we 
rewrite (2) as: 
r1 (n)= 	h(l)x1 (n-1)u(n-1) 
L-1 	
(4) 
+ h._ (1)x1 _ j + N —1X1 —u(n —i))+ v• (n) 
where u() represents the unit step function. The second term in 
(4) represents the 1ST caused by the (i-J)-th symbol. It can be 
estimated and subtracted from the current symbol. Then a 
symbol signal free of 151 is given by: 
Ti (n)= ri (n)—h1i (1)x1i (n+N—lX1—u(n—/)) (5) 
We need to reconstruct the required cyclicity so that the 
time and frequency-domain descriptions of the convolution are 
essentially equivalent. If the last part of the transmitted 
symbol signal is known, then it can be used for CP 
reconstruction as shown in (6). 
Fi (n)=(n)+h(l)x1(n+N-1X1—u(n—l)) 	(6) 
Correspondingly, in the frequency domain, 
ki (w)= H1 (w)X1 (w)+V(w) 	 (7) 
Unfortunately, perfect CP reconstruction is not possible 
since the last part of the signal is not available at the receiver. 
The RISIC scheme [2] employs an iterative CF reconstruction 
based on hard detection, and this is discussed together with its 
extension [3]. 
In the RISIC algorithm [2], the missing CP is regarded as a 
distortion in a time domain block and the amount of distortion 
is diminished via an iterative CP reconstruction process. 
However, in channels with deep nulls or long delays, RISIC 
fails to achieve a satisfatory performance. The scheme reported 
in [3] is an extended version of RISIC that exploits the power 
of feedforward error coding (FEC) for CF reconstruction to 
IV. 	COMBINED TURBO EQUALIZATION AND CF 
RECONSTRUCTION 
Motivated by the algorithm proposed in [6], bearing in 
mind the similarity between a single carrier system with CP 
and an OFDM system, we derive a MMSE turbo equalizer for 
OFDM systems and combine it with CP reconstruction through 
the same iterative process. 
Turbo equalization based on MMSE criterion has been 
widely studied in [4][6]. The channel equalizer can be 
considered as one component part in a concatenated turbo 
structure. Extrinsic posteriori information from the SISO 
decoder is utilized to generate "soft bits" as a priori 
information for the MMSE SISO detector. Using the standard 
BCJR algorithm [5] as the SISO decoder, in turbo equalization, 
not only the LLRs of information bits are calculated but also 
the LLR of every coded bit. 
Since turbo equalization and CP reconstruction are both 
conducted in an iterative manner, in a new structure as in Fig. 1, 
they are jointly combined in one iteration process. With a slight 
increase in computational complexity compared to the 
extended RISIC (For both systems, the complexity is 
dominated by the MAP decoder), the improvement in system 
performance that can be achieved is significant. 
The extrinsic information [L (x j  (o)),..., L (x (N 
- I)f 
in 
Fig. I is deinterleaved and delivered to the SISO decoder 
Subscript "i" is used to denote 
the ith block. For brevity, the details of the SISO MAP 
decoding algorithm [5] are omitted. Log-MAP and Max-Log-
MAP algorithms can be used to reduce complexity [8][9]. 
Unlike the decoder in a parallel turbo decoder, the SISO 
decoder delivers the required LLRs for not only the 
information bits but also all the coded bits. Only for the last 
iteration will the SISO decoder generate LLRs for the 
information bit and feed them to a hard decision device. The 
hard decision device will decide if the transmitted bit is +1 or - 
1 based on the sign of the LLRs. The extrinsic LLRs of the 
coded 	bits 	are 	given 	by 	subtracting 
from the output of the SISO 
decoder [LD(bj(0)),...,LD(bj(N_1))]T,  as shown in Fig, 1 and 
(8): 
L ( (w)) = LD  ( (w))_ L ( (w)) , 0wN-1 	(8) 
is then obtained by 
reinterleaving [L ( (o)),..., L ( (N - 
	
. Soft bits A1 (w), 
O<<J'J w-1, generated by A1 (w) = tanh(1  L 	(w)) are used 
as a priori information for the MMSE turbo equalizer. They 
are also utilized in the CF reconstruction block to compensate 
for the effect of omitting the CP. It is more reliable to use soft 
bits for CP reconstruction since coded bits with small 
probabilities will not contribute much to the reconstructed part. 
The whole process of the new proposed scheme is 
summarized as follows (I is the iteration index): 
Step 1. Tail cancellation (since there is no CP) based on 
decisions on the previous symbol, for the ith symbol, ,(n) is 
obtained as in (5). 
Step 2. 5(n) obtained in Step 1 are converted to the frequency 
domain R1(w) using FFT, 
Step 3. If 1=1, 	
H, (w) 
X?1 (w)= W(w)R1 (w), W,(w)= 
jH,(w2 +/ 
and go to Step 5; 
Step 4. MMSE equalization. Convert F, (n) into its frequency 
domain counterpart ki  (w). 
N-I( 	H(w)H1(w) 
1v=0 all / 07d + H(w)Hi(w)J ' 
(w)= W*(w)(w)+[ 
2/U2 +H 
H(w)H 1 (w) 
(w)H(w)) 
Step 5. Soft demapping. a2  
If I=l,L(X,(w))= 2 'U 
else L (k, (w)) = -?- A, (w), 0w.N-1, 
Step 6. Deinterleave L. (, ()) for the SISO channel decoder. 
Compute the a posteriori LLRs for the information bits and 
the coded bits. If '='00d, go to Step 11 (lend:  required iterations), 
Step 7. Calculate extrinsic information L ( (w)), 
Step 8. Interleave L ( (w)) to get L (x j ()). Calculate soft 
bits, (w) = tanh(1  L x1 (w), 
Step 9. CP reconstruction (u() represents the unit step 
function, h1('.) is the time domain channel estimate), Convert 
A. (w) back to the time domain signal 2 (n), 
F, (n) = Ti (n)+ 	h1 (1)2k (n + N - 1X1 - u(n -  
Step 11. Hard decisions are made on the LLRs for the 
information bits. 
V. 	SIMULATION RESULTS 
A coded OFDM system with 64 BPSK symbols in each 
block is studied. For the FEC code, a 1/2 rate convolutional 
code with constraint length of 3, the generator polynomials 
x2+x+i and x2+l are used. Coded data are randomly 
interleaved within one block. No CP is transmitted in our 
simulations and the missing effect of the CP is reconstructed by 
both the extended RISIC and our new scheme. Simulations 
assume perfect knowledge of the channel impulse response. 
Two kinds of discrete time-invariant channels [6] are used in 
our simulations: 
hi = [0.227 0.460 0.688 0.460 0.227], 
h2 =[0.04 -0.05 0.07 -0.21 -0.5 0.72 0.36 0 0.21 0.03 
0.07] 
There are two deep nulls in the spectrum of channel hi 
whilst h2 is a channel with moderate nulls but a long delay 
spread. The channel power has been normalized to unity and 
the average transmitted power Od2=1 . The frequency selectivity 
of these channels is given in Fig. 2. In each simulation, turbo 
equalization performance for OFDM with CP is also given for 
comparisons. 
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Fig. 2 Frequency selectivity of channels 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the bit error rate curves of an OFDM 
system with CP (the CP length is chosen to be 1/4 of the FFT 
size), the extended RISIC and the new scheme when channel 
hi and h2 are simulated, respectively. Simulation results with 
no iterations, after first and second iteration are given in the 
figure. 
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Fig. 3 Performances for channel h  
The new scheme achieves good performance in both cases 
with only a slight increase in computation compared with the 
extended RISIC. In Fig.3, it is as good as the extended RISIC 
while in Fig. 4, it offers about 1dB improvement for the coded 
system after 2 iterations in terms of BER versus EbJ'N0 at the 
BER of iO. 
hO. FFTIIFFT size = 120, 1/2 convololiorsel code, (=3, BPS/I 
10 
10 
o 	CP, 	er 
OFDM withoo CP. 
_ 
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EdN(dB) 
Fig. 4 Performances for channel h2 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a new combined turbo equalization and CP 
reconstruction scheme is proposed for an OFDM system 
without CP. Two iterative processes are jointly integrated in 
one structure to compensate for the effect of the missing CP 
and achieve significant improvements with only slightly 
increasing computations compared with the extended RISIC 
method. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the new 
receiver scheme under two different kinds of channels. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a chip-level MMSE frequency domain 
equalizer (FDE) is investigated for a Cyclic-Prefix CDMA 
(CP-CDMA) system. The multiple access interference (MA!) and 
inter chip interference (IC!) is reduced at the chip level before 
despreading. One code multiplexed pilot channel carries a higher 
power than dedicated channels and is utilized for channel 
estimation. It also brings high MA! to the other users. In this 
paper, the impact of imperfect channel estimation is studied and a 
pilot interference cancellation algorithm is proposed. We deploy a 
high power pilot channel to obtain good channel estimates, 
subsequently, the high MA! along with the pilot channel is 
removed by the proposed algorithm. Performance of the proposed 
algorithm is shown by computer simulations. 
Index Terms—FDE, chip-level, MA!, interference cancellation 
I. INTROD.JCTION 
QRTHOGONAL Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has emerged as an efficient transmission scheme 
that is capable of combating inter-symbol-interference (1ST) 
and providing high data rates as well as high capacities. It is a 
strong candidate for the next generation of mobile 
communication systems. Significant activities have been 
carried out to employ the OFDM into current systems, 
especially in multiuser systems. For example, in [1], 
multicarrier code-division multiple access (MC-CDMA), 
multicarrier direct sequence CDMA (MC-DS-CDMA) and 
multitone CDMA (MT-CDMA) had been reviewed. Recently, 
the cyclic prefix concept from OFDM is introduced into the 
conventional DS-CDMA system for the sake of enhancing 
current single carrier 3G-system performance in the near future 
[2][3][4]. 
The performance of the conventional RAKE receiver is 
dominated by the MAT and with 50% traffic loading this will 
result in saturation at a fairly high error rate. Recently, receivers 
based on TDMA style channel equalization at the chip level 
have been proposed for a wideband CDMA (WCDMA) 
downlink to ensure adequate performance even with a high 
number of active users [5]. The received chip waveform, 
distorted by the multi-path channel, is equalized prior to 
dc-spreading. Orthogonality of the signals from the basestation 
is restored at chip-level. 
In this paper, the system performance of a CP-CDMA 
system with chip-level FDE is studied. The code-multiplexed 
pilot channel from WCDMA is transmitted for channel 
estimation and training purposes. It is noteworthy that better 
channel estimates can be obtained with higher power pilots but 
this will also result in higher MAT for other users. Therefore, a 
pilot interference cancellation (IC) scheme is proposed. Unlike 
the conventional time domain decision feedback equalizer 
(DFE) [6] and the hybrid DFE structures [7] [8], both the 
feedforward filter and the feedback filter are designed in the 
frequency domain, and no decision has to be made since we 
have the information of pilots at the receiver a-priori. After 
being used for effective channel estimation and equalization, 
the interference due to the high power pilot channel is 
cancelled. 
II. CP-CDMA SYSTEM 
A. System Model 
In this work only the downlink scenario is considered: all 
signals are transmitted synchronously through the same mobile 
radio channel. Let's consider K-user's traffic that is QPSK 
modulated before spreading. The complex envelope of the 
transmitted signal due to the k-th user can be written as: 
dk (t) = Ak Yb'sk (t - iT), 	(1) 
where T denotes the symbol interval; Ak, bk' and Sk('t) denote 
the average amplitude of the k-th user, the i-th symbol of the 
k-th user and the spreading chip waveform of the k-th user 
given by the convolution of spreading sequence and the chip 
waveform, respectively. 
Two kinds of different pilot structures are normally used for 
channel estimation in CDMA systems, i.e., time-multiplexed 
pilot and code-multiplexed pilot. Time-multiplexed pilot 
assisted channel estimator performs well for a slow fading and 
therefore good bit error rate (BER) performance can be 
achieved. For fast fading channel, code-multiplexed pilot is 
more attractive since it is continuously transmitted and thus has 
better tracking capability [10]. In this paper, code-multiplexed 
pilot structure is employed. 
After spreading, user data is summed together with the 
code-multiplexed pilot p(t) which is used to provide phase 
reference information for data channels. We use "a" to denote 
the power ratio of the pilot channel to the whole signal power. 
The transmitted signal being scrambled by a long code c(t) can 
be written as: 
	
K 	1 
X(t)=C(t) dk (t)+p(t)I. 	 (2) 
1k=l 	] 
The scrambled signal is split into successive data blocks with 
N chips in one block. Unlike MC-CDMA or MC-DS-CDMA, 
the CP-CDMA system is a single carrier Direct-Sequence 
CDMA (DS-CDMA) system. With the introduced cyclic prefix 
concept, a block is cyclic extended to N+Ncp chips with the last 
Ncp chips inserted at the beginning of the block. Note that the 
length of the CP Ncp should be no less than the maximum delay 
of the mobile propagation channel to absorb the ISI. The 
transmitted block signal is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
CP Insertion 
N 	




Length N spread data block 
Fig. I. CP-CDMA block signal 
All signals that arrive at the receiver from the same 
basestation have passed through an identical complex channel. 
The discrete-time output signal in the receiver can be seen as 
the response of a complex digital filter to the transmitted signal. 
The complex FIR filter h(l) with order L is a composite 
successive convolution of the transmitter filter, the mobile 
radio channel and the receiver filter. 
At the receiver, perfect synchronisation is assumed and the 
CP is discarded before equalization. We write the received 
signal in one block as r1(n), O_<n<N-1, where i is the block index. 
x(n) denotes the corresponding transmitted block signal. 
Therefore, assuming that the composite channel response h(l) 
is quasi-static within the i-th block, the relation between r,(n) 
and xi(n) can be written as: 
r,(n)=x1 (n)®h1 (n)+v(n), 	 (3) 
where vi(n) is additive Gaussian noise and " " denotes 
circular convolution. Because of the inserted CP, the distortion 
of the channel is considered as a multiplication in the frequency 
domain. Thus, in the frequency domain, 
R1 (w) = H.(w)X1 (w)+ V j (w), 	 (4) 
where O_<wN-J, R(w), 1-1(w), X1(w) and V1(w) are the DFT of 
r(n), h.('l), x(n) and vi(n), respectively. 
B. 	Channel Estimation and Equalization 
In this paper, the impact of imperfect channel estimation (CE) 
is taken into consideration. Under the assumption that the pilot 
sequence is uncorrelated with the data channels and the 
additive Gaussian white noise, we can derive that: 
r, (n - N - L + 2) 






where up  is the average power of the pilot sequence and h1 is 
the channel estimate of the i-th block. The complex channel 
coefficients can thus be determined with a fixed scaling factor. 
The minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizer W,(w) in 





o 	and H,*(w)  are the variance of the additive Gaussian 
noise, the variance of the received signal and the conjugate of 
H1('w), respectively. Consequently, the equalized signal is 
converted back to the time domain. The scrambling code is then 
removed and the composite signal is despreaded and decoded. 
III. PILOT INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION 
Decision feedback equalization (DFE) is known to 
outperform linear equalizer especially in cases where deep 
nulls appear in the channel power spectrum because that it can 
provide further ISI cancellation with reduced noise 
enhancement [6]. On the other hand, as a result of its nonlinear 
feedback nature, the wrong decision will cause error 
propagation. Some hybrid DFE structures have been proposed 
recently in [7] and [8]. The feedforward filtering is performed 
in the frequency domain while the feedback filter still works in 
the time domain. However, there is no simple solution for the 
design of the feedback filter in these hybrid structures. 
The pilot channel dominates the interference in MAI due to 
its high power. Obviously, a high power pilot channel can give 
us a good channel estimates. But, on the other hand, this will 
lead to two drawbacks, one is the high MAI within the current 
cell and the other is the resultant high interference for 
neighbouring cells. It is desirable to remove this part of 
interference caused by the high power pilot channel as we have 
enough information at the receiver. Since the pilot channel is 
known at the receiver, no decision has to be made; we then have 
a data aided cancellation problem. 
We define the cost function in the frequency domain as: 
J = E[ 	
ft 
(,)R (w) G1 (w)Pi (w)— Xiresid,aI (w2)] (7) 
where W1(w) , G,(w) , Pi(w) and X,.es jdua/(W) denote frequency 
response of the feedforward equalizer, frequency response of 
the feedback pilot cancellation filter, the DFT ofp,(n) (discrete 
p(t) in the i-th block) and the time domain signal excluding 
pilot signal (Xj es jiva j(fl)), respectively. The first term in the 
bracket is the output of the feedforward equalizer and the 
second one represents the feedback for pilot channel 
interference cancellation. The basic idea of the interference 
cancellation is to minimize J with respect to both the 
feedforward equalizer and the interference canceller. 
Because x,,d0 f(n) and pi(n) are mutually uncorrelated, the 
cost function in (7) can be converted to: 
E[XirCsidiIal (W12, w 2 1— H, (w)W (w2] 
J=1 	 . 	(8) 
N rr= 
+E (w 2 .It(w 2 ] 
Given EUXirerijua1(W2 ) = OjJUj, EP,(w2)= a , (8) 
can be written as: 
=:_I OreSidUal 	H,(W)W(W +oV,(w2. 
	(9) 
N w=0 +oG,(w)—H,(w)W,(w 2  
The gradient off with respect to the equalizer coefficients 
W,(w) is given by: 
a.' 
VW(rv)f = OW(w) 
- 	r- (si/zaI + aGj* (w))H, (w) 	1 	
(10) 
- N +(ajdlC/ 
+
n 	res
)H,(w 2 (w)j 
Let Vw(,,.)J = 0, hence we have: 
(+ 	+ cr 
)H,(w2 4'(w) 	
(11) 
= (esidrra/ +a 
	
G, (w) 	(w) 
Therefore, the forward frequency domain equalizer is 
determined by its coefficients: 
Wj(w)= (sidI +aG,(w),(w) w0....N-I. (12) 
+ 	+ a 	(w 
Now inserting (12) back to (9) and then applying the gradient 




resjdoa1 1 - H, (w)W (w 2  
J2 
jG,(w)— H,(w)W,(w 2 . = a  
Subsequently, we derive the gradients of .11, f 2, J3 with 
respect 	to 	G,(w), 	respectively. 	Let V G (rv)f = 0 
then VG(rv)(ft + f 2  + J3) = 0 , we are able to determine the 
coefficients of G(w). The feedback filter coefficients G,(w) 
take the form: 
G (w)= 
Qesidua4Hi(W 	= 	H, (w2 	
(13) 
°residual I H, (w 2 + o 	H, (w 2 + c.,, /O residira/ 
Once G(w) is determined, W(w) is then given by (12). 
It is easily verified that when ct=0, i.e. no pilot signal is 







which is identical to (6), a conventional FDE. 
First, the received signal will be equalized by the forward 
filter with coefficients W(w), then, in the frequency domain, 
the feedback interference cancellation filter with coefficients 
G(w) is cancelled because the pilot signal is known at the 
receiver. The output in the frequency domain, 
W,(w)R,(w)-G,(-)P,(w), is transformed back to the time domain 
by IFFT. The procedure is summarised in Fig. 2. 
Pik) 
pi(n) FFT T Descrambling, Despreading, R (w) Decoding... 
r(n) 	FFT 	W.(w) 	 IFFT 
Fig. 2. Interference cancellation system model 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Computer simulations are carried out at base band for the 
investigation of the proposed algorithm. The system BER 
performance under the Vehicular A channel [9] is studied. The 
corresponding channel impulse response is shown in Fig. 3. 
UMTS Vehicular Test Environment Channel A 
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Fig. 3. Channel profile of the UMTS Vehicular Channel A 
Each path is faded independently according to the Rayleigh 
distribution. The chip rate is 3.84 Mchips/s. Walsh codes with 
length 16 are used as channelization codes and a 512 Gold code 
is used as the scrambling code. One pilot channel is 
code-multiplexed with 8 dedicated data channels. The block 
size is 512 excluding the 16 chips CP. The CF duration 4.16 ps 
is selected larger enough than the longest channel delay spread 
2.51 us. In our simulations, the terminal is assumed moving at 
50 km/h, and the carrier frequency is 2 GHz. 
First, perfect channel knowledge is assumed at the receiver. 
In Fig. 4, system performances of the FDE with IC and without 
IC are both shown. Two cases, a=20% and a=40%, are studied. 
Simulation result with perfect channel estimation and perfect 
IC is given as a theoretical bound in all figures. It can be seen in 
Fig. 4 that the pilot channel with cz=20% induces less 
interference than that with a40%. With the proposed IC 
algorithm, the interference caused by the pilot channel is 
removed. 
8 Users, Mobile speed--50 km/h. Spreading Factor--16, FFTSIze=512 
.... 	FOE  .. 	with IC, s20% 
IC ...... ....... -*FDE without 	, a40% 
—A-- FOE with IC, o=40% 
0 
	FDE with 	Theoretical Bound
----------------- 
0 	2 	4 	6 	8 	10 	12 	14 	lb 	16 	U 
E5/N5 (48) 
Fig. 4. Simulated BER performances (Perfect channel estimation assumed) 
However, such an assumption is not practicable for 
communication systems since it is impossible to have all the 
information of the mobile channel. Therefore, imperfect 
channel estimation is considered (channel is estimated based on 
the pilot channel). Simulation results in the same scenarios but 
combined with channel estimation are presented in Fig. 5. 
8 Users. Mobile Speed=50 km/h, Spreading Factor=16, FFTSize=512 
10 
	
—0--FOE without IC, o20% 	- .............- 
---F0E with IC, a20% 
+........ 	— FDE without IC, a40% 
-r 	 —A--FDE with IC, a=40% 





Fig. 5. Simulated BER performances (With imperfect channel estimation) 
Now, although a pilot channel with only 20% of the whole 
signal power induces less interference, the BER performance is 
worse than that with a=40%. This is because that when the 
power ratio of the pilots over the whole signal power is small, 
channel estimation is poor so that the system performance is 
degraded. The higher the pilot power is, the better the channel 
estimates can be achieved. However, this will lead to a large 
MAI with large error probability, as will be shown later in the 
study of effective throughput. It can be seen in Fig. 5, there is a 
2 dB improvement for the FDE with IC (a=40%) over the FDE 
without IC (a=20%) at the BER of 102.  With the proposed IC 
algorithm, we are able to deploy a higher power pilot channel in 
the CP-CDMA system to obtain a better channel estimates and 
hence better system performance. The contribution of the pilot 
channel can be removed from the compound signal to some 
extent. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
An interference cancellation algorithm for a CP-CDMA 
system has been proposed in this paper. A code-multiplexed 
pilot channel is transmitted for channel estimation purpose. 
With a higher power code-multiplexed pilot channel, better 
channel estimate can be obtained. In the meanwhile, this will 
also cause higher interference than with low power pilots. The 
contribution of the high power pilots is removed from the 
compound signal to some extent. The technique of cancelling 
pilot interference shows much merit. Before the signals are 
decoded, the interference is made less significant. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a new chip-level MMSE frequency 
domain equalizer (FDE) is investigated for the downlink 
frequency division duplex (FDD) mode in UMTS (Universal 
Mobile Telephone System). The multiple access interference 
(MAI) and inter chip interference (ICI) can be reduced at the 
chip level before despreading. For frequency domain 
equalization, the cyclicity of the received block signal needs to be 
reconstructed if neither cyclic prefix nor zero-padding are used 
at the transmitter. We exploit the relationship between the 
reconstructed part and the equalized signal itself and derive a self 
cyclic reconstruction scheme. Performance of the proposed 
MMSE-FDE is shown by computer simulations, compared with 
performance of FDE with perfect reconstructions. It is shown 
that the conventional time domain equalization can be 
implemented in the frequency domain, thus a multimode receiver 
that can handle both UMTS and OFDM systems in one 
equalization structure is feasible. 
Keywords- FDE, UMTS, chip-level, MMSE, ,nulti,node receiver 
INTRODUCTION 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed (OFDM) is an 
air-interface technology that can effectively combat multipath 
effects in mobile propagation channels. It is a strong candidate 
for future 40 mobile communications [1]. In many of the 
discussions regarding 4G communication systems, multimode 
receivers that are capable of handling different systems are in 
great demand. Current wireless LAN (WLAN) systems, as well 
as digital audio broadcasting (DAB) system and digital video 
broadcasting (DVB) system are all based on OFDM 
transmission. Thus, there is a demand for the design of a 
multimode receiver which is capable of handling the OFDM 
based standards and UMTS. Conventionally, it is easy to 
design a multimode receiver with two branches, one for OFDM 
and one for direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) system. 
However, a wise approach is to employ a frequency domain 
equalizer for UMTS in the receiver, making use of the 
powerful FFT/IFFT for both DS-CDMA and OFDM systems 
in the handset. 
Recently, receivers based on TDMA style channel 
equalization at the chip level have been proposed for a 
wideband code-division multiple access (WCDMA) downlink 
to ensure adequate performance even with a high number of 
active users [2]. The received chip waveform, distorted by the 
multi-path channel, is equalized prior to de-spreading. 
Orthogonality of the signal from the basestation is restored at 
chip-level. 
In [3][4], single-carrier systems with frequency domain 
equalization (SC-FDE) have been proposed recently. They use 
the same mechanism as in OFDM, i.e. a cyclic prefix (CP) is 
inserted to absorb the multi-path effect. By inserting the CP at 
the transmitter and discarding it at the receiver, the linear 
convolution channel with inter block interference (IBI) is 
converted to a circular one without IBI. Unfortunately, the CP-
based FDE is not compatible with the current WCDMAIUMTS 
system because the CP insertion will inevitably destroy the 
frame structure. It is desirable to design a receiver without 
changing the transmitted signal. 
In this paper, a new FDE is proposed and investigated 
which will not change the format of the transmitted signal. We 
reconstruct the required cyclicity for the frequency domain 
equalization. The proposed algorithm fully exploits the 
relationship between the reconstructed part and the equalized 
signal itself. Unlike the algorithms proposed in [5][6], the 
"overlap-cut" processing is not necessary. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system 
model of UMTS-FDD is introduced in section II. In Section III, 
the proposed algorithm is described. Section IV will deal with 
the parameters selection. Simulation results are given in 
Section V. Finally, conclusions are presented. 
II. 	UMTS DOWNLINK SYSTEM MODEL 
A. 	UMTS Downlink 
In 1998, WCDMA was selected as the UMTS terrestrial air 
interface scheme for the FDD mode in European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [7][8]. UMTS 
is capable of providing variable bit rates (144 kbps for vehicle 
speed, rural environment; 384 kbps for walking speed, urban 
outdoor; 2048 kbps for fixed, indoor environment) and 
different quality of service (QoS) for different connections. The 
frequency division duplex (FDD) mode and the time division 
duplex TDD mode are both working in the 2 0Hz band, with a 
basic chip rate of 3.84 Mcps and a flexible carrier spacing of 
4.4-5.0 MHz. QPSK modulation is adopted and allows use of 
the same channelization code for both I and Q channels. This 
paper will only focus on the UMTS FDD downlink 
transmission. In the FDD downlink, the general frame structure 
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is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that one frame with duration 
of 10 ms can be divided into 15 slots [9]. 
DPDCH , 	DPCCH 	 DPDCH 	 DPCCH 
Datal 	T 	TFCI 	 Data' 	 Pilot 
1,, 	2560 chips 
Slot #0 	Slot 	j__ 	SI0L#i 	 Slot 614 
Onc radio froote. Tr  = 10rns 
DPDCH: dedicated physical data channel 
DPCCH: dedicated physical control channel 
TPC: transmit power control TFCI: transport format combination 
indicator 
Figure I. Frame structure for downlink DPCH 
The dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) with user 
data is combined by time multiplexing with the dedicated 
physical control channel (DPCCH) to form the dedicated 
physical channel (DPCH) and transmitted by the dedicated 
channel (DCII, a transport channel). Each slot contains the 
time-multiplexed DPDCH and DPCCH. It can be seen from 
Fig. 1 that within each slot there is a block of pilot signals 
transmitted which is known at the receiver. The number of 
pilot chips differs from 64 to 2048 according to different slot 
formats [3]. 
B. System Model 
Considering K-user's traffic that is QPSK modulated before 
spreading, we write the complex envelope of the transmitted 
signal of the k-th user as: 
	
dk (t) = A6 Y bs (t - iT), 	(1) 
where T denotes the symbol interval; Ak, bk' 1 and s6(t) denote 
the average amplitude of the k-th user, the i-th symbol of the k-
th user and the spreading chip waveform of the k-th user given 
by the convolution of spreading sequence and the chip 
waveform, respectively. 
After spreading, user data is summed together and 
scrambled by a long code c(t): 
X(t) = c(t)dk (t). 	 (2) 
All signals from the same basestation then pass through an 
identical complex channel and arrive simultaneously at the 
receiver. The discrete-time output signal at the receiver is 
considered as the response of a complex digital filter to the 
transmitted signal. The complex FIR filter h(t, 1) with order L is 
a composite successive convolution of the transmitter filter, the 
mobile radio channel and the receiver filter. 
At the receiver, perfect synchronisation is assumed. We 
write the received signal as y(t), therefore, the relation between 
x(t) andy(t) can be written as 
y(t) =x(t)*h(t,l)+v(t), 	 (3) 
where v(t) is additive Gaussian noise and "*" denotes linear 
convolution. If the transmitted signal is cyclically extended, the 
channel distortion becomes a circular convolution process in 
the time domain and multiplications in the frequency domain. 
Hence, using a one-tap FDE we can easily compensate the 
channel distortion. Unfortunately, in UNITS, any attempt to 
insert CF in the signal will destroy the current frame structure. 
In order to simplify the equalizer at the receiver, we therefore 
virtually generate a CP and reconstruct the cyclicity required 
by the frequency domain equalization. 
III. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN CHIP LEVEL 
EQUALIZATION 
In this section, we will exploit the relationship between the 
required cyclic part and the equalizer output. The frequency 
domain equalizer will process data on a block by block basis. 
Applying different size of FF1', we can separate each slot into 
multiple blocks. Suppose that we extract one block discrete 
received signals of length N, y=[y(0),y(l).....y(N-1)]T  
(assuming the inter-block-interference (IBI) from the previous 
block is cancelled out, which can be done by tail cancellation). 
A linear convolution output is L-1 chips longer than that of a 
circular convolution. The tail part of a linear convolution 
process is defined as y=[y, 5(0),yJI).....yJL-2)]T which is 
unknown to the receiver at the moment and L is the length of 
channel (channel is assumed to be perfectly estimated at the 
receiver). 
By adding elements of y,01 to the first L-1 elements of y, we 
called this process cyclic reconstruction. In a DS-CDMA 
system such as UNITS, this process is of great importance for 
the frequency domain equalization since there is no cyclic 
prefix inserted in the transmitted signal. The block signal after 
cyclic reconstruction can be written as: 
Yo = 
y0 (i) = y(i)+y1011 (i) , i = 	0.....L-2. 	(4) 
It is worth noting that only the first L-1 terms have been 
modified where L is the channel length and the first L-1 
elements of y0 remains unknown. From the above definition, 
T 
we further define x0 = Ytail (0),..., ytaji 	(L - 2),0, . . . () 	, thus, 
N 
y 0 =x0 +y. 	 (5) 
Firstly, we consider a noise-free environment. We then 
have the input and output relations: 
y 0 =Hs, 	 (6) 
where H is a circulant channel matrix and s is a column vector 
composed of one block transmitted signal. The channel 
impulse response is denoted by h(l), 1=0.....L-1 (The channel 
is assumed quasi-static within one block) which has an N point 
Fourier transform H(k), k=0.....N-I. The channel matrix H is 
thus defined as: 
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h(0) 	 h(L —1) 	h(l) 
Ii(0) 
0 	h(L-1) 
H= h(L-1) 	 h(0) 	 (7) 
	
h(L —l) 	 Ii(0) 
0 	 h(L —1) h(L —2) 	h(0) 
According to its special structures, circulant matrix H can 
be efficiently diagonalized by Fourier transform and inverse 
Fourier transform. Let F and F 1 denotes the Fourier transform 
matrix and the inverse Fourier transform matrix, respectively. 
Hence, 
F•y 0 =FH•s=FH•F 	Fs=D•F•s, 	(8) 
where D is a diagonal matrix with its elements taken from the 
N points Fourier transform of channel impulse response, i.e. 
D=diag(H(0).....H(N-1)J. 
Substituting (5) into (8), we have 
F.(x 0 +y)=D.F.s. 	 (9) 
(9) can be further modified to: 
F' - D-' .F.(x0 +y)=s. 	 (10) 
Theoretically, the reconstructed part y,,  is obtained by the 
multiplication of the upper triangular block matrix in H and a 
vector composed of the last L-1 elements of s. Therefore, 
0 	0 	h(L — l) ... 	h(l) 
given 	H 0 = 	' 	 . 	.. 	 and 
0 ... 0 h(L-1) 
H1 = °N-L+2 h N we can yield: 
0 =[H 	
H I ]T  .s. 	 (11) 
Substituting (10) into (11), as a result, we have 
x 0 =[H, HIlT  F' D 	F.(x0 +y) 	(12) 
In order to simplify the notation, a new NxN matrix M is 
introduced: 
M=[H0 H1]T.F_I.D_I.F 	(13) 
Matrix M has its special structure that it can be further split 
11 
into blocks, i.e., M 
= 
M 0 M1 , 
M0 is a (L-I)x(L-1) matrix 
and M is a (L-1)xN matrix. Matrix M can be calculated by the 
multiplication of matrices from (13) and this will cause a large 
computational burden for the receiver. However, the 
computation can be reduced significantly. Since D' is a 
diagonal matrix, it can be decomposed to 
D' =F-A-F' 	 (14) 
where A is a circulant matrix. Thus, 
M=[H0 H 1 ]T.F*F.A.F*F = [H 0 H1]T.A (15) 
Since A is a circulant matrix, therefore, by knowing only one 
column or one row elements of A, it is possible to generate the 
whole circulant matrix. We need to point out that there is an 
interesting property of the Fourier transform matrix F, i.e., the 
first row and the first column elements are all unity elements. 
It yields that the first column of D' . F can be represented by 
_L 	I 	and H(0).....H(N-1) are the N point 
[P1(0) H(N—l)] 
Fourier transform of the channel impulse response. 
Consequently, the first column of A can be calculated by the 
1 	-iT 
Fourier transform of vector 	... 	 and so 
[H(0) 	H(N—l)j 
that the computational complexity is reduced to O(NlogN). 
According to the definition of M, Ytaji  and (13), formula 
(12) can be rewritten as: 
y10, = [i'i0 MI]T .y+[M0 MI]T  .xo 	(16) 
=[M, Mi]T y+MO yiai/ 
Hence, 
(IMo )Ygaii = 1M 0 M, I
T
.y 	 (17) 
From (17), when additive white Gaussian noise exists, the 
MMSE estimate of Yiaii  is given by: 
Ytaji = 
[(1M 0 ).(1M0 )H +_s_i 	.(I—M0 )" .[M0 MI]T .y 
tail ) 
 
where o, o 	and I are the noise variance, tail part signal la 
variance and a (L-1)x(L-I) unitary diagonal matrix, 
respectively. 
However, it is not easy to decide what alad should be 
since a good estimate of the tail part average power is not 
available. Factors such as user numbers and channel 
characteristics will affect the tail part signal power. For 
simplicity, we derive an approximate calculation of alail  
Suppose that the variance of the time domain signal is a.3, 
channel is normalized and with length equals to L. Denote the 
normalized average power of each channel tap by P,, 1=0.....L-








L—1 	i=,  
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The frequency domain equalization consists of two steps. In 
the first step, the required tail part is reconstructed. In the 
second step, the MMSE equalizer in the frequency domain is 
given by the following expression: 
w(k)=H°(k) 
	
, k=0 .... Nl 	(21) 
H(k 2 +ci/o +a 11 
In (21), the real factor a is introduced for the purpose of 
taking into account unpredictable cyclic reconstruction errors. 
The reason is that if the condition number cond(I —M0 ) is 
large, then the exact solution may be changed substantially by 
even small perturbation in the data due to the additive noise. In 
the frequency domain, let us define Ye/k) and S(k), k=O,..., N-I 
as the Fourier transforms of y5  and s, respectively. The 
equalized S(k) can be given by: 
s(k)= 	
Y0(k)-H(k) 
k=O .... N-1 (22) 
H(k 2 +o/o +a 
The equalizer output is finally transformed back to the time 
domain by inverse Fourier transform. The scrambling code is 
then removed and the composite signal is despreaded and 
decoded. 
Actually, the reconstructed part is exactly the IBI into the 
next processing block, thus, we can remove this part from the 
next block to obtain an IBI free block. Inevitably, this will 
cause error propagation due to imperfect equalization; 
however, the error propagation can be limited within one slot 
since pilots transmitted every slot are known to the receiver. 
IV. 	PARAMETERS SELECTION 
It gives more freedom if non-radix 2 Fourier transform is 
adopted. N can be selected freely for different situations. 
However, if we only consider Radix 2 FF1', then N, the length 
of one processing block can only be an integer multiple of 2. In 
both cases, it should be mentioned that L needs to be equal to 
or larger than the channel length. 
Note that, matrix inversion and matrix multiplication are 
involved in the cyclic reconstruction process. Hence, an 
equalizer selecting a large N is more efficient than one with a 
small N in terms of computation complexity. Moreover, larger 
equalizer length results in smaller processing block numbers, 
thus, the unpredictable error propagation effect will not be 
significant. On the other hand, it should be emphasized that 
because of the channel variation within one block due to high-
speed movement, large block length will give raise to the 
performance degradation (its counterpart in one OFDM system 
is the induced ICI - inter carrier interference). Usually, we 
select N to be 512 for mobile speed slower than 90 km/h and N 
equals to 256 for mobile speed higher than 90 km/h in order to 
achieve a good tradeoffs between equalizer performance and 
error propagations. 
In (21), the exact calculation of the real factor a is fairly 
complicated if not intractable. Taking 0.1 <a <0.2 results in 
an acceptable system performance given that the transmitted 
signal power and the propagation channel are both normalized. 
V. 	NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, computer simulations show the 
performance of the proposed frequency domain equalizer. The 
simulation encompasses most of the features of the UMTS 
FDD downlink. QPSK data modulation is considered and the 
chip rate is 3.84 Mchips/s. Walsh codes with length 16 are 
used as the short spreading codes and Gold codes with length 
65536 are used as long scrambling codes. No error correction 
coding is considered in the simulations. 8 active users are 
assumed in the simulations. The UMTS Vehicular A channel 
model [10] is used for BER evaluation in our simulation. The 
corresponding channel impulse response is shown in Fig. 2. 
UMTS Vehicular Test Environment Channel A 
Channel Profile 
Path Delay Avg Power. 
	
(nsec) 	(dB) 
1 	0 0.0 
2 310 	-1.0 
3 710 -9.0 
4 1090 -10.0 
O 1709 .150 
6 0910 090 
05 	 1'5 	 2.5 	310Y°(s) 
Path Delay 
Figure 2. Channel profile of the UMTS Vehicular Channel A 
Fig. 3 shows the BER performances of the proposed 
frequency domain equalizer and the equalizer with perfect 
cyclic reconstruction (assuming the tail part is known for the 
equalizer). The terminal is travelling at mobile speed of (a) 50 
km/h and (b) 150 km/h. In Fig. 3 (a), N=512 is selected for the 
equalizer. The lower bound performances of equalizer with 64 
and 512 FFT size are also given. In Fig. 3 (b), we present the 
BER performance of the proposed equalizer with N=256. Also 
shown are the lower bounds for frequency domain equalizers 
with perfect cyclic reconstruction. 
We learn from Fig. 3 (a) that for low speed movement, 
although under high SNR scenarios the performance of the 
proposed algorithm is not satisfactory compared with the lower 
bounds. However, with the aid of forward error correction 
coding, the area in the figure that of interest is 10 2 BER10 1 . 
In this area, the performance of the proposed equalizer is 
acceptable. It can be seen from Fig. 3 (b) that for high-speed 
movement, the performance is close to the lower bounds. A 
system with perfect cyclic reconstruction is equivalent to a 
cyclic prefix based single carrier system. In an OFDM system, 
high-speed movements will cause severe ICI; similarly, for 
single carrier transmission with cyclic prefix, it will also 
degrade the BER performance significantly. The channel at the 
beginning of one block and the channel at the end of one block 
are no longer the same; therefore, the cyclic prefix and its data 
part are not transmitted though the same channel. On the other 
hand, the channel within one block can no longer be assumed 
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Figure 3. Performance of the new FDE, UMTS Vehicular A channel, mobile 
speed50 km/h and 150 km/h. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a MMSE frequency domain equalizer based 
on self cyclic reconstruction is proposed and the BER 
performance is given. Without the insertion of cyclic prefix at 
the transmitter, which will change the UMTS signal format, 
the proposed algorithm exploits the relationship between the  
required cyclic part and the transmitted signal itself. The 
estimated cyclic part is then added to the received block signal 
for doing frequency domain equalization. Simulation results 
show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. To design a 
frequency domain equalizer for the current WCDMA system 
is very attractive. OFDM has become a strong candidate for 
the fourth generation systems and hence a WCDMA receiver 
adopting chip level frequency domain equalizer will be 
compatible with the current FFT based receiver structures. By 
adopting the proposed equalization structure for receiving DS-
CDMA signal, a multimode receiver can be programmed to 
switch to a particular system more conveniently. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a new chip-level MMSE frequency 
domain equalizer (FDE) is investigated for a downlink Universal 
Mobile Telephone System (UMTS) system. The multiple access 
interferences (MAT) and inter chip interferences (IC!) can be 
reduced at the chip level before despreading. By exploiting the 
frame and slot structures of the UMTS downlink, the pilots 
within one slot (for FDD mode) can be used for the required 
cyclic reconstruction in a FDE. No cyclic prefix (CP) or zero-
padding is required at the transmitter, which would change the 
signal format of the current UMTS system. Furthermore, one slot 
signal is split into multiple segments for the sake of combating 
channel variance within one slot. The performance of the 
proposed MMSE-FDE is studied through simulation. A 
multimode receiver that can equalize both UMTS and OFDM 
systems in one structure is then feasible. 
Keywords- FDE, UMTS, chip-level, MMSE, multimode receiver 
INTRODUCTION 
In many of the discussions regarding 4G communication 
systems, the assumption is that multimode terminals that can 
handle both Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed 
(OFDM) and spread spectrum systems will be required. A wise 
approach to design such a multimode receiver is to employ a 
frequency domain equalizer (FDE) for UMTS in the receiver, 
making use of the powerful FFT/IFFT for both UMTS and 
OFDM systems. Recently, receivers based on TDMA style 
channel equalization at the chip level have been proposed for a 
wideband code-division multiple access (WCDMA) downlink 
[1]. The received chip waveform, distorted by the multi-path 
channel, is equalized prior to de-spreading. Orthogonality of 
the signal from the basestation is restored at chip-level. 
Numerous approaches for single-carrier frequency domain 
equalization (SC-FDE) have been proposed during the recent 
years [2]. However, most of them use the same mechanism as 
in OFDM, i.e. a cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted in order to 
simplify the receiver. This is not compatible with the current 
UMTS system since it will change the format of the frame and 
the overhead CP will reduce the spectral efficiency. It is 
desirable to design a receiver without changing the transmitted 
signal format. 
In this paper, a new FDE is proposed and investigated 
which will not change the format of the transmitted signal. By 
exploiting the frame and slot structures of the UMTS downlink, 
the pilots within one slot (for FDD mode) can be used for the 
required cyclic reconstruction in a FDE. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system 
model of UMTS-FDD and chip level equalization is introduced 
in Section II. In Section III, the proposed algorithm is 
described. Section IV will deal with the computational 
complexity. Finally, conclusions are presented. 
	
II. 	SYSTEM MODEL AND CHIP-LEVEL FDE 
A. UMTS-FDD Downlink 
UMTS is capable of providing variable bit rates (144 kbps 
for vehicle speed, rural environment; 384 kbps for walking 
speed, urban outdoor; 2048 kbps for fixed, indoor environment) 
and different quality of service (QoS) for different connections 
[3]. The frequency division duplex (FDD) mode is working in 
the 2 GHz band, with a basic chip rate of 3.84 Mcps and a 
flexible carrier spacing of 4.4-5.0 MHz. QPSK modulation is 
adopted and allows use of the same channelization code for 
both I and Q channels. In the FDD downlink, the general frame 
structure is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that one frame with 
duration of 10 ms can be divided into 15 slots [4]. 
The dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) with user 
data is combined by time multiplexing with the dedicated 
physical control channel (DPCCH) to form the dedicated 
physical channel (DPCH) and transmitted by the dedicated 
channel (DCH, a transport channel). Each slot contains the 
time-multiplexed DPDCH and DPCCH. It can be seen from 
Fig. 1 that within each slot there is a block of pilot signals 
transmitted, which is known at the receiver. The number of 
pilot chips differs from 64 to 2048 according to different slot 
formats [4]. 
* DPDCH 	DPCCH 	, 	 DPDCH 	..DPCCH 
Datal 	TPC 	TFCI 	 Data2 	 Pilot 
T 	= 2560 chips 
SlothO I Slot#1 	 Slot #i 	 Slot #14 
One radio frame, 11=10 ms 
DPDCH: dedicated physical data channel 
DPCCH: dedicated physical control channel 
TPC: transmit power control TFCI: transport format combination indicator 
Figure 1. Frame structure for downlink DPCH 
- static, no deep nulls, 5 laps complex channel 
static, with deep nulls, 5 laps complex channel 
0 	0.1 	0.2 	0.3 	0.4 	0.5 	0.6 	0.7 	0.8 	0.9 
Normalized Frequency 
Figure 2. Frequency selectivity of two sorts of channels 
B. 	Chip-Level FDE 
We consider an uncoded K-user downlink traffic that is 
QPSK modulated before spreading. After spreading, user data 
are summed and then scrambled by a cell-specific long code s(t) 
prior to transmission. The transmitted signal can be represented 
as: 
x(t) = All [Ak  bck (i - iT)] 
k=l 
where T denotes the symbol interval; Ad, bk(l) and 41) denote 
the amplitude of the k-th user, the i-th symbol of the k-th user 
and the spreading chip waveform of the k-tb, respectively. At 
the receiver, the received discrete signal can be represented by: 
r(n)= ' h(l)x(n—l)+ v(n) 	 (2) 
where h) is the propagation channel and L is the channel 
length in chips; x(n), v(n) and r(n) denote the discrete 
transmitted signal, the additive Gaussian white noise with 
variance cr,,2 and the sampled received signal, respectively. 
By the insertion of the CF in OFDM systems, linear 
channel distortion of the signal results in circular convolution 
of the transmitted signal and the channel impulse response. 
With this in mind, it is necessary to reconstruct the resultant 
effect caused by a virtual CF so that the time and frequency-
domain descriptions of the convolution are essentially 
equivalent and a simple OFDM type FDE can be derived. In 
the FDD downlink, pilots are pre-inserted in each slot used for 
channel estimation purpose. According to the UMTS 
specification [4], the pilot sequence can be 64-2048 chips 
corresponding to different slot formats. Since the shortest pilot 
sequence still consists of 64 chips which is longer than L in 
most cases, this prior known information can be used to 
reconstruct the needed cyclicity for the FDE. The insertion of 
CP as in an OFDM system can be avoided and thus the 
transmitted signal format will not be changed. 
The new FDE is performed on a slot (2560 chips) by slot 
basis. Assuming that the composite channel response h/I) is 
quasi-stationary within the i-th slot and span over L chips 
(L<64, i.e., channel span is less than 16.64 ps), we may write 
the received signal in one block as r•(n), O_<iS-1, O_<n<J'/-], 
S=15 is the number of slots and N=2560 is the number of chips 
within one slot. Finally, we use x1(n) to denote the 
corresponding transmitted i-th slot signal. At the receiver, r,(n) 
can be written as: 
	
r (n)— h 1 	(n + N - lXl - u(n —1)) 	(4) 
Pilot sequences are transmitted at the end of one slot and 
are known to the receiver. Therefore, pilot signals in the i-th 
slot can be used to reconstruct the required cyclicity as shown 
in (5). 
Ti (n)= F;(n)+h,(l)x(n+N—lXl—u(n—l)) 	(5) 
Correspondingly, in the frequency domain, 
, (w) = H. (w)X1 (w) + v (w) 	(6) 
where Ow<JV-], R (w), H. (w), X, (w) and V (w) are the DFT 
of (n), h/I), xi(n) and vi(n), respectively. Further defining 
W,('w), Ow<JV-1 as the equalizer coefficients in the frequency 
domain, the MMSE FDE is given by the following expression: 
2 
W1 (w)= 	 , a=crfl 
') ' / cr 
	(7) 
H1 (w 2 +a 
where ad  and Hi (w) are the variance of the received signal and 
the conjugate of H/w), respectively. The equalized signal is 
finally transformed back to the time domain by inverse Fourier 
transform. The scrambling code is removed and the composite 
signal is despreaded and detected. 
Two sorts of channels are studied in our simulations with 
their frequency selectivity plotted in Fig. 2. Computer 
simulations are carried out at base band for the investigation of 
the proposed algorithm. BER performance is evaluated for the 
MMSE FDE in both static spectrally-flat channel (Fig. 3) and 
spectrally-deep-fading channel (Fig. 4). Channel coding is 
excluded from the study. Perfect knowledge of the channel at 
the receiver is assumed. In both cases, we use the proposed 
MMSE FDE, a 32-taps and a 64-taps time domain MMSE 
equalizer (TDE) [1]. Simulations show that the proposed 
MMSE chip level FDE can effectively mitigate inter-chip 
interferences under channels with or without deep nulls. 




—u(n —I)) + 
where u() represents the unit step function. The second term in 
(3) represents the inter-slot-interference caused by the (i-1)-th 
slot. It is estimated and subtracted from the current slot. Then 
the slot signal free of inter-slot-interference is given by: 
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Figure 3. BER versus E5/N5 for 8 users, Single cell downlink, Spreading 
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Figure 4. BER versus Eb/No for 8 users, Single cell downlink, Spreading 
factor=16, Channel with deep nulls 
III. SLOT SEGMENTATION 
In fact, the assumption that we made in the previous section 
is not reasonable since the channel's stationary assumption 
cannot be ensured within one slot. Therefore, the time variation 
of the mobile radio channel is a main obstacle to the proposed 
FDE. The study of the MIMSE-FDE performance in Rayleigh 
fading channels (UMTS Vehicular A Channel [5]) is presented 
in this section. The corresponding channel impulse response is 
shown in Fig. 5. Each path is faded independently according to 
the Rayleigh distribution. By breaking the 2560 chips slot into 
a series of disjoint short segments, the time variations of the 
mobile channel over one segment are sufficiently small and can 
be neglected. Hence, we can assume that the channel over one 
segment is static. The whole time-varying channel over one 
slot can be partitioned into multiple time-invariant channels 
approximately. Similar approach had been proposed in [6] for 
OFDM systems. The system performance can be improved 
greatly, especially in fast fading channels. 
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Figure 5. Channel profile of the UMTS Vehicular Channel A 
To derive the new equalization scheme, we consider one 
slot free of interferences from the previous slot. The received 
	
signal in the i-th slot is expressed as i. = [Fi 	. i7i (N  - If 
0 :~ i :~ 14 , N = 2560 - We segment -fi into M blocks ik 
0 :!~ k :~ M —1 with fixed length P=N/M and fill zeros to 
expand them to new N elements vectors as: 
T 
rlk = 0,...,0, (k * p),. 1), 0,..-,0 	, (8) 
k°P 	 p 	 N-(k+l)6P 
Hence, 
M-1 
i lk ,0:!~i:~14 	 (9) 
k=0 
Similarly, the related transmitted signal vector is defined as: 
T 
X.k = 0,...,0, xj (k*P),..., x, ((k+l)*P_l), Q,,O 	, (10) 
P 	 N._(k+l)*P 
In the frequency domain, M new signal vectors can be 
written as R1 k Correspondingly, we estimate the mobile 
channel in one slot at M sampling instances. The channel 
estimates are h,(m;1), m=384000*frame index+2560*s101 
index+(0.....M-1) *p_j, 1=0.....L-1 where L is the order of the 
channel, and H,5 is the 2560 length DFT vector of h1(m;1).The 
tail part of the convolution process for each block is [t j,k(0) 
44-2)]. Expanded into one slot length with zeros, the tail 
vector is defined by: 
T 
0,.,0,t Ik (0),..,1, k (L_2), 0,-•-,0 	,0<—k<—M-2 
= 	kP 	 L-I 	N-kP-L+l 
T 
ti,M1 (o),-.- 1iMI (L - 20,---,0 	, k = M — 1 
L-1 	 N-L+1 
(11) 
The frequency domain counterparts of the tail vectors are 
denoted by Tk. The desired transmitted signal in the k-th block 
can then be recovered by the FDE Wk as given in (12): 
X .,k = IDFT((R, k  + T,k - T1,_1 )(& W, k ) 	(12) 
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where ® represents the element by element multiplication of 
two vectors. 
Hence, the desired signal vector in the i-tb slot is the 
summation of the Mvirtual FDE output: 
Xi = [xi (o),...,x1(N—If = 	 (13) 
So far we have only the knowledge of tj,M/ that can be 
obtained by channel estimate and the pilot information. 	 10 	 15 	 20 	 25 
However, the equation in (13) can be written as: 
	 E515, (49) 
Figure 6. Mobile speed = 10 km/h,f19 Hz 
X I 
 = M-1 
Xi,k =IDFT((R,k +TIk —T1k1 )®WIk ) 
= IDFT[ER i,k +TIk —TIkI )®WI,k 	 (14) 
= IDFT[R k ® W1 + 	- T1 k1  )® WIk 
J 
Since channels in the neighboring segments can be 
considered almost identical. A reasonable assumption is made 
here that Wi ,0 z W11, ..., W1M2W,MI so long as one slot is 
segmented into adequate large number of blocks. Therefore, 
Xi = IDFT[R fk ®WI k +(Tk _T/k _I )®W f.k ] 
IDFT 	
Rk 0W1,k +T10 ®(w,0 _w1,1)-l- 	(15) 
T11 ® (w11 — Wi2 )+ . . + TI,M_l ® WIMI 
IDFT[R/k OW,,  + TI,MI ® W, M1 
From the above equation, the only task then remaining is to 
reconstruct the cyclicity for the (M-1)-th block. We then made 
Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the achievable BER for 
different selected M value. The uncoded BER results are 
averaged over different channels (generated according to the 
UMTS Vehicular A channel model) for varying Eb/No. 
Obviously, the more segments one slot is broken into, the 
better performance we may get. However, more segments 
require more computations. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we observe 
that for small Doppler frequencies fd, equalizer with small M 
value, M=2, offers best tradeoff between complexity and 
performance. For large Doppler frequencies, larger M value, 
M=lO, is inevitable. 
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Figure 7. Mobile speed = 150 kmlh,fa=277 Hz 
IV. 	COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY DISCUSSION 
Similar to the partial transmit sequence (PTS) approaches [7] 
in OFDM systems (a solution for the inherited peak-to-average 
problem, PTS can also be used to reduce the inter-carrier-
interference (ICI) in OFDM systems), the input data block is 
partitioned into disjoint sub-blocks and each sub-block is zero 
padded to the original block length. The complexity for the 
proposed algorithm is increased significantly with the 
increasing segment number M. However, if the transforms can 
take advantage of the fact that a large fraction of the input 
values are zero, the complexity can be reduced greatly. We 
noticed that recently there are already some efficient 
algorithms in calculating partial DFT (input sequence contains 
many zeros) such as "FF1 pruning" [8] and "Transform 
decomposition" [9]. These algorithms utilize the redundancy in 
the input to reduce the number of operations below those of the 
FFT algorithms and have a computational complexity of 
O(Nlog2P) instead of O(Nlog2N). The algorithm proposed in 
[10] can further reduce the computational complexity to only 
0(N+P1og2P). It should be mentioned that the frequency 
domain equalizer is operated on one slot signal; hence, 2560 
chips will be equalized at one time. For those segments where 
non-zero data are not starting from the beginnings, we may use 
a time-shift means by simply replacing all the Fourier 
transform twiddle factors of WNk  with Wjv 
1-F where F is the 
time-shift. This operation will not change the algorithm 
complexity. In addition, the same receiver architecture can be 
used for the reception of OFDM signals and reduced the ICI 
due to channel variance. 
V. CONCLUSION 
This paper has introduced a MMSE FIDE for the UMTS in 
its downlink transmission and has presented a number of 
results that demonstrate its effectiveness. To design a FDE for 
the current UMTS receiver is very attractive. OFDM has 
become a strong candidate for the fourth generation systems 
and hence a DS-CDMA receiver adopting chip level frequency 
domain equalizer will be compatible with the current FF1 
based receiver structures. The coexistence of OFDM systems 
and UMTS via a simple structure is feasible. By adopting the 
proposed frequency domain equalization structure for receiving 
UMTS signal, a multimode receiver can be programmed to 
switch to a particular transmission more conveniently. 
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Abstract—This paper provides a study on 
the convergence issue of several 
complementary wireless access networks, 
namely DAB, DVB-T and HIPERLAN-2 and 
suggests possible physical layer architecture 
for a suitable multimode terminal. Sampling 
rate adaptation is the major concern in this 
paper. By using a fixed system clock, a 
sampling rate conversion (SRC) scheme based 
on Sigma-Delta modulation and linear 
interpolation is proposed for the multimode 
receiver. Moreover, a new receiver architecture 
combining SRC and symbol synchronization is 
suggested. Simulation result shows that the 
three OFDM systems can use a single system 
clock effectively. 
Index Terms—Multimode terminal, SRC, 
Sigma-Delta modulation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in wireless and multimedia data communications have 
urged the development of low-cost and low 
power multimode receivers that are capable 
of accessing different networks while 
providing mobility and reliability over the 
mobile radio channels. Digital Video 
Broadcasting - Terrestrial (DVB-T), Digital 
Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and High 
Performance Radio Local Area Network-type 
2 (HIPERLAN-2) are the three standards to 
be investigated in this paper. The three 
networks to be converged use a number of 
key "common" technologies among them, 
such as same coding and air-interface 
techniques (Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM)), which provides a good 
platform to merge such systems into a single 
structure. Cosmas [1] have recently proposed 
a portable multimode multimedia mobile 
terminal that incorporates DVB-T reception 
equipment with a UMTS/GPRS transceiver 
device. The concept of software-defined 
radio (SDR) has also been suggested as a  
means of expanding the flexibility of handsets 
to operate as multimode terminals by 
employing a programmable software core 
that allows common hardware blocks of 
different standards to be reused for different 
services and applications [2]. The aim of this 
paper is to expand more on the issues 
concerning multimode terminals, which are 
largely uncovered, and suggest possible 
physical layer architecture for a future multi-
mode terminal. A new Sigma-Delta 
modulation combined sampling rate 
conversion structure for the multi-mode 
receiver is proposed which can integrate the 
three OFDM systems with a single system 
clock effectively. Moreover, the symbol 
synchronization of the OFDM systems can 
benefit from this particular structure. 
II. SAMPLING RATE OF DVB-TIDAB/HIPERLAN-2 
In a multi-mode digital communication 
receiver, it is required that the terminal must 
be able to handle various communications 
standards. When comparing the architectures 
of the aforementioned three standards, it is 
quite obvious that a strong resemblance 
among their receiver architectures exists. 
This implies that a multimode receiver could 
be implemented if those commonalities are 
fully 	exploited. 	Generally, 	different 
chip/sample/symbol rates are specified in 
different standards. The obvious simple 
solution is to adopt different dedicated clock 
for different standards. However, it seems to 
be costly and cumbersome, and the receiver 
size will be greatly enlarged with the 
increasing of standard numbers. 
The three systems deploy three different 
sampling rates, 64/7 = 9.1428571 MHz for 
DVB-T, 2.048 MHz for DAB and 20 MHz for 
H)PERLAN-2, respectively. Sampling rate 
adaptation is the first key issue to be 
considered for a multi-mode receiver even 
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before synchronization. Because the 
sampling rate of HIPERLAN-2 is the highest 
one among the sampling rates of the three 
investigated standards, a possible solution 
for this sampling rate conversion problem 
might be based on the over-sampling of 
HIPERLAN-2 and then approximating 
sampling data or sampling instants for DAB 
and DVB-T. The reason for doing so is 
twofold, 
1.20 MHz is the highest signalling rate 
among the targeted systems; the multi-mode 
receiver should be able to handle the highest 
signalling rate system; 
2. No fractional SRC is required for the 
HIPERLAN-2 system except a simple 
decimation process; 
In this section, we illustrate the sampling 
rate relationship of the three standards. First, 
the DVB-T 2k mode is considered. There are 
2048 sub-carriers in the DVB-T 2k mode, 
with Tu (useful symbol duration) = 224 ps 
and cyclic prefix (CP) =1/4 Tu = 56 ps. The 
OFDM symbol duration equals to 224 + 56 
=280 ps which exactly consists of 280 ps / 
0.05 ps = 5600 samples while sampled at the 
frequency of 20 MHz (Sampling rate of the 
HIPERLAN-2). To make it more meaningful, 
we now give an example. When the starting 
position of an OFDM symbol is given, 
assuming that it is the 0th sample, and then 
by sampling at 20 MHz, the 5599th sample 
will be the last sample of one DVB-T symbol. 
Not caring about the exact alignment of every 
sample at this first stage, we know that these 
5600 samples contain the full information of a 
DVB-T 	symbol. 	In 	addition, 	the 
starting/ending position of the OP and the 
useful OFDM symbol can also be determined 
Using the new sampling rate, although not 
every sample within the OFDM symbol is 
exactly aligned, due to the special 
characteristic discussed earlier, the coarse 
timing synchronization can still be realized. 
The ratio of the sampling rate of 
l-IIPERLAN-2 and the sampling rate of DVB-T 
is 20/(6417)=2.1875. While sampling the 
received DVB-T signal at 20 MHz we notice 
that 0.1875 multiplied by 16 results in an 
integer; the 16th DVB-T sample will coincide 
with the 35th new sample (sampled at 20 
MHz). The boundary of one useful DVB-T 
OFDM symbol can now be expressed by 
means of the new samples (sampled at 20 
MHz). When sampled at 16*20 = 320 MHz, 
which is 35 times (320/(64/7) = 35) the 
sampling rate of the DVB-T system, exact 
samples of the DVB-T system can be 
collected from the new samples after 35 
times decimation. Now let us consider the 
DAB system case. Mode I in DAB uses 2048 
sub-carriers with a sampling rate of 2.048 
MHz. When 320 MHz is deployed as the 
sampling rate of the new system, a DVB-T 
system will be sampled at a sufficient rate. 
Consequently, for a DAB system, since 320 
MHz is 156.25 times the sampling rate of the 
DAB system, every 4th DAB sample will 
happen to coincide with the 625th new 
sample. The boundary of the useful DAB 
OFDM symbol can also be expressed by 
means of the new samples (sampled at 320 
MHz). Coming to this, a simple SRC via 
interpolation and decimation can produce the 
required DAB symbols from the new samples. 
III. NEW SAMPLING RATE ADAPTATION 
STRUCTURE FOR A MULTI-MODE OFDM RECEIVER 
A. Timing Adjustment by Interpolation 
From the previous discussion, we can 
conclude that using 320 MHz as a new 
sampling rate for this particular multi-mode 
OFDM receiver is a pretty good decision. 
However, 320 MHz is a very high frequency 
for a mobile terminal when power 
consumption is considered. 
Interpolation technique, a timing-
adjustment operation on the received signal, 
had been already deployed in digital modems 
successfully [3] [4]. The fixed free running 
sampling clock remains independent on the 
symbol timing. The sample times never 
coincide perfectly on desired instants. 
Assume that the received signal x(t) is band 
limited and being sampled at a rate 1/Ta. 
After virtually' (we name it virtually because 
that actually no analogue signal has been 
produced) reconstructing the received signal, 
we resample the time-continuous output of 
the interpolating filter y(t) at time instants t=T 
where 11T is the sampling rate specified in 
the standard. There is no attempt to recover 
the continuous analogue signal, what we are 
interested in is the sample value at the very 
time instants t=kT. The new time instant t=kT 
can be represented by T in the form 
(1) 
where mk=int[kTffJ, the integer part of kT/T 
means the largest integer less than or equal 
to kT/T and Pk=  kT/T-Mk is a fractional 
difference. Only the samples at time instants 
t=kT are required for further processing. The 
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interpolants (new samples) can be calculated 
as in [3] by: 
y(kT)= y[(mk +/J k )TS ] 
- 




where {x(m)} is a sequence of signal samples 
taken at intervals T5 , and hl(t) is the finite-
duration impulse response of a fictitious, 
time-continuous, analogue interpolating filter. 
{!1T ... 127) is the area that the interpolating 
filter operates on. An ideal interpolation filter 
sin,z- i/T 
is 	 with a transfer 
T I 
function H,(f)= S 
, JJ'J 
<1/2T. Practically, a 
L 0,V>h/2 ' 
linear interpolator is adequate and efficient if 
the samples are closely spaced. Hence, in a 
discrete form, 
y(k)=(1-/I k )x(mk )+pkx(rnk +i) 
=x(mk )+ Pk X(lflk +1)—x mk 
B. Proposed Receiver Architecture with 
Sigma-Delta Modulation 
Sigma-Delta modulation is the most 
popular form of the noise-shaping 
quantization that uses oversampling and 1-bit 
quantization. Mathematical explanation of the 
Sigma-Delta data converters can be found in 
[5]. In principle, a Sigma-Delta AID converter 
consists of two functional blocks: a Sigma-
Delta modulator and a decimator. The 
Sigma-Delta data converter has the 
advantage of requiring less restrictive anti-
aliasing filters by benefiting from the high 
sampling rate in the modulation process; the 
anti-alias filter requirements are relaxed. 
For a multi-mode DVB-TIDABIHIPERLAN-
2 receiver, when sampled at the integer 
multiple of 20 MHz (sampling rate of 
HIPERLAN-2), the new sampling rate (40 
MHz, 60 MHz, 80 MHz...), the fractional 
interval Pk  will cyclically repeat a finite set of 
values. These fractional intervals Pk  and the 
integer value Mk  in (3) can be computed in 
advance, stored in ROMs and loaded when 
necessary. 	We 	assume 	perfect 
synchronization here; otherwise, fractional 
intervals need to be corrected on-line due to 
the synchronization offsets. 
Generally, an OFDM system achieves 
symbol synchronization by adjusting the FFT 
position, including coarse synchronization 
and fine synchronization. The coarse  
synchronization can be done by some cyclic 
prefix (CP) based approaches. After coarse 
symbol synchronization, the residual timing 
offset will be estimated though pilots and 
then be compensated. 
The fractional timing offset is required to 
be quantized into L uniform intervals where L 
is the integer part of the oversampling ratio. 
Consequently, it is now easy to adjust the 
starting instant of an OFDM symbol by 
fractional offset for the fine symbol 
synchronization purpose, which is not a 
simple task for conventional OFDM receivers. 
A new multimode OFDM receiver 
architecture is proposed in Fig. 1. In an ideal 
case there is no sampling frequency offset. 
Based on our knowledge on the sampling 
rate of the three different systems, the known 
coefficients Pk  and Mk  in (3) can be stored in 
memory and loaded into the SRC process 
while needed (shown by D in Fig.1). 
Unfortunately, using a free running clock, 
the sampling frequency error (the clock used 
in the transmitter may not be exactly identical 
to that used in the receiver) is inevitable. 
Conventional OFDM receivers adopt 
feedback using a voltage-controlled oscillator 
(VCO) to adjust the sampling frequency, the 
disadvantage of which is that a feedback loop 
is unavoidable. In case of the sampling 
frequency error impairment, all computations 
need to be performed on line and no extra 
memory for storing coefficients is required. 
Instead, a numerically controlled oscillator 
(NCO) 	controlled 	interpolator 	was 
investigated in [3] by Gardner. In practice, 
after the fine time synchronization process, 
the output & (E=j+Ef, &: integer offset and Ef 
fractional offset) is feed back to the NCO 
controller, which is responsible for 
determining Pk and m,, and making that 
information available to the interpolator. 
Since the fine symbol synchronization can be 
done symbol by symbol only, thus, the 
coefficients Pk and Mk  will be only updated 
once per OFDM symbol. The above 
discussion are based on the assumption that 
the sample frequency offset is small; 
otherwise, the drift between ideal and true 
sample points will be significant for 8k mode. 
In that case, the clock rate needs to be 
adjusted for sample rate offset, or timing 
offset, Pk  and Mk, will need to be changed 
linearly. 
For the sake of convenience, attention is 
paid to the timing recovery process, which is 
closely related to the SRC while the 
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frequency synchronization blocks are left out 
in the architecture. In the first stage, the 
received signal is down converted to 
baseband and the complex baseband signals 
are generated. By passing the analogue pre-
filter, the useful signals are band limited. The 
analogue input signals are then sampled at 
the sampling frequency, which is much 
higher than its signalling rate. According to 
the receiver structure, signals sampled at 
high frequency were pushed to a Sigma-
Delta modulator and then, a low pass filter 
(LPF) preceding the interpolation and 
decimation block is used for anti-aliasing 
purpose and quantization noise attenuation. 
Before the interpolation and decimation block 
is working, the receiver works under the 
coarse symbol-acquiring mode. As has been 
stated, the symbol starting instant 0 could be 
coarsely determined by the OP based pre-
FFT approaches, thus the starting position of 
an OFDM symbol hence the FFT window 
position can be determined and set. In this 
stage, the feedback loop from the post-FFT 
fine symbol synchronization is switched off. 
The window controller uses the information 
provided by the coarse symbol 
synchronization to adjust the starting position 
for the interpolation and decimation block, 
which strictly speaking, is an interpolation, 
based decimation process. 
The sampling clock frequency error Af 
might cause inter-carrier interference (101) 
and furthermore, a drift in the symbol timing 
[6]. Nevertheless, in most cases, the 
sampling frequency offset is very small 
compared with the high sampling frequency, 
the 101 caused can be considered as 
additional noise and the feedback loop in the 
receiver may be used to periodically 
compensated for the drift, either integer or 
fractional. Via 	in Fig.1, the pre-stored Pk 
and Mk  will be loaded to the interpolation 
based decimator for linear interpolation or 
polynomial interpolation processing, etc. The 
sampling rate of the output is approximate to 
the targeted system signalling rate lIT and 
post-FFT fine symbol synchronization is now 
carried out. Since each different system has 
its own offset estimation mechanism, we will 
not focus on every detail (the DVB-T system, 
for example, examines the phase rotation on 
pilots to estimate the averaged timing offset). 
The averaged residual timing offset 
consists of the integer part Ei  and the 
fractional part Ef, both of them will be fed back 
to the window controller to adjust the symbol 
position. Since the fractional timing offset can 
also be compensated via the interpolation 
based decimation block by shifting quantized 
fractional samples, which are integer 
samples with respect to the high sampling 
rate, the residual timing error will remain 
comparatively small. In addition, the 
accumulating timing error due to sampling 
frequency error can be compensated by the 
feedback from the error estimation every 
OFDM symbol. 
Alternatively, Gardner's NCO controlling 
method could be an efficient approach in 
providing the information of {p, mk} figured 
out from the output of the fine symbol 
synchronization process (see (D in Fig.1). 
Fig.2 shows the performance of a multimode 
receiver with different sampling rates 
deployed in the Sigma-Delta modulation 
block. The mean square error (MSE) of the 
uncoded data in the frequency domain 
against E/N0 is plotted, a DVB-T receiver is 
being considered in the simulation. 
In this paper, we have only studied the 
impact of linear interpolation based on the 
Sigma-Delta modulation output at different 
sampling rate (20 MHz, 40 MHz, 60 MHz and 
80 MHz) and the perfect timing case in a 
DVB-T system while the DAB system is not 
considered. The reason is that the sampling 
rate of DVB-T is up to 4 times higher than the 
sampling rate of DAB, so that if a sampling 
rate selected is suitable for DVB-T, then it 
should with no doubt be suitable for DAB as 
well in terms of using linear interpolation. As 
can be seen in Fig. 2, for a DVB-T system, 
40 MHz can be chosen as the best 
compromise between the system 
performance and hardware expenses. If is 
possible to have higher sampling frequency 
with not too much power consumption, this 
will definitely improve the system 
performance and also enable a fractional 
spaced equalization (FSE) which is not 
sensitive to sample timing. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents a study on the 
issues concerning the convergence of DAB, 
DVB-T and HIPERLAN-2 and suggests a 
possible architecture for a suitable multimode 
terminal. Sigma-Delta modulation and linear 
interpolation are deployed in the receiver for 
sampling rate adaptation purpose. A new 
sampling rate is adopted in the multimode 
receiver, which is a multiple integer times of 
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20 MHz (the sampling rate of HIPERLAN-2). 
A new proposed structure can integrate the 
three OFDM based systems by a single 
system clock effectively and in addition, bring 
advantages to symbol synchronization of the 
OFDM systems. Since the other standards 
(DAB & WCDMA) have lower sample rate 
requirements than DVB-T, 40 MHz is a good 
initial choice. 
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